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Abstract

The present study explored the use of translation technology in second language (L2) writing by English as a Second Language (ESL) students at the University level. The appropriate role of translation, and specifically translation technology, in L2 curricula has been the subject of theoretical and practical debate. In order to address knowledge gaps relevant to this debate, the present study sought to document students’ current use of translation technology, specifically free online translation (FOT) tools, and their opinions about these tools. The study’s mixed-methods design included video observations and questionnaires regarding FOT use completed by 19 university students enrolled in a high intermediate-level ESL course. Semi-structured follow-up interviews were conducted with the six participants who were observed using FOT tools extensively on the video recordings. Results showed that high intermediate-level ESL students have a primarily positive attitude toward FOT tools. In addition, the majority of students reported using such tools regularly, even though only about one third of the students were actually observed using the tools significantly in the video recordings. Results are discussed in the context of the ongoing debate over whether and how translation technology should be used in L2 classrooms.
Résumé

La présente étude examine l’utilisation des technologies de la traduction par les étudiants du niveau universitaire inscrits à un cours d’anglais langue seconde (ALS) lorsqu’ils rédigent un travail dans une deuxième langue (L2). Le rôle approprié de la traduction, et particulièrement des technologies de la traduction, dans les programmes de L2, a fait l’objet d’un débat théorique et pratique. Afin de combler les lacunes dans les connaissances pertinentes pour ce débat, la présente étude cherche à documenter l’utilisation actuelle des technologies de la traduction par les étudiants, notamment les outils de traduction accessibles gratuitement en ligne, et leurs opinions sur ces outils. Les méthodes de conception mixtes de cette étude comprenaient des observations vidéo et des questionnaires relatifs à l’utilisation des outils de traduction accessibles gratuitement en ligne remplis par 19 étudiants universitaires inscrits à un cours d’anglais langue seconde de niveau intermédiaire avancé. Des entrevues semi-structurées de suivi ont été menées avec les six participants observés pendant qu’ils utilisaient les outils de traduction accessibles gratuitement en ligne, de manière intense, sur les enregistrements vidéo. Les résultats ont montré que les étudiants d’ALS de niveau intermédiaire avancé ont essentiellement une attitude positive envers les outils de traduction accessibles gratuitement en ligne. De plus, la majorité des étudiants ont déclaré qu’ils utilisaient de tels outils régulièrement, bien qu'environ un tiers seulement des étudiants aient été effectivement observés en train d’utiliser ces outils de façon significative dans les enregistrements. Les résultats sont
discutés dans le contexte du débat en cours quant à savoir si et comment les technologies de la traduction devraient être utilisées dans les cours de L2.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 General Overview

The present study is designed to explore a possible reconciliation between two approaches to second language learning that have historically been in conflict with one another: the current second language acquisition (SLA) theories and the notion of using translation as a learning tool in the second language (L2) classroom. To seek common ground between the two approaches, and explore possible new roles for translation in L2 teaching, this study explores the potential contribution of free online translation (FOT) tools in the process of L2 learning. Specifically, after reviewing the relevance of machine translation (MT) and free online (machine) translation (FOT) tools to the learning and teaching of L2 writing, the study will examine students’ use of FOT tools, the tools’ effectiveness, and students’ perceptions of the tools. Based upon these results, recommendations will be made regarding the future of FOT tool use in L2 classrooms. This study is, therefore, embedded in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) (see Baecker et al., 1995; Dix et al., 2004) since its primary focus is on whether and how students use—interact with—FOT tools in L2 writing.

1.2 Origins of the Thesis

As an ESL instructor with more than two decades of teaching experience, I developed an interest in the topic when I noticed that the English as a second language (ESL) students would sometimes use FOT tools to translate words, phrases and even
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sentences from their L1 into English or vice-versa. My interest grew more intense when some of my colleagues also confirmed that their students were using—or at least they thought their students were using — these tools to complete their writing assignments, despite official warnings against using such tools in coursework. It seems that such warnings frequently fall on deaf ears due to the prevalence of FOT tools. Even though many L2 teachers have frowned upon this new development, the actual effect on students remains unknown.

This investigation was developed against the backdrop of decades of criticism targeting the use of translation in L2 teaching and learning—criticism that pushed translation off the map in many language classes (see Brown & Principles, 2001; Larsen-Freeman & Anderson, 2011). It was a criticism that stood in contrast to my personal experience as an English as a second language (ESL) teacher as well as to certain studies done in linguistics, education and translation studies departments on the applicability and even necessity of translation in language learning and teaching (Richmond, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Lewis, 1997; Shei, 2002; McCarthy, 2004; Somers, Gaspari; Niño 2006; Niño 2008 & Garcia & Pena, 2011). As a Translation Studies (TS) graduate student and an ESL teacher at the University of Ottawa, I have had the opportunity to conduct an academic investigation into the use of FOT tools in ESL writing classrooms, in an attempt to begin answering the question of whether such tool use is, as many have assumed, detrimental to students’ learning, or whether it may instead be beneficial.
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Unlike previous reconciliatory endeavors, I do not mediate between the two theories involved (SLA and translation), nor do I manipulate either side’s principles. Instead, I document the behavior and attitudes of a group of L2 learners towards available online translation tools in order to determine whether it is possible to resolve the conflict between the two approaches to L2 learning.

1.3 Background of the Problem

On the one hand, theories of SLA opposing the use of translation have been high-profile for the greater part of the 20th century (Richards & Rodgers, 1986). At the end of 19th century, a group of linguists from Germany, Britain, and Denmark who also had foreign language teaching experience formulated ideas against using translation in language classes and emphasized instead the importance of spoken language. In light of these ideas, there came about a radical shift from written language and deductive teaching of grammar to use of the oral language as a means of FL teaching. These ideas became known as the ‘Reform Movement’ (Howatt & Widdowson 2004, pp. 187-209), and as part of this movement, translation was pushed into the background in L2/FL teaching (Cook, 2010). Next there came a lengthy period of silence on the topic, followed by the development of more recent ESL/EFL methods that lead to the further invisibility of translation in the L2 classrooms. Further description and discussion of these 20th century trends in teaching are presented in Ch. 2.
On the other hand, the advent of free online translation (FOT) tools, such as Google Translate, Babelfish and Bing, has added a new dimension to L2 teaching and the L2 classroom. As these tools have become more efficient over the last few years, L2 students have been increasingly using them for various purposes ranging from translating a single word to translating entire paragraphs between their L1 and L2. Yet relatively little is known about the effects that the use of FOT tools may have on students’ L2 learning and/or their L2 writing.

Over the past two decades, a number of studies have examined the application of machine translation\(^1\) (MT) tools in L2 teaching and learning (Richmond, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Lewis, 1997; Shei, 2002; McCarthy, 2004; Somers, Gaspari; Niño 2006; Niño 2008 & Garcia & Pena, 2011). These investigations\(^2\) study various aspects and/or outcomes of using MT tools and yield rather diverse results.

Some studies demonstrate that MT systems have pedagogical use in L2 classrooms (Richmond, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Lewis, 1997). Richmond (1994), for instance, focuses on the linguistic and grammatical practices with MT tools that could improve L2 students’ awareness of “grammaticality”. Other studies reveal that

\(^{1}\) Machine translation (MT) is the forerunner of what is referred to as free online translation (FOT) in this thesis.

\(^{2}\) These investigations will be discussed thoroughly in section 2.3 of Chapter 2: A Review of the Literature.
incorporating MT-based activities into L2 classrooms has educational value for L2 learners and pedagogical implications for L2 teachers (Shei, 2002; Kliffer, 2005; Niño 2008). Similarly, Lewis (1997) states that MT is a useful tool in language teaching environments and that language teachers and learners should have access to affordable MT tools (p. 256).

Other studies, however, identify detrimental effects of using MT tools in the L2 classroom and translation courses (McCarthy, 2004; Somers, Gaspari & Niño 2006). In fact, Somers et al. (2006) focus on the problem of using free online machine translation (FOMT) tools to translate sentences in L2 courses. They assert that using FOMT tools in translation and L2 courses is detrimental because such translations are dishonest and plagiaristic. McCarthy (2004) believes that these tools make fair assessment of language and translation competence very challenging.

One of the most widely researched areas in MT in recent years has been the use of editing (often referred to as pre-editing or post-editing) as a mechanism for making MT a useful pedagogical component of L2 education (see Arenas, 2008; Guerberof, 2008 & 2009; Garcia, 2009; Popović & Hermann, 2011; Moran, Lewis & Saam, 2014 & O’Brien & Moorkens, 2014). For instance, Niño (2008) explores the use of MT post-editing in the FL classroom for the purposes of providing guidelines on how to use raw MT output as input for foreign language (FL) written production. Similarly, Shei (2002) examines the use of MT in L2 learning and teaching, and concludes that pre-editing is an effective task
that can enhance MT use, translation skills and L2 competence. Whether the effects of MT tools are deemed positive or negative, McCarthy (2004) reminds FL teachers that we cannot turn a blind eye to the widespread presence of MT, especially free online translation (FOT) tools, nor can we expect our students to avoid it as an easy solution to their [out-of-class] assignments.

1.4 Statement of the Problem

The focal problem that has inspired this research was twofold: a gap in the studies conducted in this field, as described above, and a serious issue that I witnessed in students’ ESL writings. Specifically, I noticed rather serious vocabulary and grammatical errors that seemed to show that some students translate literally segments of text written in their L1. Looking further into the problem, I realized that they use FOT tools to translate texts written in their L1 and submit the assignments without even post-editing the translated texts. I have even caught some students in the act of using FOT tools while completing in-class writing assignments in the computer labs, despite having been firmly warned not to do so. In individual conversations with the students in question, I learned that many of them believed that FOT tools made things easier for them and helped them come up with “better sentences” in English.

1.5 Purpose of the Study

Based upon the observed problem outlined in section 1.4, combined with the review of the literature presented in section 1.3 (and discussed in more detail in Chapter
Two), I decided to investigate students’ use and perceptions of FOT tools. An evaluation of students’ claims that they produce better essays in English with the help of FOT tools, or in other words, an evaluation of whether or not FOT tools “should” be used, is not the focus of the present study. Instead, based on the assumption that FOT tool use is widespread with or without support from instructors, I focus on documenting actual tool use by students and investigating the ways in which tools are used appropriately or inappropriately by students. My three related aims have been to establish the kinds of use to which these tools are put, to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of tool use, and to consider ways in which the proper use of such tools might be fruitfully integrated into the ESL writing classroom. Specifically, the study examines whether high-intermediate or advanced ESL students use FOT tools while producing English written texts, and if so, how effectively and efficiently they employ such tools. In addition, the study investigates ESL learners’ satisfaction with FOT tools.

The current study uses a mixed methods design (Creswell, 2003; Creswell, 2009; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003 & Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). A mixed methods research design

---

3 In the context of this thesis, the term efficiency refers to the amount of time a participant spends interacting with FOT tools and whether this interaction results into a translated segment. The term effectiveness refers to the degree of success in using FOT tools. These two terms are focus of the second research question and will be further discussed in the Methodology chapter.
design uses both quantitative and qualitative data to address a research problem more fully (Creswell, 2003). The data can be collected either concurrently or sequentially, and are integrated during the research process (Creswell et al., 2003). Mixed methods designs are used to fulfill two different purposes: to gain a better understanding of an issue and to validate research results obtained through different methods (Sandelowski, 2003, as cited in Dörnyei, 2007, p. 164). The justification for combining qualitative and quantitative methods lies in the use of both methods to enhance and complete work on the details and intricacies of the research structure. The combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches generates more comprehensive analyses and hence more valid results (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1997 & Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).

1.6 Significance of the Study

The present study is expected to contribute to the field of translation research and to the teaching of FLs in a variety of ways. First, the results of this study will build and expand on prior research documenting the use and pedagogical effectiveness of MT Tools in the classroom. As described above, there is a gap in the research on MT tools (including FOT tools) pertaining to students’ actual use of these tools as well as students’ perceptions of these tools. Regardless of the actual effects of such tools on students’ writing, understanding students’ beliefs about these effects and their resultant use of the tools is a critical step in establishing a complete picture of the tools’ role in ESL and other FL instruction.
Second, the current study is expected to illustrate the effectiveness of FOT tools for a group of ESL students. With its mixed methods approach, the study will be especially effective in this area by combining observations of students’ tool use and students self-reported perceptions of the tools’ effectiveness. The results will therefore provide a baseline for further investigations into ways of increasing the effectiveness of students’ FOT tool use, such as through training in appropriate FOT tool use for L2 students.

Finally, in addition to its contributions to the academic literature on FL learning and the role of MT and FOT tool use in such learning, the study is expected to contribute in practical ways to the experience of L2 teachers. Anecdotally, many ESL and other FL instructors have noticed that their students use these tools regardless of instructors’ admonitions. The results of this study are expected to provide information that can help instructors better understand the role of FOT tools in students’ L2 writing and the reasons why students persist in using these tools. Based on this knowledge, instructors will be better able to decide whether and how to allow tool use in their classrooms, or even to incorporate the appropriate use of such tools explicitly into their L2 curricula.

### 1.7 Research Questions

Based upon the previously described review of the literature and identification of the problem to be addressed by the present study, three specific research questions have been formulated. The research questions address the three main areas of this investigation
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into FOT tool use by students: (1) a description of students’ actual use of FOT tools, (2) an investigation into the effectiveness of such use, and (3) an analysis of students’ satisfaction with the tools.

The first research question is designed to provide documentation of students’ actual tool use that will not only fill the gap in the current literature but also provide the foundation for the two subsequent questions. Documenting students’ use of FOT tools in their L2 writing when such use is not restricted is expected to give both researchers and instructors a better understanding of the role such tools realistically play in students’ unsupervised L2 writing. Therefore, the first research question reads:

1. If second language (L2) learners resort to FOT tools while completing writing tasks, how do they use such tools?

The second research question builds upon the first by examining the effectiveness of the tool use documented by question one. If, as expected, question one establishes that students frequently use FOT tools in their L2 writing, then understanding whether or not they use these tools effectively – that is, differentiating whether their use of tools improve their L2 writing - is important both for the academic literature and for FL instructors. In addition, the efficiency of students’ FOT tool use – that is, how quickly students obtain appropriate translated segments from FOT tools – is important to understanding the role that FOT tools currently play, and could play, in L2 learning. Therefore, the second research question reads:
2. How effectively and efficiently do learners in the L2 writing classroom use FOT tools?

Finally, the third research question builds upon the other two by investigating students’ satisfaction with FOT tools. In an investigation into the role that FOT tools play in L2 learning, understanding students’ perceptions of these tools plays a critical role. Therefore, the third research question reads:

3. How satisfied are learners with using FOT tools for L2 writing?

1.8 Hypotheses

Based upon both the review of the literature and my personal observations, as described above, four hypotheses have been developed regarding the anticipated results of the study.

1. Many L2 learners use FOT tools while completing writing tasks.

2. L2 learners use FOT tools more efficiently than effectively.

3. There is not necessarily a significant correlation between effectiveness and efficiency of FOT tool use.

4. L2 learners are generally satisfied with using FOT tools.

The first hypothesis states Many L2 learners use FOT tools while completing writing tasks. This study is expected to confirm and document the anecdotal observations of L2 instructors that FOT tool use is common among L2 learners. Combining observations of students engaged in writing tasks with students’ self-reports of their own
tool use is expected to create a credible and comprehensive description of the rates of L2 students’ FOT tool use.

The second hypothesis states that L2 learners use FOT tools more efficiently than effectively. When students’ use for FOT tools is examined to assess the extent to which tool use results in appropriate translations (effectiveness) within a reasonable amount of time (efficiency), efficiency is expected to be high while effectiveness will be somewhat lower. That is, students are expected to obtain satisfactory translations rather quickly, but these translations are not necessarily expected to improve the quality of their L2 writing.

The third hypothesis states that There is not necessarily a significant correlation between effectiveness and efficiency of FOT tool use. The examination of students’ effectiveness while using FOT tools will incorporate three distinct indicators of effectiveness: accuracy, variety, and communication. It is not expected that there will be significant correlations among these indicators nor between effectiveness and efficiency. In other words, a student whose FOT tool use is effective at accurately translating text is not necessarily expected to also be effective at increasing the quality of her communication and vice versa.

The fourth and final hypothesis centers on students’ satisfaction with FOT tools. Overall, students’ self-reported satisfaction with the tools is expected to be relatively high. Based upon conversations with students regarding their FOT tool use, many students seem to believe that these tools improve their L2 writing. Therefore, students
are expected to indicate relatively high satisfaction with the tools. Thus, the fourth hypothesis states *L2 learners are generally satisfied with using FOT tools.*

### 1.9 Assumptions

In the context of this study, several assumptions have been made. These assumptions cannot be confirmed, but are believed to be valid. Nevertheless, it is important to explicitly acknowledge them prior to considering the conduct and results of the study.

The first assumption is that participation in the study itself will not substantially influence participants’ behavior or attitudes regarding FOT tools. Specifically, I assume that while recording the completion of their writing assignments, participants behave as they normally would and that their behavior and attitudes (towards FOT tools) will not be influenced by any external factors, including participation in the present study. Although it is possible that students will behave differently than they normally would due to their knowledge that they are being recorded, they will be explicitly instructed to behave as normally as possible and that FOT tool use is allowed.

The second, similar, assumption is that participants will answer truthfully and accurately the survey questions based on their personal experience with FOT tools in the writing course. Although it is not generally possible to assess participants’ truthfulness in any self-report study, there is no reason in this case to believe that participants will be intentionally misleading in their reports regarding FOT tool use. Furthermore, the
combination of observational and self-report components to the study will help to validate the truthfulness of participants’ self-reported responses.

1.10 Definition of Key Terms

The following terms are used throughout the thesis, and are defined below.

1.10.1 EFL.

EFL is abbreviation for English as a foreign language. It refers to teaching or learning English in a community where the medium of instruction and communication within the country is not English.

1.10.2 ESL.

ESL is abbreviation for English as a second language. It refers to teaching or learning English by non-native speakers in a community where the medium of instruction and communication within the country is English.

1.10.3 CALL.

The acronym stands for computer–assisted language learning. It refers to using a computer in teaching and learning a second or foreign language.

1.10.4 FOMT/FOT tools.

FOMT stands for free online machine translation. FOT is the abbreviation for free online translation. The terms FOT tools and FOMT tools are used interchangeably throughout the paper to refer to software available free of charge on the Internet that can be used to translate text from one language to another automatically.
FL as used in this thesis stands for foreign language.

In the context of this study, L1 refers to a person’s first (or native) language, and L2 refers to a person’s second language.

MT refers to machine translation, which is the translation of texts by a computer or online program without a human translator partaking.

This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter One provides a background and introduction to the study, states its research problem, and outlines its purposes and components. The major research questions are also formulated in this chapter. Chapter Two offers a literature review, discussing the key concepts employed in the study and outlining existing research on teaching second language writing in general, and the use of translation technology in L2 classrooms. Chapter Three is the methodology chapter, where the methods and materials used for data collection and analysis are described. In Chapter Four the data collected for this study are analyzed, and the results are presented in detail. Finally, Chapter Five discusses the findings of the study, presents some conclusions and puts forward some recommendations for further research.
Chapter 2: A Review of the Literature

2.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the extensive literature of different fields related to the present study. Although little research has yet examined FOT tools, the subject of the present study, two distinct areas have been singled out for their conceptual relevance to the present study: literature on teaching writing to L2 learners and literature on the use of translation technology in L2 classrooms.

Section 2.2 reviews the literature available on teaching writing to L2 learners. Chapelle and Jamieson (2008) emphasize that writing is an essential language skill for L2 learners, especially for those who study at L2-medium universities. L2 students in this setting use L2 writing for regular (nonacademic) communication such as email as well as for academic purposes such as writing examinations, reports, term papers and academic articles. Teaching this skill efficiently and effectively is of paramount importance for L2 teachers. Literature regarding the overall process of learning to write in a second language is briefly reviewed, followed by discussions of the role that one’s first language (L1) plays in writing in an L2 and the role that direct translation plays in writing in an L2. In spite of translation having been rejected as a teaching tool in L2 classrooms over the past few decades, it continues to be used by both L2 students and teachers. The presence of translation in FL classes has drawn attention to the question of how translation, as a tool, can be most useful in the teaching/learning processes.
Following the review of the literature on teaching L2 writing, section 2.3 focuses on the role of translation technology in the L2 classroom. The last decade has witnessed research initiatives focused on understanding how translation through technology can improve the learning experience of FL students. Although FOT tools, one of the latest manifestations of translation technology and subject of the present study, have not specifically been the subject of extensive research as of yet, many of their predecessors have been. Therefore, the history of MT technology is reviewed and a description of some types of currently available tools is presented. Following this description, the role that technology, and MT tools in particular, can and should play in L2 classrooms is considered by reviewing research on their use in L2 learning. The effectiveness of MT in creating comprehensible text is considered, along with its effectiveness in improving students’ L2 writing skills. Finally, the specific role of post-editing machine-translated text is discussed, as are students’ attitudes towards the use of technology in their L2 courses.

2.2 Teaching Writing to Second Language (L2) Learners

Within the field of second- or foreign-language learning, writing in the L2 is considered a crucial skill. Writing skills in one’s L1 can both help and hinder the process of learning to write in a FL. Whether direct translation from one language to another is helpful or harmful in learning to write in an L2 has been the subject of much scientific
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and pedagogical debate, which serves here as background for the question of whether FOT tools in particular can be useful in L2 classrooms.

2.2.1 Learning to write in a second language (L2).

The systematic study of L2 writing is a fairly young discipline (Leki, Cumming & Silva, 2008). It gained the status of an autonomous field of research only during the 1970s and early 1980s (Matsuda et al., 2003), yet theoretical reflections and experimental research into L2 writing actually date back to as far as the early 1960s (Matsuda 2012, p. 300). Similar to L1 writing, L2 composition is, following Leki et al. (2008, p. 118), a complex process that requires skills including “revision, planning, general composing processes, formulation, translation, restructuring, dictionary use, audience and purpose, editing, linearization/verbalization, monitor use, first language use, text generation, backtracking, fluency/pausing, thinking, topics and prompts, problem solving, idea generation, processing, rereading, metacognitive strategies, goal setting, organizing, and drawing”. Krapels (1990, pp. 37-56) provides an in-depth overview of L2 writing process research in *Second Language Writing: Research Insights for the Classroom*, an influential book edited by Barbara Kroll (1990).

Given that the focus of this study is on translation technologies and their application to L2 writing pedagogy, this review of literature is focused on the interaction between L1 and L2 in advanced L2 writing. The following section reviews the available
evidence regarding how L1 linguistic knowledge and writing practices impact the way L2 students organize, prepare and produce their writing assignments.

2.2.2 The role of one’s first language (L1) in second language (L2) writing.

Based on work by Matsuda (2012) and others, there is no question that students’ L1s are present to varying degrees in their L2 learning experiences and in writing activities in particular. A number of studies demonstrate that almost all L2 writers use their L1s while writing in the L2 to a greater or lesser degree depending on their proficiency level in L2 (Krapels, 1990; Uzawa, 1996; van Weijen, van den Bergh, Rijlaarsdam, and Sanders, 2009; Wang and Wen 2002; Woodall, 2002). Van Weijen et al. (2009) provide a brief summary of the studies that have focused on the motives underlying the use of L1 in L2 writing by adult learners. Preparing, producing ideas or actual written content, checking for the meaning of new vocabulary, and solving other linguistic problems are among the variety of reasons why L2 writers may revert to their L1 while producing an L2 written text. Silva argues, however, that although there are correlations between first and second language writing (1997, p. 209), “L2 writing is strategically, rhetorically and linguistically different in important ways from L1 writing” (1993, p. 669). The specific role played by one’s L1 in L2 writing, especially among L2 learners, is considered here in three sections. First, theoretical models with application to the current question are reviewed. Next, the benefits and drawbacks of relying on an L1 when writing in an L2 are considered. Potential benefits include the transfer of writing
skills between the two contexts, whereas a drawback is the potential interference of the L1 when writing in the L2.

2.2.2.1 Theories highlighting the role of L1 in L2 writing.

One way of understanding the role of one’s L1 in learning a L2 is by considering what various theoretical models have to say on the issue. Kaplan’s (1988) comprehensive theory of contrastive rhetoric—first proposed in 1966—and the various theories upon which it was built provide a framework from which to consider the role of L1 in L2 writing.

Simply put, Kaplan’s (1988) comprehensive theory of contrastive rhetoric describes the impact of a person’s L1 and culture on his or her L2 writing. According to this theory, different languages have their own exclusive stylistic protocols. While learning a L2, therefore, the conventions of the L1 can interfere with learning the conventions of the L2. In developing his theory, Kaplan combined the following theories: theory of applied linguistics, theory of linguistic relativity, theory of rhetoric, theory of text linguistics, theory of discourse types and genres, theory of literacy, and theory of translation (Connor, 1996). By considering what each of these individual theories has to say about the role of L1 in L2 writing, we can better understand this theory and its applicability to the present study.

The first theory that has contributed to Kaplan’s contrastive rhetoric theory is the theory of applied linguistics. This theory plays a crucial part in our understanding of the
impact of L1 patterns on writing style and strategy in another language. Connor (1996) describes this theory and its five spheres of influence within the field of applied linguistics. First, the theory of applied linguistics emphasizes the study of contrastive text in languages. That is, it makes a comparative analysis of the various characteristics of discourse in different languages. Second, the theory focuses on the analysis of writing as an activity having cultural dimensions. The theory of applied linguistics emphasizes the need to consider the influence of culture while learning to write in various languages. Third, applied linguistics theory provides a rationale for careful study of the dynamics involved in L2 classrooms and of those dynamics surrounding L2 writing in particular. Fourth, the theory emphasizes the need to consider variations in genres, situations and motives for writing when comparing and contrasting writing in different languages. For instance, writing done for journal articles, school essays, and business reports would be expected to differ a great deal in tone and content. Finally, the theory of applied linguistics posits that when comparing texts written in different languages, cultural factors such as traditions and ideologies must be taken into account.

Another theory that focuses on the role of L1 in L2 (writing) is the theory of linguistic relativity, otherwise known as Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Kay & Kempton, 1984). Similar to the theory of applied linguistics, this theory suggests that the models of language writing are interlinked with culture. As Connor (1996) reports, instead of focusing on the universals of language and thought, many psychologists and linguists
have begun to identify cultural differences in these processes. Similarly, in the field of composition studies, cultural and linguistic backgrounds have been shown to affect writing activities and written products, and a trend toward acknowledging and examining such cultural differences has emerged via the theory of linguistic relativity.

Rather than focusing explicitly on culture of language, the theory of rhetoric implies that writing as a mode of communication and persuasion impacts the audience (Connor, 1996, p. 10). Thus, and as Marcellino (2007) states, this theory focuses on evaluating the direct or indirect influence of communication on the recipient, be it a reader or a listener, which therefore deals with the situational relativity of communicative effectiveness (Connor, 1996). According to Connor, then, the theory of rhetoric is fundamental to the theory of contrastive rhetoric.

The theory of text linguistics (see de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981) provides a descriptive apparatus for describing textual cohesion, structures of texts, theme dynamics, and meta-textual features. This has provided researchers with a reliable and valid tool for the analysis of L2 texts. Connor (1996) describes the ways in which text linguistic studies of contrastive rhetoric have advanced since Kaplan’s well-known 1966 research and diagrams relating to paragraph organization. Text concepts, text analysis, and types of writing studied are the areas of greatest advance. Current contrastive rhetoric studies tend to go beyond examining paragraph-level organization of texts, to compare discourse-level features of texts, such as superstructures. In addition, the study of interacting levels of
texts (such as sentences, words, and text structures) has been made possible by advances in text linguistics theory (Connor, 1996).

Connor (1996) describes the theory of discourse types and genres as pointing out that writing is task- and situation-based. Writing, therefore, results in different discourse types, depending upon the aim of the discourse. For example, argumentation might comprise one specific type of discourse, while narration and prose would be different types. Similarly, a genre is defined as a type of text determined by the task, situation, and communicative purpose (Swales, 1990). Since different languages have different text genres and text organizations, L2 writers’ writing productions are influenced by the genres and discourse types that exist in their L1.

The theory of literacy goes even further in dealing with the development of literacy as a whole, rather than merely written products. According to Connor (1996), a comprehensive theory of contrastive rhetoric deals with the development of literacy as writing embedded in culture. Many theories of literacy document that different styles of writing are valued in different cultures and also discuss how the teaching and learning of literacy varies cross-culturally based on these differences (Connor, 1996).

Finally, the theory of translation states that while texts can be translated from one language to another, there might be distinctions based upon cultural factors. According to Connor (1996), the field of translation studies has much in common with contrastive rhetoric and that translation theories have a lot to offer to contrastive rhetoric theories.
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Both areas stem from linguistics and, in the past few decades, have expanded their scope beyond structural analyses and literal translations to include the role of factors such as purpose, culture, audience, and genre. Connor argues that Kaplan’s theory of contrastive rhetoric provides a model of writing that lends itself best to L2 texts that are influenced by writers’ L1, and that the archetype is not necessarily pertinent to the theory of translation.

Each of the theories presented above is either directly or indirectly relevant to L2 learning and writing, the focal point in this study. These linguistic theories, especially contrastive rhetoric theory, underline the role of both culture and context in all writing. In the special case of L2 writing, these influences are complicated by the fact that L1 linguistic and cultural conventions may be different from those present in the L2. This raises the question as to whether and in what ways students transfer their L1 writing skills and experience into learning to write in their L2. The subjects recruited in this study were all L2 learners, most of whom had L1s—e.g. Mandarin, Arabic, Japanese, Turkish and even Portuguese, to some extent—that possess very different cultural and linguistic conventions from those of English, their L2.

2.2.2.2 Transfer of first language (L1) skills to second language (L2) writing.

A number of studies focus on the transfer of skills between L1 and L2 writing. These studies focus on the writing skills and strategies that are similar between L1 and L2 writing, such as planning and producing ideas. Such research demonstrates that
making use of established writing strategies in the L1 can both help students reduce their
cognitive load while writing in the L2 and actually improve the quality of their L2
writing.

Jones and Tetroe (1987), for instance, carry out extensive research on the effect of
L1 use in L2 writing among ESL learners. They note that writing in L1 and L2 can be
similar in the way writers make use of their writing skills, even though the language
proficiency level of L1 writers is considerably higher than that of L2 writers.
Specifically, they report that L2 writers who use their L1 in the writing process produce
more details during the planning stage of L2 writing than those who do not and are more
effective in their planning. Based on these findings, Jones and Tetroe conclude that
making use of the L1 facilitates abstract thought during the writing planning process.
More recent studies (Cohen and Brooks-Carson, 2001; Koutsoubou, Herman and Woll,
2007) examining direct versus translated writing similarly conclude that L2 writers use
their L1 as a strategy to avert cognitive load while composing an L2 text.

Krapels (1990) also espouses the positive impact of L1 literacy on L2 writing. By
providing examples from studies examining the relationship between L1 and L2 writing,
she further explains that the act of writing in a L2 is somewhat different from that of
writing in a L1, and that these differences have not been adequately investigated in L2
writing research. However, she also reports that many research studies have considered
the positive influence of L1 on L2 writing. Some that have pointed to the benefits L2
writers gain from their L1 writing skills include those that focus on the writing process rather than on the written product (Arndt, 1987; Cumming, 1989; Raimes, 1985; Silva, 1997).

Although skill transfer between L1 and L2 writing is not directly related to the question of translation, the evidence that calling upon L1 writing skills can be helpful in L2 writing does provide additional support for understanding why the L1 is so commonly used and relied upon in the process of L2 writing. Second language instructors may want their students to think, plan, and write in the L2 from start to finish, but since writing is such a complex skill, this may simply not be possible or desirable for any but the most advanced L2 writers. It is in part because of such widespread use of L1s in the L2 writing process that the desire for direct translation, and in particular for tools that can translate quickly and easily, is so common among L2 learners.

Nevertheless, even researchers who report on the benefits of using L1 writing skills when writing in the L2 (e.g. Jones and Tetroe, 1987) acknowledge that L2 writers transfer both good and weak writing strategies and skills from their L1 to their L2. In some cases, use of the L1 can even interfere with successful writing in the L2.

2.2.2.3 Interference of the first language (L1) with second language (L2) writing.

In spite of similarities in the process of composing in different languages, it would be unwise to expect practices developed for writing in an L1 to always produce high-
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quality writing in an L2. Many linguistic practices either cannot be directly applied from one language to another or will produce unfavorable results in the L2 if not adjusted appropriately.

Many studies have demonstrated that writing in a L1 and in a L2 differ in crucial ways (Leki, 1992). Three main types of issues can be identified that create difficulty for students attempting to write in an L2 (Silva et al., in Kroll, 2003):

1. Attempting to write in the L2 while simultaneously learning the L2 is substantially more difficult than writing in a language (L1) in which one is already fluent.

2. Different languages have widely differing rhetorical conventions, meaning that what constitutes high-quality writing may differ greatly from one language context to another.

3. When writing in their L2, students (and other writers) need to strategically decide whether and to what extent to use writing practices from their L1 in their L2 writing.

Because writers of L2 need to carry the burden of learning the L2 while attempting to write in L2, linguistic weaknesses are frequently evident in the writing of L2 learners. Learning an L2, like all learning, is a developmental process requiring an investment of adequate time, energy, and intellectual effort. It is common for students to complain about the inability to formulate what they think in the FL. This inability is due
to language difficulties, above all to an inadequate knowledge of vocabulary or grammar. As Silva (1997) argues, the extra effort therefore required to write in the L2 compared to the L1 is one reason that texts written by L2 learners have a tendency to be less effective than those written by native speakers. In fact, in an examination of 72 case studies directly comparing writing by students in their first and second languages, Silva (1993; 1997) found that texts written by students using English as Second Language (ESL) are less effective in terms of quality, fluency, and accuracy than text written by those same students in their L1. Moreover, the complexity of L2 texts differs from L1 texts at the levels of general textual patterns, argument structures, narrative structures, features of essay-exam responses, textual manifestations of the use of reading background, reader orientation, cohesion, sentences, and words. It should be noted, however, that the effectiveness of the writing in this study was judged from the viewpoint of an English (L2) evaluator. The subjectivity and variability by context of evaluations of writing quality are inherent to the second difficulty often encountered by L2 learners in their writing: the differences in rhetorical conventions between languages.

Indeed, research has demonstrated that even though successful writers in a L1 tend to transfer their sophisticated cognitive abilities and pragmatic strategies into their L2 writing tasks (Leki, 1992), these abilities and strategies do not always prove advantageous in producing L2 text with a comparable quality and clarity. Problems tend to arise particularly when the rhetorical or writing conventions differ greatly between the
L1 and the L2. A large disparity between language and rhetorical practices of languages can actually interfere in the writing of L2 (Connor, 1996).

Leki (1992) juxtaposes some of these conventions in English with those in the East Asian, Middle Eastern, and European languages. She joins other researchers in considering Japanese and Chinese languages reader-responsible languages that require a certain degree of intellectual endeavor from the readers of their texts. It is in this context that graduate Chinese students writing in English observe that “an American audience has to have conclusions; we usually leave it to the reader to sense the conclusion. To write to Americans we have to tell everything exactly”. In the same vein, Leki states that while in English hierarchy and “subordination of one idea to another” is important, in Arabic rhetoric other literary devices such as “coordination, parallelism, and balancing of ideas” are necessary. However, I would argue that even though English and Arabic have different rhetoric (systems), coordination and parallelisms are, unlike Leki’s claim, not specific to the Arabic rhetoric and that these devices are commonly used in English writing and speaking as well.

In another example of rhetorical differences between languages, Leki (1992) asserts that well-written English texts are heavily dependent on “clarity” and “simplicity”. She contrasts the structure of English paragraphs with that of Arabic ones. English paragraphs contain “a single main idea supported by facts, examples, or descriptions”, whereas Arabic paragraphs may contain more than one central idea and use
a sophisticated language that relies on “philosophical statements”. In Arabic, the reader frequently has to discern a meaning that is implied rather than explicitly stated. Writing in English culture is “formula-oriented”, whereas writing in Arabic culture is “content-based”. Therefore, English writers employ a wide range of structural devices to draw their readers’ attention and provide support to develop the focal point of each paragraph. Because of these rhetorical differences between English and other languages, the English writings of ESL students might violate the expectations of native English speakers and hence be evaluated as imprecise, not to the point, or redundant.

The third issue in L2 writing is the need to strategically consider which writing processes to use given a particular L1 and L2 pair. Writing, whether in a L1 or in a L2, and no matter the rhetorical conventions of the language, requires processes of recursive composing, which involve brainstorming, planning the structure of an argument, formulating the ideas, and revising the form and content so that ideas are well developed and adequate linguistic and rhetorical means are found to shape them and make them communicable. Students learning to write in an L2 not only must conform to rhetorical conventions potentially different from those they are used to, but typically must actively choose which of their L1 strategies to use when writing in their L2 in order to obtain the best quality writing by the standards of the L2 and its conventions. Therefore, L2 students’ (and instructors’) awareness of the similarities and differences among rhetorical conventions in different languages is the first step in allowing them to consciously
distinguish between favorable and unfavorable interferences. The results of such reflections can serve in the development of practical strategies to maximize the positive and minimize the negative interferences (Cook 2010, pp. 104-124).

Strategic awareness of the cultural and rhetorical differences among languages can help L2 writing teachers properly address the needs of their students. By explicitly describing the culture of writing in the language they are teaching, L2 teachers can help students learn to actively select which L1 writing strategies to employ in their L2 writing. I can personally attest to the relevance of Leki’s examples of English and Arabic paragraph structures in helping Arabic-speaking students learn to write in English. My Arabic-speaking students usually develop paragraphs that are sophisticated and sometimes difficult follow. When I remind them that their paragraphs or essays don’t read like English, their first (legitimate) reaction is frequently that in their culture formulaic writing is considered simplistic and unsophisticated. In addition, they frequently note that English writing is too “cut-and-dried”. The monofocality of English paragraphs and their formula-oriented direct and indirect supporting statements seems to be difficult for some students to follow because this rhetorical convention does not exist in their L1. Silva et al. (in Kroll, 2003) give a similar example of a Japanese student learning to write in English, who was unaware that she had to use a “logical” and “linear” thinking approach while writing or that she was supposed to express her own view when writing an opinion essay. She also adds that when she thought she was overly explicit in
her writings, her teachers thought her sentences lacked adequate explicitness (also cited in Hyland, 2003, p. 35). Greater awareness of the differences between writing conventions in her L1 (Japanese) and her L2 (English) may have been an initial step in helping this student improve her L2 writing.

An awareness of different rhetorical patterns might not necessarily improve L2 writing on its own, but it can show L2 students the less productive aspects of rhetorical interferences. An investigation of this awareness constitutes the research of Hirose (2006), who compares the L1/L2 organizational patterns of Japanese students’ writing. After confirming organizational differences in writing patterns in L1 and L2, he observes that “the same writer can choose different organizational patterns regardless of language, and the chosen patterns may differ depending on many variables such as the task and writer/reader relationship, not solely on his/her L1 background” (pp. 145-146). Research into the nature of correlations and mutual influences of L1 and L2 has produced ambiguous results. Part of this ambiguity can be attributed to different theoretical frameworks adopted to understand, describe, and analyze different aspects of writing products.

As a whole, then, although some L1 writing skills have been shown to transfer in beneficial ways to the process of L2 writing, the L1 can also interfere with effective writing in the L2. Interference is particularly likely when students are less fluent in the L2 (linguistic challenges) and when the writing conventions of the L1 differ greatly from
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those of the L2 (rhetorical challenges). The extent to which students and instructors are aware of the potential for both skill transfer and interference of the L1 with L2 writing and able to actively choose which of their L1 strategies to use when writing in their L2 (strategic challenges) is not well understood. Nevertheless, nearly all L2 learners use their L1 to some degree while writing in the L2. Given this, the question arises as to the appropriate role of direct translation between the L1 and L2 in L2 writing.

2.2.3 The role of translation in second language (L2) writing.

If students are using writing strategies learned in their L1 when writing in their L2, and are primarily thinking and planning in the L1 before writing in the L2, it is likely that at times, they will attempt to directly translate words or longer segments of text from the L1 to the L2. In this study, MT, particularly using FOT tools, is the type of translation that is of primary interest. However, a deeper understanding of the purpose and uses for these tools can be developed by considering the more general role of translation as a linguistic process in the context of L2 teaching, learning, and writing. According to Hatim and Munday (2004), translation is “the process of transferring a written text from SL to TL, conducted by a translator, or translators, in a specific socio-cultural context.” Consistent with this definition, not only do L2 writers use their L1 in creating L2 texts but they also translate in many cases to produce L2 texts in the L2 classrooms.

Historically, translation would occur with the assistance of a human translator or a
bilingual dictionary. Currently, MT tools, especially FOT tools, are the most popular means of translating from the L1 while writing in the L2.

Translation theories provide different visions of the role of the (human) translator. Typically, the translator's task is not to find the duplicate of a word but to find the meaning of the word within its original context, and then translate this word to fit into the target language and the translated text. Studies of translated text have shown that such text frequently differs in meaningful ways from text written directly in the target language (see Cohen & Brooks-Carson, 2001). As such, there is thus a difference of opinion about the role that direct translation should play in writing in a second language, particularly by L2 learners. In my opinion, two points are critical to consider when discussing this important, and sometimes serious, difference of opinion. First, it is very difficult to assess whether L2 learners are actually using their L1 or translation while writing directly in L2. While it is possible to observe, in studies such as this one, the use of MT tools or bilingual dictionaries, it is not possible to directly observe the mental processes students engage in while writing in the L2. Second, I believe that translation itself can be considered a language skill, similar to other language skills. Malmkjær (1998), for instance, states that translation is not fundamentally different from other language skills because not only is it dependent of them but it also is inclusive of the other four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing).
A number of research studies over the past three decades have examined the role of translation in L2 writing. It is worthwhile to review some of these studies to shed light on the role of translation in L2 writing. In the context of this study, the following three points are important to keep in mind while reviewing the literature on the role of translation in L2 writing:

- In the context of this research, L2 students (writers) sometimes unthinkingly become translators.
- L2 students utilize online translation tools to facilitate the process of translating/writing in L2.
- The socio-cultural context is an L2 (ESL) writing classroom in a country other than their home countries.

According to Zhai (2008), a few research studies demonstrate that translating, especially for low-intermediate-level L2 students, may be helpful with regard to organization and intricacy of L2. He briefly reviews a few studies that compare translated versus direct writing (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 1992; Ali, 1996; Uzawa, 1996 & Cohen & Brooks-Carson, 2001). He reports on findings from Kobayashi & Rinnert illustrating that translation helps lower-level L2 writers to produce a more coherent and organized L2 text, but that higher-level L2 writers perform better when they write directly in their L2.

As Zhai further explains, Ali’s (1996) work conducted with Arabic-speaking ESL students shows that writing in English directly, rather than translating from the L1,
produces better essays. Cohen and Brook-Carson (2001, as cited in Zhai 2008) similarly find that seventy-five percent of participants (from mixed L1 backgrounds) produced better quality L2 essays by writing directly than by translating.

These studies and the ones described in section 2.2.2 indicate the possibility of using L1 and/or translation in L2 writing. If students are using writing strategies learned in their L1 when writing in their L2, and are primarily thinking and planning in the L1 before writing in the L2, it is likely that at times, they will attempt to directly translate words or longer segments of text from the L1 to the L2. As noted above, historically, this would occur with the assistance of a human translator or a bilingual dictionary but currently, FOT tools are the most popular means of translating from the L1 while writing in the L2.

2.2.3.1 How translated texts differ from non-translated texts.

When considering the extent to which translation is appropriate in L2 writing and in L2 learning and teaching, one important piece of information to consider is how translated texts as a whole differ from non-translated texts. That is, outside the context of L2 learning, are there identifiable differences between texts that have been translated from another language and those written directly, and if so, what are those differences?

Research in translation studies indicates that there are, in fact, differences between translated and non-translated texts (Gellerstam, 1986; Blum-Kulka, 1986; Puurtinen, 1995; Mauranen, 2000; Olohan & Baker, 2000; Schäffner & Adab, 2001; Hansen, 2003; Eskola, 2004; Tirkkonen-Condit, 2004). Bystrova-McIntyre (2012)
provides a very detailed summary of the studies that have examined how translated texts differ from non-translated ones. According to this summary, translated texts differ from non-translated (or directly written) texts in terms of vocabulary use, grammatical features, and other textual characteristics. Research on this topic frequently finds a lingering influence of the source language on the translated text. Some translated texts share such similarities that the term “translationese” is sometimes used to describe the nearly-universal features of poorly translated texts, such as the tendency to spell things out more explicitly than usual and to conform closely to the target language’s patterns and standards, resulting in weird structures in the target language. Some of these tendencies may reflect processes of the human brain. Nevertheless, understanding how translated text tends to differ from non-translated text is helpful in framing the argument over the appropriate use of translation in L2 instruction. Machine-translated texts, and FOT translated texts in particular, can then be thought of as a special case of translated texts that share the features mentioned above.

2.2.3.2 Translation in second language (L2) teaching.

Given the evidence cited above that translated texts tend to differ from non-translated texts in specific ways, it is worth considering how translation is used and taught in L2 classrooms. The use of translation has been subject to a variety of historical and cultural trends over the past several decades. An exploration of these trends provides
context for understanding current approaches to using translation in the classroom, which in turn provides context for understanding the role of MT and FOT tools in particular.

2.2.3.2.1 Historical Trends.

As discussed above (in section 2.2.2), the extent of L1’s presence in L2 acquisition and instruction has been the topic of a considerable number of studies in the field of L2 education. The results of these works have influenced historical trends in the teaching of FLs, and the L1 has taken on a more or less prominent role over the years. For instance, the Grammar Translation Method was the prevalent model for teaching L2s in a classroom setting until the late 19th and early 20th century (Richards & Schmidt, 2013). This model heavily relied on the student’s L1 for teaching grammatical concepts of L2, and L2 is only occasionally used in classes. Also, grammar was taught explicitly and was considered a main framework for language learning. Translating sentences from L2 to L1 was a common language task in GTM. Reading difficult (classical) texts was also very common in this method (see Larsen-Freeman, 2011).

After the demise of the Grammar Translation Method in the mid-20th century, however, students’ L1 was categorically rejected as unproductive in the L2 learning processes. The idea of absolute monolingualism dominated the high-profile theories of language learning in the twentieth century, which rejected the use of translation in L2 classrooms. The basis of these theories, however, underwent changes as the century approached its end. Certain theories of language teaching (LT) made a space for students’
mother tongues in their reflections. Known as bilingual theories of LT, they did not, however, favor an immediate use of translation in teaching or learning. This was perhaps due to the seemingly strong association of translation with GTM—an overemphasis on accurate writing to the neglect of the communicative use of language.

Raimes (1998), for example, highlights four distinct and yet interrelated approaches to L2 writing instruction used from the mid-1960s to the early 1990s, which have produced their own body of research. The first approach was emphasis on grammatical and rhetorical forms of the L2. The second approach gave priority to the process of writing, i.e. “how writers generate ideas, record them, and refine them in order to form a text” (Zamel, 1983, p. 165). The third approach, English taught for academic purposes (EAP), focused on the application of L2 writing to other fields of study (Horowitz, 1990). One commonality among these otherwise disparate approaches to teaching L2, particularly ESL, is that they all left little space for the use of L1 in the production of L2 writing. The question, as Cook (2010) notes, however, is whether or not it is possible to exclude all translation from bilingual theories of LT, especially if FL learners use translation routinely.

In the late 1980s, reappraisal of the use of translation in L2 teaching revisited the beneficial interaction among different languages (See Cook, 2010). The premises of studies based on this movement were informed by what Beiser (2003) calls “the romantic imperative”, which underscores the strong link between language, culture, and identity.
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This shift of attention toward reintegrating the use of L1 into L2 teaching and learning methods has become increasingly evident in recent years in that FL instructors have been encouraged to consider the possibility of L1 use in language learning environments.

The political and economic climate in the past few decades has further contributed to the expansion of bilingual language education, and thus the greater development of bilingual language teaching theories (see Ovando, 2003). The rapid expansion of telecommunications has made it possible to communicate internationally, and to engage in trans-lingual linguistic and economic transactions in shorter periods of time than ever before, giving rise to the phenomenon of globalization. Globalization is gradually weakening the once rigid territories of nation states. People move more easily and frequently all over the globe for purposes such as education, business and immigration. Migration and immigration coupled with linguistic diversity have become an integral aspect of the globalized world. Monolingual states are now turning into more of a political myth than a linguistic fact. Globalization is inseparable from translation. In the multilingual context of the world society we live in today, the knowledge of different languages is turning from an advantage to a requirement. Bilingualism, multilingualism and the respect for other languages equally call for the inclusion of L1 in theories of LT.

A number of other cultural and educational ideals and trends have also contributed to the bilingual approaches in LT. The main push may have come from within academia. With the tendency toward interdisciplinary research in the humanities
since the 1960s, many disciplines have approached language from within their own frameworks. For instance, in reflecting on how cultures are represented in texts, ethnography put its finger on the relationship between power and language (Asad 1986; Wolf, 1995). Historical writings in historiography were scrutinized less as objective descriptions of historical facts than as literary productions—entailing ontological and epistemological subjects that have definite leaning towards ideology and politics. Linguistics has reflected these insights in more contemporary theories of language. While the dominant dichotomies in LT theories such as meaning/form, classroom/reality, native/foreign speaker, etc. are undermined by such theories, more and more emphasis is given to fuzziness and continuity in languages. The new theories in LT tend to make more space for complexity, diversity, difference and indeterminacy, and therefore they tend to welcome, covertly if not openly, the use of other languages in language classes.

2.2.3.2.2 Current approaches.

Cook (2010) goes so far as to claim that the use of the L1 in the radical form of translation needs to be reconsidered, revised, and reintroduced in the processes of FL acquisition and instruction. Exclusively monolingual language teaching approaches become the target of his bitter criticism. These approaches are informed more by “commercial and political than scientific” reasons, Cook (2010, p. 155) asserts. This critical stance paves the way for the reintroduction of translation as the culmination of bilingual approach to L2 instruction. He argues that translation has an integral part to
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perform in the study of languages. Translation, according to this view, promotes both an awareness and use of language which is far reaching to inculcate and vital for learning. It also considers the needs of the students learning a FL in today’s era of globalization and multiculturalism (Cook, 2010).

After laying out his arguments in theory and practice, Cook (2010) goes on to ask a number of questions before offering some practical suggestions. His questions include such issues as which teachers and which students (age and FL level) will benefit from translation in class. He also asks what kind of translation activities can be used in what kinds of classes. With these questions in mind, he proposes a number of activities where translation is actively used. One such activity concerns the close translation of sentences with particular semantic, syntactic or pragmatic features aimed at revealing a potential gap in the linguistic knowledge of the students. Close translations help not only in disclosing problems but also in more proactively drawing students’ attention deliberately to difficult aspects of a new language. Another activity is word-for-word translation, requiring students to have gone beyond the more elementary levels of FL acquisition. This activity is useful in various aspects, including highlighting structural features of the L2 such as word order, discovering sequential combination systems, and dividing a message into its component parts.

More recently, in her influential book, *Translation and language education: pedagogic approaches explored*, Laviosa (2014) also announces the reintroduction of
translation as a pedagogical tool in the L2/FL classrooms in academic settings. She believes that the reappearance of translation in the L2 classrooms is easily explicable in light of the current changes in L2 teaching approaches and Applied Linguistics. According to her, cultural diversity in today’s globalized world and multicultural educational systems has changed the relationship between culture—as a unified individual identity—and language learning. The use of L1 in L2 learning environments is becoming more of an orthodox approach than two or three decades ago.

She presents several theoretical reflections, empirical studies and pedagogical suggestions that support the (probably successful) comeback of translation. Using Kramsch’s (2002 and 2009) notion of “ecological approaches” to L2 teaching and Tymoczko’s (2007) holistic approach to translating culture, Laviosa recommends a pedagogical system in which translation can be incorporated into the language learning environment.

It is noteworthy that Cook (2010) and Laviosa (2014) are among the very few scholars who have recently published on the revival of translation in language teaching. The innovative question I add in the present study is as follows: if translation is part and parcel of adult language learning, how best can translation be implemented to serve its educational purpose in LT theories? It is in response to the recent trends toward reintroducing translation into L2 classrooms that this study will look into the application of translation, more precisely translation technology, in the study of L2s and teaching.
Moreover, the study will add to the current debate by explicitly examining students’ attitudes toward translation tools. Student attitudes are often overlooked in pedagogical debates, but play a significant role in student learning.

2.2.4 Attitude and language learning and teaching.

In L2 classrooms, as in all educational settings, the curriculum developed and delivered by the instructor is only one component influencing student learning. The motivation, interest, and attitudes of the students toward the material being taught have a crucial influence on what they will ultimately take away from the experience. The role that students’ attitudes and motivation play in the L2 classroom has been a subject of scientific inquiry for several decades now. The history of this line of inquiry and its findings are nicely summarized by Al Shammari (2007).

As Al Shammari notes, Smith (1971) was one of the first researchers to propose that student attitudes played an important role in language learning and teaching. Several decades after Smith’s (1971) contention that the important role of student attitudes had been overlooked, attitude, along with other affective factors, have come to be viewed as an important determinant of students’ effective learning of a L2 (Sparks & Ganschow, 2001). As Gardner & Lambert (1978, p. 134) point out, motivation is often generated by learners’ attitudes toward and enthusiasm for the subject. This connection has been reinforced over the years by a variety of other researchers as well (e.g., Ellis, 1985; Bromely, 1995; Oxford, 2000; Merisuo-Storm, 2006).
In exploring the role that affective factors as a whole play in language learning, Al Shammari (2007) quotes Gardner & Lambert (1978), who pose the question:

How is it possible for some people to learn a second language perfectly and proficiently while other learners, though the same opportunities and setting to study language are available for them, fail their studies, since all other answers attributed to teaching methods, knack, or pedagogical matters have failed? (Gardner & Lambert, 1978)

At least two different theoretical perspectives propose a link between students’ attitudes and outlook toward a given topic and their motivation and effectiveness as learners. Krashen’s (1977) Monitor Hypothesis explains how learning and acquisition impact each other and that the major function of language learning is to serve as a monitor for L2 production by their acquired system. In the context of this research, we can extend this theory to the L1 and L2 writing and consider how L2 writing serves as a monitor for outcome produced by L1 system. This monitoring mechanism, especially in lower levels of L2 learning, is an integral part of L2 production.

This theory, however, has been criticized rather heavily. Hadley and Reiken (1993), for example, disagree with the strict distinction that Krashen draws between learning and acquisition. They also note that Monitor Hypothesis (also known as Monitor Theory), while intuitively appealing, does not always stand up to empirical scrutiny. This
said, the focus here is not the criticisms of the theory, but on the ways in which this theory, as well as Krashen’s other theories, sheds light on the role of attitude in FL/L2 learning (writing).

The second theory that emphasizes the role of affective factors in language acquisition was also proposed by Krashen, a decade after Monitor Theory. Al Shammar (2007) notes that the Affective Filter hypothesis (Krashen, 1987) incorporates additional affective variables, such as self-confidence and anxiety, and posits that these influence students’ attitudes toward learning, which in turn affect the successful acquisition of language. In this theory, the affective filter is conceptualized as a potential barrier to learning a second language. Students’ filters can be strong or weak depending upon their attitudes toward learning, and toward L2 learning in particular. Thus, L2 learners who hold negative feelings toward the L2, the learning process, or the learning environment may be said to have a strong affective filter. Such a filter, according to this theory, will prevent the students both from taking in and understanding classroom instruction and also from feeling inclined to ask for help. Learners who hold more positive feelings toward the L2, on the other hand, are said to have weak affective filters. Therefore, these students are more open to learning the L2, which results in faster and deeper learning as more input from the course is received. Thus, Affective Filter theory establishes a connection among affective variables, attitudes, and language acquisition.
The role of attitude and motivation has also been examined empirically by a number of scholars (Ellis, 1994; Gardner & Lambert, 1978; Merisuo-Storm, 2006; Savigon, 1997) and summarized by Al Shammar (2007). As postulated by many of the theories detailed above, researchers do find that students’ attitudes and motivation are related to their L2 learning. In fact, Al Shammar (2007) reports that attitude is an important, if not the single most critical, factor in a student’s success in learning a second language. Masgoret and Gardner (2003) conducted a meta-analysis of 75 independent samples comprising of 10,489 individuals that explored this topic. They found a significant association between students’ attitudes and their L2 achievements. The five attitudinal or motivational variables they examined, which were adapted from Gardner’s social-education (see Gardner, Lalonde, & Pierson, 1983 & Gardner, 1985), were attitudes towards the learning situations, motivation, integrative orientation, and instrumental orientation, and integrative status. These factors were positively related to achievement in L2 learning, with motivation bearing the strongest association with achievement.

As Al Shammar notes, the positive association proposed theoretically and demonstrated empirically between affective factors, including attitude and motivation, and language learning may be an answer to the paradox identified by Gardner & Lambert (1978) and quoted above. Mantle-Bromley (1995) states that if “attitudes influence the efforts that students expend to learn another language, then language teachers need a
clear understanding of attitudes and attitude-change theory in order to address these issues in the classroom” (p. 373).

Given the findings detailed above, it is clear that students’ attitudes and motivation play a role in their learning of a L2. Understanding what students attitudes toward various aspects of L2 learning are, in that case, should help L2 educators understand learners’ behaviors and improve their teaching methods. According to classic research on motivation (Dörnyei, 2007), intrinsic motivation arises from students having a positive attitude to the teaching methods and materials used in their course. As applied to the present study, this means that if students hold positive attitudes toward translation technology, these attitudes may constitute one important argument for incorporating such technology into the L2 classroom. First, however, students’ attitudes towards translation and translation technology need to be documented and understood.

2.3 Translation Technology in L2 Classrooms

With the rapid development of technology over the past several decades, technology has come to play a role in many educational settings, including L2 classrooms. Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) tools allow students to use computers in their second language learning and writing. Of special importance in L2 classrooms is technology that translates automatically between languages, known as machine translation (MT). Recently, versions of these MT tools known as Free Online Translation (FOT) tools have become available on the Internet. The use of this
technology in L2 learning settings has been the subject of much pedagogical and philosophical debate, as well as a variety of scientific research. The review presented here of the history such tools, the debate surrounding their use in L2 teaching, and the importance of students perceptions of educational technology as a whole will provide context for the necessity of understanding the way students use and think about FOT tools.

2.3.1 Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and teaching second language (L2) writing.

As a context for considering the role of FOT tools in the L2 classroom, an understanding of the overall role of computers in L2 learning is important. Although the use of computers in language learning environments was initially proposed in the 1960s, computers only entered L2 writing centers in the mid-1980s. Moreover, it was not until a decade or so later when information technology because commonplace in L2 teaching and subsequently L2 writing. An increasing number of software programs and computer tools have been developed and used in L2 classrooms since that time. As the availability of these tools in L2 classrooms has increased, a new area of research, known as CALL research, has developed.

Overall, CALL research (Meskill, 1996; Pennington, 1996) has shown that computer tools and software facilitate the teaching and learning of L2 writing. CALL tools offer L2 writers various advantages: they can easily save documents, benefit from
helpful features like grammar and spell check, and use software to enhance the quality of their L2 writing product.

Pennington (1996) categorizes the advantages of using CALL tools in L2 writing into five different areas: (1) quality of written work, (2) quantity of writing, (3) writing process, (4) revision behavior, and (5) effective social outcomes. She concludes that by writing with computers, L2 writers achieve higher holistic and analytic ratings of compositions, produce longer compositions, are more adaptable in language experimentation, make more amendments and more meaning-based alterations, and have a better and less apprehensive attitude toward L2 writing.

Studies conducted by Lam & Pennington (1995), Stepp-Greany (2002), and Goldberg, Russell, & Cook (2003) indicate that CALL tools create a stimulating environment for L2 learners to enhance their writing skills. Fidaou, Bahous and Bacha (2010) find that both young ESL students and teachers consider CALL use in the writing classroom motivating and positive. Moreover, teachers assert that CALL tools help students’ research skills and facilitate their writing process (Fidaou et al., 2010).

Motivating students, however, is not the only advantage CALL tools offer L2 writers. Research also suggests that CALL tools and activities, together with ESL instructors’ supervision, help L2 students write better (e.g., Hart & Hicks, 2002; Warschauer, 2000). Findings indicate that these tools help students revise their writings more thoroughly than they would without the tools (Lam & Pennington, 1995; Goldberg,
Russell & Cook, 2003). In her pivotal book on artificial intelligence and L2 learning, Dodigovic (2005, p. 96) states that the computer offers corrective instruction that spots writing errors. This helps the students to correct those errors and thereby enrich their writing.

2.3.2 Machine translation (MT).

One type of CALL that is available is machine translation (MT). MT has been in development for many years, and its functionality has changed greatly over that time. Perceptions of MT have also evolved significantly since it was first developed. Currently, there are several different types of MT tools available, serving a variety of purposes. Because MT tools have not yet reached a point where they are able to translate text autonomously with perfect results, humans must typically edit the MT output, providing a learning opportunity for L2 writers. Free online translation (FOT) tools, the subject of the current investigation, constitute one widely-used type of MT. An understanding of the history of MT and the various forms it can take can help to place the use of FOT tools in L2 writing and the current debate over the tools’ pedagogical value in context.

2.3.2.1 The history of machine translation (MT).

In the span of just over half a century, the process of MT has progressed from an innovative idea to the basis for a plethora of technical tools, many available free of charge to anyone with an Internet connection. Due to the rapid development and sudden...
proliferation of these MT and FOT tools, their impact on the process of L2 teaching and learning has been the subject of much debate but little empirical study. A brief review of the history of MT is presented here in order to help contextualize the current use of these tools and the ongoing debate over their pedagogical value.

MT in its initial stages began as early as the 1950s. Encouraged by the potential of the newly developed computer and by code-deciphering techniques dating from World War II, a multitude of linguists and programmers soon began to believe that MT could be possible. Many also felt that the computer would eventually be able to recognize fundamental aspects of all known languages and make significant contributions to the field of linguistics (Schairer, 1996). Georgetown University was one of the first universities in the United States to establish the feasibility of MT. Using a computer, researchers successfully translated a number of sentences from Russian to English as a part of the Joint IBM-Georgetown Experiment of 1954 (Dostert, 1955; Garvin, 1967).

MT did not arouse widespread interest, however, until 1956, when the Russians announced the results of their first MT experiment (Panov, Lyapunov and Muxin, 1956). Following that announcement, research funds suddenly became more readily available, and a great number of MT projects began to take shape both nationally and internationally.

A decade after the Russians’ experiment propelled MT research to the fore, however, the National Science Foundation’s Automatic Language Processing Advisory
Committee (ALPAC) released a report in 1966 that evaluated the usefulness of MT research (See Pierce, 1966). The report concluded that high quality MT was impossible and that MT had no immediate or even predictable prospects. It also stated that MT was slower, less accurate, and twice as expensive as human translation despite programmers’ best efforts (Arthern, 1978). The ALPAC report had a major impact on MT research and development in the United States. It did not halt the research but it definitely slowed it down (Heinsz-Thompson, 1979). After the release of the report, the number of laboratories working in the field sharply decreased (Kay, 1997).

Of the researchers who continued working on MT technology beyond the mid-1960s, those who adopted a more product-oriented approach seemed to be having a higher degree of success than those who focused on more theoretical goals. Product-oriented researchers aimed to produce a translation system of practical value to people working in various technical fields. These researchers gradually tried to improve translations by working with and by learning from their experiences with actual translations. They were eager to disprove or bypass the insights of those who felt it was imperative to utilize the computer to achieve a global understanding of languages before the evolution of a working MT system could be attempted (Heinsz-Thompson, 1979).

When even these product-oriented researchers failed to produce a working system, however, many began abandoning translation research altogether. The main obstacle preventing researchers from developing a working system was the complex
nature of the syntactic and semantic analyses that these computers were expected to perform. The efficiency of an MT system depends on the objective laws of language thinking and functioning. The issue here is that similar words can be used in different contexts and they are understood differently in different contexts, limiting the objectivity with which the translation process can be carried out. For an effective translation, it is essential to understand where a particular word or phrase will fit in context. To aptly contextualize language fragments in that way, language thinking is required, a quality that is difficult to replicate in a machine.

A few laboratories were able to obtain funding to address more fundamental questions of the workings of language, giving birth to the field of computational linguistics. The language of computers is a part of the study of languages in which the procedure and ideas of computer science are utilized for exploring issues related to languages and phonetics. The investigation into underlying mechanisms of language as a whole includes the fields of speech synthesis, the production of concordances, automatic translation and the examination of grammar (Crystal, 1994). They also involve the recognition of human speech and the analysis of language data to establish the order in which learners acquire various grammatical rules or the frequency of occurrence of some particular item (Richards, Platt, & Platt, 1992). The development and availability of faster, more powerful, and less expensive hardware with which to investigate these issues created a renewed interest in MT during the 1970s (Russell, 1985).
By this point, few serious researchers believed that Fully Automatic High Quality Translation (FAHQT) was still feasible, and many began to resign themselves to the fact that human intervention would always be required at some point during the translation process. According to Annamaria Gentile (1991), two schools of thought emerged at this time. One group took an engineer’s view of the problem. These researchers dedicated themselves to the evolution of an interactive program that combined both human and mechanical effort in the translation process. The resulting translation was basically literal and the final output was checked and corrected by a human translator (Hutchins, 1986). The other group concentrated their efforts on FAHQT, still believing it was possible to fully automate the process of syntactical and lexical analysis. By the early 1980s, the Japanese, who were probably conducting more MT research than any other country in the world at the time (Nagao, 1982), began making headway in the development of working MT systems. As stated by the Linguistic Society of America, this success had more to do with developing a better understanding of the limited scope of MT success at that point than with improvements in computers and/or linguistics (also see Kay, 1997).

Linguists began to realize that MT could work fairly well in limited domains where the language was highly controlled. One well-known example of this type of system is the METEO system developed by the University of Montreal. This system was designed to provide translations of weather reports to airlines, shipping companies, and other interested subscribers. Since weather reports tend to use a limited set of standard
expressions and phrases, producing an MT program for the specific purpose of describing weather conditions was a relatively easy task. Using controlled language in a limited domain such as the weather allowed MT program designers to overcome the problems of syntactic and lexical disambiguation by avoiding them altogether.

Over the course of the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the rapid growth in technical information fueled by continuous advances in science and technology has created a rapidly growing demand for language translation worldwide. Encouraged by recent progress in MT and by its potential profitability, many private companies became involved in MT research. Of course, these commercial developers are less interested in the theoretical questions of parsing and semantic analysis than in the bottom-line considerations of speed, accuracy, and cost efficiency. Some companies, such as SYSTRAN and LOGOS, began marketing translation software, products, and services to government agencies and private businesses. Other companies, such as Berlitz, Transparent Language, and Language Force, developed and marketed affordable, commercially available MT software to meet the personal and commercial translation needs of individual consumers. These MT software programs can be found today in most computer software stores or can be ordered directly over the Internet. Many of these programs promise easy, automatic translation between languages even for monolinguals. For others, the assistance of human translators is recommended for best results (Schairer, 1996). Of course, only the former are considered fully automatic translation programs.
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Just how accurate is the output of these fully automatic MT systems? Opinions vary and even seem to contradict each other.

In 1994, the United States Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)\(^4\) showed that when compared to expert human translators, MT systems performed only about 65% as well on average (Anderson, 1995). The biggest problem remained that of disambiguation, since many words and sentence structures have more than one possible meaning and computer programs are still not very good at selecting meanings appropriate to specific contexts. Despite the problems and shortcomings associated with current state-of-the-art MT, a number of companies were marketing MT programs to help businesses and private citizens gain better access to FL information via rough translation. As Pierre et al. (1993) suggest, private companies are sometimes willing to sacrifice accuracy for speed and cost effectiveness. Human translators certified by the American Association of Translators have to be able to translate 200 to 300 words per hour. An MT program, such as the RETRANS system mentioned by Belonogov et al. (1995), can translate 20 to 30 words per second. If a company can get by with low quality translation for in-house information purposes, MT systems offer an attractive alternative to more expensive and

\(^4\) ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency), renamed to DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) in 1996, is an institute within the U.S. Department of Defense that develops new technologies for use by the military (Wikipedia).
slower human translation services. This is particularly true when large volumes of information must be accessed in a relatively short period of time.

Over the last two decades, while MT researchers have focused on improving the quality of MT-generated translations, Internet and software corporations have tried to make MT systems freely and easily accessible to the public via the World Wide Web. In doing so, Internet companies have substantially increased the number of languages on their MT systems. Whether the quality of MT-generated translations is acceptable is debatable; critics of MT systems maintain that current MT systems cannot produce high quality MT translations (as cited in Hutchins, 2003). Hutchins, however, is not as trenchant as the 1960s critics of MT, who strongly believed this whole project to be a waste of time and money.

The current status of MT systems reminds me of Kay’s (1980) arguments concerning the necessity of a human translator intervention in the process of translation. In his seminal article “The Proper Place of Men and Machines in Language Translation,” Kay proposed that machines gradually take over some functions in the overall process of translation. This slow but sure takeover would enable scientists to implement what they know about the field more reliably. His suggestions subsequently developed into a new concept in MT: computer-assisted translation (CAT). In CAT, human translators would use translation tools to perform translations, then would post-edit the raw output of the machines.
Multilingual document generation, by MT tools, and other translation support tools is evolving by the day. In 1997, Hartley and Paris discussed the shortcomings of the status quo in multilingual document creations and of the modus operandi presently utilized in the process of translation. They also studied existing developments in the document production industry and noted a reorganization of the processes involved. The emphasis within the programs shifted from translating to writing. In addition, the primary activity of people using the program shifted from overseeing and rearranging a more user-friendly text goal to rearranging and reassessing the basic text. Hartley and Paris maintained that these developments sought to plan and produce new mechanisms for obtaining text in different languages. Furthermore, this development generated the appropriate technology, focusing on a period prior to authoring and related to the exposition of the text. The good thing about MT tools is that they are under the user’s supervision. They can be changed in accordance with the preferences of the user. The authors, therefore, proposed that in the years to come a methodology for recording multilingual documents be developed and that it merge conversion target processes and production-based processes and be user friendly, meeting the requirements of those involved in translating and writing.

Despite the major advances that have been made in MT over the past several decades, the original goal of creating a fully automated MT process has not yet been met, which has been disappointing to some. According to Kay (1997), “machine translation
does not fulfill the requisite essentials of translation, which is accelerating [the process of translation] at a quick pace”. In the last six decades during which MT has been available, considerable progress has been made in computer science. But progress in the study of languages has failed to reach the roots of this issue. Kay argues that the optimal MT tool would produce results that are indistinguishable from human translations. Kay proposes a “Translator's Amanuensis”, which would resemble a word processor designed specifically for translation, and suggests that this would be one step toward achieving the ultimate goal of fully automated MT. As they work to continue improving MT tools, researchers and software developers most often focus their efforts on the relationship between the translator and the software, the speed of acquisition of information in various languages, the ability to handle multilingual documents and the usability of editing procedures. Thus, MT tools currently available all continue to require human input to some degree. Yet the rapid and ongoing improvements in the quality and accessibility of MT tools have had a drastic impact on the availability of fast, easy translations to students in L2 classrooms. Moreover, students’ access to such tools is likely to increase over time. Meanwhile, research on the impact of these tools for L2 instruction has not kept up with these rapid changes in the technological landscape. The present study aims to fill this gap by investigating students’ use and perceptions of currently available translation technology.
2.3.2.2. Types of machine translation

A variety of different types of MT tools are currently available. They differ in the ways in which the machine, or computer, produces a translation in the target language, and also in the primary purposes for which they are used. For instance, some early MT programs worked by creating large databases of sentences in one language and their equivalent in a different language. Langé, Gaussier, and Daille (1997) proposed improving upon this design by breaking the sentences into large bricks of text, thereby using sentence skeletons and phrase (rather than sentence) databases in order to translate sentences between two languages. By using phrases rather than full sentences, this type of tool was able speed up the process of translation. This translation mechanism has become known as Glossary-based MT (GBMT). GBMT identifies non-English phrases and translates them using a dual language phrase-by-phrase translation that depends on phrase pattern matching. A GBMT process for dual languages is easy, reasonable, and quick to obtain. With the help of GBMT one can translate documents in any FL to English on an almost real-time basis.

Another type of MT tool is the multi-linguistic analytical workstation developed by Zajac and Vanni (1997). The tool was part of the Tipster documentation management tool kit. The analyst workstation provided the English-speaking analyst with a multitude of options by which he can go through documents in Arabic and other languages. These options included a Unicode-based multilingual editor and basic MT functionality. This
workstation built by Zajac and Vanni aids in catering to as many different kinds of translations as possible. They identified a particular problem and tried to address it. A related MT tool addressed the need to translate documents that contained multiple languages or languages that were not widely spoken. For example, in Zajac’s and Vanni’s Temple Project, a multilingual analyst workstation was integrated in the Tipster document management tool kit. It included software for multilingual architecture, was able to translate quickly, and focused on less commonly spoken languages. The goal of the project was to achieve maximum MT functionality and speed with minimal use of human resources. The project produced a working multilingual translator’s workstation prototype with complete MT functions for Spanish, Arabic and Japanese to English as well as some Russian morphological analysis (Vanni and Zajac, 1996).

A third category of currently available MT tool is rule-based MT (RBMT). RBMT systems utilize a set of linguistic and grammatical rules in the source and target languages in their process of translation. Costa-Jussa et al. (2012) state that in RMBT systems a group of human experts have to establish rules to describe the translation process. The RBMT approach follows a three-phase procedure to generate a target text from a source text. These three phases are analysis, transfer and generation. According to Cancedda et al. (2009), most FOT tools such as Babel Fish, Google Language Tools, or Windows Live Translator—now called Bing Translator— used to be powered by the rule-based system developed by SYSTRAN. However, some of these FOT tools (e.g.
Google Translate, Bing Translator and Babelfish) now mainly utilize a statistical approach, which comprises the fourth category of MT.

Statistical MT (SMT) is currently the dominant model in MT research, according to Koehn (2010). As the name indicates, SMT relies on statistical techniques to find the “best” translation of a linguistic segment in a target language with minimum error rate (see Delmonte, 2013). In SMTs, statistical methods are used to extract a translation from an enormous corpus of source-target sentence equivalents. Cancedda et al. (2009) believe this approach follows a machine learning framework where an input (the source sentence) and an output (the target sentence) exist, and a statistical pattern identifies an appropriate output for each given input (p. 2).

Finally, a hybrid model, as Delmonte (2013) argues, is the next generation of MT. Hybrid models are a combination of RBMT and SMT and several subsystems used together to improve the quality of MT. As Delmone (2013) explains:

The hybrid architecture tries to get the best of both worlds: the RBMT system should perform parsing and rule-based transfer and reordering to produce a good structure for the output, while SMT helps the lexical selection by providing multiple translation suggestions for the pieces of the source language corresponding to the tree constituents. The final decoding accounts also for fluency by using language models, and can be monotonic (and so, fast) because the structure has been already decided by the RBMT component. (p.6)
The types of MT described above have drastically simplified the process of translation and allowed large quantities of text to be translated quickly. Nevertheless, despite the original goal of MT to automate the entire translation process, current MT tools have not been able to completely eliminate the role of human translators. Hence, all of the MT tools currently available require some degree of human interaction to produce quality text in the target language.

2.3.2.3 Human interaction with machine translation (MT).

Human-Aided MT (HAMT) refers to the interaction between humans and MT tools. Although MT developers may not have reached their original goal of eliminating human interaction from the process of translation, it is precisely this interaction that has the potential to make MT a useful pedagogical tool in L2 classrooms. Considering the different ways in which humans interact with MT tools can help shed light on how such tools can be used effectively in L2 classrooms.

Human-Aided MT (HAMT) relies on a process of pre-editing, human-machine interaction and post-editing. The term (HAMT) refers to a procedure that constitutes human-driven improvement on the mistakes committed by the system, or machine. Typically, this involves editing the text that is output by the machine translator. Somers (1997), however, suggests a different mode by which the source text (rather than the output) is edited in light of errors made by the software in order to improve the performance of the system. In other words, each time a segment is translated by MT, a
human evaluates the output and then edits the source text in order to improve the quality of the translated text. He believes that by post-editing the source text in this way, MT issues can be resolved.

Although MT tools have come a long way from their initial development, they continue to encounter the difficulty that the machines are unable to decipher the context in which the language being used. Tools that combine human and machine input help to address this problem. Recently, a variety of such tools have become available on the Internet free of charge. These FOT tools are understandably quite popular among those wishing to translate short and moderate segments of text.

2.3.2.4 Free online translation (FOT) tools

Free online translation (FOT) tools are currently the most frequently used MT tools because they are available for use by anyone with a network connection, and no software purchase is required. In the sections above, we reviewed MT from a historical perspective, but the focus of this study is whether and how L2 learners use FOT tools in their L2 writing classroom.

Babel Fish by SYSTRAN, which was launched on December 9, 1997 on the AltaVista search website, was the first FOT system (Yang and Lange 1998, as cited in O’Neil, 2012). This system had actually begun in 1988 as a limited service used on
Minitel\textsuperscript{5} in France at post offices, transportation companies, and even homes. According to O’Neill (2012), the project was relocated to the Internet because of high cost and limited coverage of Minitel after about a decade after its invention. Free Translation, Reverso, Wordlingo, Bing, Babylon, LogoVista, BabelFish and Google Translate are some of the FOT services, among many others, that are currently available online.

Google Translate is probably the most popular FOT tool and has been continually evolving. Google Inc. has rapidly increased the number of languages on its MT system, starting with only three languages in September 2007 and currently supporting 90 languages at various levels and serving over 200 million people every day (Google Translate Website, September 2015).

2.3.3 Machine translation (MT) and second language (L2) teaching and learning.

Machine translation (MT) can be and has been used by a wide variety of users in a wide variety of contexts. Of interest for the present study is the use of MT by L2 students. In considering the role of MT tools in teaching and learning, one must consider the effects of MT tool use on the quality of the resultant text – that is, whether text produced with MT tools differs meaningfully from text translated by a human being.

\textsuperscript{5} Minitel was a forerunner of the Internet. It was an online service accessible through telephone lines and was very popular in France from the late 1970s to the early 1990s.
With mixed evidence on this question, the pedagogical value of these tools in L2 classrooms has been debated, with some L2 educators encouraging students to use MT tools in their L2 writing, but many prohibiting students from doing so.

2.3.3.1 Comparison of machine-translated (MT) and human-translated text.

In order to assess whether MT tools might be beneficial or detrimental to L2 learners, the first step is to examine the effectiveness of MT tools. Given that the purpose of MT tools is to translate text from one language to another, their effectiveness can be conceptualized by assessing the quality of the translated text, how readable it is, and how it compares to text translated in a more traditional fashion by a human translator. Several studies have addressed these topics over the years, with results indicating that although MT tools are less accurate than human translators, the output of machine-translated text is typically still comprehensible to proficient readers and its quality improves with post-editing.

In 1994, the US government’s Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) concludes that when compared to human translators, MT systems perform only about 65% as well on average (Anderson, 1995). Similarly, Karen Schairer’s 1996 study on the acceptability of MT involved the use of MT output in her experiment. She translated a 23-question social science telephone survey from English to Spanish using three different commercially available translation software programs designed for Windows: Spanish Scholar, Spanish Assistant, and Spanish Amigo. She then had a team of 20 native or near-
native speakers of Spanish rate the translations of the survey questions in terms of comprehensibility and accuracy. By word count the best of the three programs successfully translated 46% of the survey, while the worst program translated only about 10% of the original text correctly. Schairer found that the majority of the translations were so flawed that human translation from the original took less time than trying to repair what the machine had produced. On the basis of these results, she concludes that current technology (as of the mid-1990s), as represented by the programs she tested, could not yet replace human translators.

In another mid-1990s study, however, Leffa (1994) examined how well proficient readers were able to understand machine-translated passages. He selected 88 Brazilian eleventh-grade students from two state high schools in Southern Brazil. They were typical lower-middle-class students in their late teens who had a functional reading knowledge of Portuguese, their L1. Their task was to read Portuguese translations of two articles taken from the Health and Science section of Time Magazine, a popular American magazine. Leffa translated the articles from English into Portuguese using both a professional human translator and a computer software translation program specially designed for the study. He then carefully distributed the articles so that each subject had a human translation of one article and a MT of the other (which article was translated by human vs. machine varied across subjects). After reading the translations, the students were asked to answer five multiple-choice questions about each passage. The questions,
designed by two teachers, involved reasoning skills, such that the readers had to join different segments of the text and identify the correct relationship between them. The questions for each article were the same regardless of which translation (human or machine) the subject read. A test comparison of the mean scores between the two translations showed that the readers, in general, can read and understand machine-translated passages with the same level of proficiency as those translated by a professional translator. The grammatical errors found in MTs do not considerably influence the subjects’ comprehension scores.

Taking a slightly different approach, Niño (2008) compared translations made by students, translations made by MT, and translations made by MT and post-edited by students. Her (learner) corpus-based research consisted of English-Spanish MT post-editing and translations into FL (Spanish) done by two groups of students. One group was given MT raw output, and the other was assigned translation tasks. Using computer-aided error analysis (CEA) methodology to analyze the frequency and distribution of errors found in the output of the three mechanisms of translations, she concludes that student-edited output is substantially better than either unedited MT output or student-translated output.

The results of these studies suggest that although MT is not perfect, it does result in generally comprehensible text. When this text is post-edited, it becomes even more comprehensible and higher quality. Furthermore, Niño (2008) suggested, based on her
work, that the post-editing activity into the FL is a helpful exercise for advanced FL students to improve their writing skills.

### 2.3.3.2 The potential pedagogical value of machine translation (MT).

From the history of MT we gather that what began as a largely academic endeavor has evolved into a fairly lucrative commercial enterprise. Despite their flaws, MT programs are finding their way into the L2 and FL classroom with growing frequency. These programs include both hand-held phrase and vocabulary translators as well as more sophisticated MT programs designed for personal computer use. Bueno (1992) specifically emphasizes the need to address this issue, comparing the influx of MT technology into the classroom to the introduction of the hand-held calculator in math classes a few decades ago. Bueno feels that as MT programs become increasingly economical, user-friendly, and available, more and more students are going to use them: “To think that students would invest hours translating with their pencil in one hand and their dictionary in the other, when the computer can do it in a few minutes, is at best wishful thinking” (Bueno, 1992). If such tools are becoming increasingly prevalent in L2 classrooms, questions regarding their appropriate role and how L2 teachers might best use them to support student learning are critical. Currently, L2 instructors frequently focus on preventing their students from using such tools, but as the evidence suggests, their effort might be better spent learning to incorporate the tools into their curriculum and teaching students about their benefits, drawbacks, and effective use.
MT technology, if perfected, could potentially have a much greater impact on L2 education than most educators realize. After all, if a computer program existed that could produce highly accurate translations effortlessly in a matter of seconds, then there might be no need to offer FL courses. The emphasis for teachers under these circumstances might shift from language teaching to teaching students how to use MT software. Language courses then might exist solely for the purpose of creating linguistic and cultural awareness among those students who might benefit from such exposure. Even without such an extreme shift, MT tools are changing the landscape of L2 courses in important ways and should be acknowledged as such and their impact better understood.

Bueno emphasizes the need to approach this new tool optimistically and to look for ways to take advantage of its pedagogical potential in the classroom. His philosophy is that if students use MT despite its limitations, teachers might as well find a way to employ it to their advantage as well. So far it does not appear that many others have considered the pedagogical applications of MT. Don Anderson (1995), a computational linguist for the U.S. Department of Defense, describes a set of tools and procedures known as the learning algorithm that can be used to convert translation software into a powerful focal point in L2 learning. In his description of Targumatic, a Hebrew-English/English-Hebrew translation program, he gives examples of how MT might be used to facilitate L2 learning in more advanced FL classes.
Over the past two decades, multiple studies have been conducted on the application of MT, including FOT tools, in the teaching and learning of L2s (Richmond, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Lewis, 1997; Shei, 2002; McCarthy, 2004; Somers, Gaspari; Niño 2006; Niño 2008 & Garcia & Pena, 2011). These investigations have been conducted to study various aspects and/or outcomes of using FOT tools and have yielded rather diverse results. Some of these studies demonstrate that MT systems have pedagogical use in the L2 classrooms (Richmond, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Lewis, 1997). Richmond’s (1994) work, for instance, focused on the linguistic and grammatical practices with MT tools that could improve L2 students’ awareness of grammaticality. He used the term to show the relationship between meaning and the grammatical structures used in a language and argued that particular content-based grammatical structures are used to communicate certain meaning (p. 65). In his experiment, he used *French Assistant*, an English-French translation program, as a pedagogical tool in a six-week French program in order to improve his L2 students’ awareness of grammaticality in their L2. He proposed a “reverse translation” method in which his L2 students had to focus on the source text (L1 sentence structures) rather than the target text. He believed that having students revise the source text repeatedly to achieve desired target text sentence structures is a pedagogically sound activity that results in an increased understanding of L2 grammaticality.
Lewis (1997) was another researcher who investigated the use of MT in language courses. He states MT is a useful tool in L2 teaching environments and that language teachers and learners should have access to some affordable MT tools (p. 256). He describes the experiences of teaching an MT system, *Power Translator*, to a group of modern language students. He concludes that although most students participating in the course were dissatisfied with the results of raw output of the MT system, many of them declared that their perceptive knowledge of L2 (German) grammar had increased as a result of using the tools. These students thought they owed this improvement to their interaction with the MT system’s dictionaries used in the course. He continues that the weaker students benefited from the MT dictionaries as these tools urged them to explore basic grammatical structures (p. 270).

Other studies reveal that incorporating MT-based activities into L2 classrooms has pedagogical value for L2 learners and pedagogical implications for L2 teachers (Shei, 2002; Kliffer, 2005; Niño 2008). Shei (2002) examined the use of MT in teaching translation and learning L2. His experiment involved giving a group of Chinese students who were learning ESL three pre-editing tasks:

1) continuously pre-edit a Chinese text written by a native speaker to achieve an acceptable MT-generated English translation.

2) continuously pre-edit an English text written by a native speaker until the MT system produces an accurate Chinese translated text.
3) continuously pre-edit an English text written by a non-native speaker (L2 learner) until the MT system produces an appropriate Chinese text.

He also describes some major limitations of the two MT systems used in the experiment and provides a list of suggestions on how to make the MT output more accurate. He claims that pre-editing is a very interesting and—at the same time—effective task that can enhance MT use, translation skills and L2 competence.

In his doctoral dissertation, O’Neill (2012) investigated the quantitative and qualitative effects of FOT tool use on L2 composition. The research took place in three third- and fourth- semester French as a second language (FSL) courses in the French Department of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Three groups were formed, and three different experimental scenarios were designed. The first was the control group, whose participants who had no FOT tool training and were not allowed to access FOT tools. The second group was allowed to use FOT tools but didn’t have any FOT tool training, and the third group was allowed to use FOT tools and had FOT tool training. The participants completed a reading pre-test, writing pre-test, two writing tasks, and a writing post-test. Raters, FSL teachers, evaluated all the completed written tasks as well as the post-tests, assigned a score to each task and commented whether or not each writer had used an FOT tool. O’Neill then presented and examined samples of student writing taking into account rater comments and participant self-reports. He concludes that the quality of the texts produced by the participants who had used FOT tools was by no
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means inferior to, and was often better than that of the non-FOT tool users (p. 215).

Two other research studies that concentrate on the use of MT by L2 learners were those conducted by Garcia and Pena (2011) and O’Neill (2012). Garcia and Pena (2011) carried out a research project to find out whether MT can be considered a useful activity for improving L2 writing skills of beginner or early intermediate language learners. The participants were asked to complete two writing tasks, then given a two-question user satisfaction survey. Based on their findings, Garcia and Pena conclude that MT helps beginner FL learners communicate more and write better in the L2 by facilitating the writing of many relevant words.

Some studies, however, have identified detrimental effects of using MT tools in the L2 classroom and translation courses (McCarthy, 2004; Somers, Gaspari & Niño 2006). In fact, Somers et al. (2006) conducted a study to address the problem of using FOMT tools to translate sentences in L2 courses. In their paper, the authors refer to a dichotomy of “honest” translation versus “derived” translation of FOMT outputs and consider the latter a plagiaristic act committed by L2 learners. McCarthy (2004) asserts that we cannot turn a blind eye to the widespread presence of online MT, nor can we expect our students to avoid it as an easy solution to their [out-of-class] assignments. He believes the availability of FOT tools makes assessment a difficult task for language and translation teachers and that these online tools may limit the capabilities of translation and language students.
At a broader level, the errors made by MT tools could potentially also be used to study the process of language learning itself. Students and MT systems seem to share common goals. Both seek to communicate effectively in a second language. In order to accomplish this task, both must also learn to overcome the same grammatical and lexical obstacles. The studies of student errors led to major new discoveries in the field of L2 acquisition in the 1960s and 70s. What can we learn by studying the errors produced by MT programs? Since expert linguists provide the computer with instructions to deal with a variety of complex linguistic choices during the translation process, one might argue that MT error is also human error, but perhaps at a somewhat more metacognitive level. No one would deny that the decisions that linguists and programmers make during software development phase ultimately affect the efficiency of the completed MT program. Given the similarities between L2 students and MT programs, it seems logical that studying the patterns of MT error may also yield information of value to those involved in L2 education.

The pedagogical impact of MT tools is often minimized by L2 instructors, who frequently ban the use of these products by their students. However, the research that has been conducted to date largely shows beneficial effects of MT and FOT tool use by L2 learners, particularly when students post-edit the MT text.
2.3.4 The role of post-editing.

As noted above, the process known as post-editing has been proposed as one of the most promising ways to use MT in L2 classrooms. Post-editing is a relatively new concept, initially introduced in the early 1980s, that goes hand in hand with MT. Machine translation post-editing (or simply “post-editing”) has been defined as the correction or improvement of MT output by human linguists or editors (Veale & Way 1997; Senez, 1998). In simple terms, post-editing is the process of revising the MT-generated translation by a human translator. O’Brien (2011, p. 197) defines the term as “the correction of raw machine translated output by a human translator according to specific guidelines and quality criteria.” Wagner (1985, p. 1) points out that post-editing involves rectifying the errors of a pre-converted translation rather than translating from the start. Finally, Allen (2003, p. 26) states that “the task of a post-editor is to edit, modify and/or correct a pre-translated text that has been processed by a MT system from a source language into (a) target language(s).”

Fortunately, post-editing is also one of the most widely researched aspects of MT in the present era (Guerberof, 2008 & 2009; Popović & Ney, 2011; Garcia, 2011; Moran, Lewis & Saam, 2014; O’Brien & Moorkens, 2014). In the process of machine-aided translation, human translators are given the texts translated automatically by MT systems and asked to rectify their errors—be it semantic, syntactic, or stylistic. Thus, post-editing is in fact the last segment of the machine-aided translation chain. Current developments
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in MT technology have led to a growing demand for MT-generated translations and consequently greater demand for post-editing. Organizations that provide language services, known as language service providers (LSPs), often ask their translators—referred to as post-editors in the industry—to post-edit rather than directly translate, in order to increase productivity. O’Brien (2011), Aikawa et al. (2007), Guerberof (2009), Groves and Schmidtke (2009), Tatsumi (2009), Garcia (2009), Plitt and Masselot (2010) and De Almeida & O’Brien (2010) are some of the scholars who have carried out research on MT post-editing.

Although post-editing as a whole has been widely investigated, thus far, not much research has been conducted on the utility of MT post-editing in L2/FL education specifically. In the Garcia and Pena (2011) study discussed in section 2.3.3.2, however, it is notable that one of the writing tasks participants engaged in involved post-editing. Garcia and Pena’s conclusion that MT is beneficial to the writing of beginner and early intermediate L2 learners may therefore be based, in part, on the benefits of post-editing.

Furthermore, in her PhD dissertation and an article based on it, Niño (2006; 2008) studied the use of MT post-editing in the FL classroom. As described in section 2.3.3.1, she concludes that MT output that is post-edited by students is of substantially higher quality than either unedited MT output or student-translated text. Upon a close examination of the errors made by students and MT tools, she further notes that the error types found in the MT output were similar to those found in students’ translations into the
same target language. As a result, Niño suggests that raw MT output could be a useful source of errors to be corrected by advanced FL students to improve their writing skills and proposes the process of post-editing machine translated text as a helpful exercise for advanced FL learners.

### 2.3.5 Students’ attitudes towards translation technology in the second language (L2) classroom.

As discussed in section 2.2.4, students’ attitudes and motivation have been found to play an important role in L2 learning and teaching. In considering the role that MT can and should play in an L2 classroom, therefore, it is important to consider students’ attitudes toward MT. This encompasses both students’ overall beliefs about the use of technology in the classroom as well as their opinions of MT, including FOT tools, specifically.

Several studies have been conducted to measure students’ opinions regarding the utilization of computers in L2 instruction. In his empirical study, Ayres (2002), examined students’ general attitudes toward CALL, and their perceived view of its relevance to their course of study. In 2000, the author analyzed students’ perceptions of CALL as a competitor with the classroom teacher and the links between the perceived usefulness of CALL and the students’ aptitude for computer use, level of language, and age at the UNITEC school of English and Applied Linguistics in Auckland, New Zealand. A total of 157 non-native speaker undergraduates representing 27 different nationalities (mostly
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Chinese and Korean) were asked to respond to a questionnaire about how useful they believed the CALL software application used in their L2 course was and how useful they thought time spent in laboratory was. A variety of software programs were installed within the CALL facilities and used by the learners. Ayres notes that language learners hold favorable attitudes towards CALL and that the majority find computer tools helpful. He also concludes that the use of CALL helps students in grammar, spelling and writing. According to him, CALL has “face validity” among students, but students do not believe that CALL could entirely replace a regular classroom environment. Therefore, technology among/along with other things could be used to improve the learning process.

Similarly, Chen (2003) carried out a study among EFL learners to investigate their opinions and approaches towards the utilization of computers in EFL classrooms. Students reported on their attitudes based on their experience in EFL instruction at National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan. The findings of the study show that EFL university students in Taiwan hold a generally positive attitude towards the integration of computer systems into their EFL study program.

In an American context, at the University of Maryland, Rashed (2008) carried out a case study of six international students in order to assess their perceptions of CALL technology implementation. Rashed (2008) employed a qualitative approach providing insight into self-reported perceptions, interaction with technology tools, and the limitations with which technology could be integrated into the learning goals of an ESL
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curriculum. The study used a combination of small-sample survey, in-depth interviews, observations and a reflective journal. The class in question was part of an Intensive English Program and met five times a week. Course activities consisted of textbook exercises done in class, supplemented by CD/DVD, laboratory, and Internet-based learning experiences. Lab time was comprised of online learning and practice of grammar rules, online listening practice, group work on Web Quest, and visits to ESL sites for the exercises they offered. In general, Rashed concludes that L2 learners hold highly positive perceptions of the technologies deployed to enhance language learning. Students’ main concerns tend to be whether the CALL technologies are sufficiently collaborative, interactive and communicative. In addition, the international students greatly value the physical presence of the instructor as an enabler for relating CALL technology to learning goals.

Overall, few studies demonstrate negative attitudes of students and teachers towards CALL in any context. Combined with the findings discussed above showing that student attitudes have a direct impact on motivation and performance, this lends support to the practice of using CALL technology in L2 classrooms. Students’ attitudes toward MT, including FOT, tools in particular have been less widely investigated than earlier versions of CALL technology, a gap the present study aims to address.
2.4 Summary

Writing is an essential language skill for L2 learners, and effective teaching of L2 writing is of paramount importance for L2 instructors. Writing in a second language is a complex skill that is impacted in both positive and negative ways by one’s writing and cultural experience in the L1, as underscored by the theory of contrastive rhetoric. Although use of L1 writing skills may benefit L2 learners both in the use of planning strategies and by helping to minimize cognitive load, the L1 can also interfere with L2 writing when writing conventions, grammar, and word usage differ between the two languages. This observation calls into question the role of direct translation when writing in an L2. Translated texts often differ significantly from their non-translated counterparts in terms of vocabulary use, grammatical features, and other textual characteristics. The role of direct translation in learning to write in an L2 has therefore been criticized for many decades but more recently has begun to be reexamined for its potential pedagogical value. In addition, the recent recognition that many students use translation whether encouraged to do so or not, coupled with research showing that students’ attitudes and motivation level play a strong role in their L2 learning, has led to an increase in calls for reconsidering the role of translation in L2 writing.

Another important change to the L2 learning environment over the years has come in the form of rapidly developing technology, known as machine translation (MT),
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which encompasses a variety of computer programs designed to automate language translation to the greatest extent possible. Despite 50 years of intensive research at universities and laboratories around the globe, no one has yet been able to create a fully-automated MT program. Nevertheless, many MT programs are currently available and widely used, including an increasing number available free of charge on the internet (FOT tools). Despite the fact that these programs tend to be less accurate than human translators, they do tend to produce text that is understandable to proficient speakers of the target language. Moreover, the use of MT tools in L2 learning and teaching fits into a broader pattern of expanding computer-assisted language learning (CALL) tool use in L2 education. Not surprisingly, then, MT programs have increasingly found their way into L2 classrooms, where they have gained the attention of L2 educators. Some, including Julian Bueno (1992) and Don Anderson (1995), feel that MT may have a great positive impact on L2 teaching and recommend working to better identify pedagogical applications for MT. The fact that MT results in less-than-perfect translations may even be a benefit when using them as a pedagogical tool, because the process of post-editing, or editing text translated by MT tools has gained attention as a pedagogical tool for advanced L2 learners. Given that students are generally in favor of using CALL in their L2 learning, and that anecdotal evidence suggests that they use FOT tools whether explicitly allowed to do so or not, advancing our understanding of the most effective ways to use MT in L2 curricula is likely to benefit L2 students and teachers. The present
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study aims to contribute to the state of knowledge in this area by documenting L2 learners FOT use and their opinions about FOT tools.
Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 provided a selective review of literature on both MT, including FOT tools, and Second Language (L2) teaching and learning research. In this chapter, I describe the overall research methodology used for the present study. This includes the objectives, research questions, design and participants of the study as well as the methods used to collect and analyze data.

3.2 Research Objective and Questions

The objective of this study is to document, i.e. systematically observe and analyze, the use of FOT tools by Second Language (L2) learners in ESL writing courses. The study examines whether or not ESL students use FOT tools while producing English written texts, and, if so, how effectively and efficiently they employ such tools. The following research questions are posed in order to meet this objective.

1. If L2 learners resort to FOT tools while completing writing tasks, how do they use such tools?
2. How effectively and efficiently do learners in the L2 writing classroom use FOT tools?
3. How satisfied are learners with using FOT tools for L2 writing?
3.3 Research Design

According to Yin (2011, p. 75), research designs are logical blueprints or plans based on which investigators conduct their research. The logic Yin refers to is an, if not, the essential element in establishing a tenuous link among the research questions, the data to be collected, and the strategies to be used for data analysis (p. 76). Research design is, therefore, a scheme that a researcher adopts in order to collect and analyze data that will make it possible to answer whatever research questions he or she has posed. As Ragin (1994, p. 191) states, “The design of an investigation touches almost all aspects of the research, from the minute details of data collection to the selection of the techniques of data analysis”.

Creswell (2009) believes that different research questions necessitate different designs and approaches, and he identifies the three major research designs as quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods approaches. The research questions, data collected, tools used for data collection, and interpretation of the data are the main factors that decide whether a quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods design is suitable for a particular study.

Aliaga and Gunderson (2000) state that quantitative research methods explain phenomena by collecting numerical data. Collecting numerical data and using statistical methods for analyzing data are probably the most notable characteristics of quantitative research designs (see Dörnyei, 2007). Creswell (2003 & 2008) notes that in quantitative
research, variables and the relationships among them are also key to answering research questions through surveys and experiments. Quantitative research designs are carefully controlled and firmly focused and tend to produce reliable data. The statistical analytical apparatus employed in these designs also functions as a quality control checkpoint that further increases the validity of research findings (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 34). This quality of quantitative research has probably made it a very popular method among researchers in social sciences and education over the last four decades.

On the other hand, qualitative research tends to inquire about phenomena, explore processes, or describe experiences. Variables and the relationships among them are not the concern of qualitative research questions, which serve to address “what” and “how” questions rather than to relate variables. Qualitative research questions are “open-ended, evolving, and non-directional” (Creswell, 1998, p. 99). Connolly (1998) notes that qualitative research questions are designed to generate an understanding of particular educational and social procedures and experiences that already exist in a specific context. This means that qualitative researchers investigate things in their natural settings, striving to understand and/or construe phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 3).

The current study, however, uses a mixed methods design (Creswell, 2003; Creswell, 2009; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003 & Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2009). A mixed methods research design uses both quantitative and qualitative data to address a research
problem more fully (Creswell, 2003). This research design is defined as “the collection or analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data in a single study in which the data are collected concurrently or sequentially, are given a priority, and involve the integration of the data at one or more stages in the process of research” (Creswell et al., 2003, p. 212). Thus, mixed methods designs are used to fulfill two different purposes: to gain a better understanding of an issue and to validate research results obtained through different methods (Sandelowski, 2003, as cited in Dörnyei, 2007, p. 164).

The justification for combining qualitative and quantitative methods is that in certain studies the use of either of these methods alone is inadequate to address the details of the situation. However, when used in combination, quantitative and qualitative methods supplement each other and lend themselves to more comprehensive analyses, and thus more valid research findings (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1997, Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).

3.3.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the mixed methods approach.

Morse and Richards (2002) believe that the mixed methods approach can increase both reliability and validity of the research. They assert that by using a mixed methods design, researchers “can build on the strength of each type of data collection and
minimize the weaknesses of any single approach” (p. 1-8). Dörnyei (2007) also lists the following merits for the mixed methodology design.

- Using the mixed method design to study the same phenomena can strengthen the validity of the results.
- Combining quantitative and qualitative methods sharpens our understanding of findings.
- Using a mixed method design is likely to increase the acceptance of findings and conclusions by the people who have a stake in the research.

Despite the merits of the mixed methodology design, Leavy and Hesse-Biber (2006) adduce some limitations of this design. They conclude that mixed methods research designs require significant amounts of time and effort. Another disadvantage they point out is that the researcher needs knowledge of and training in both qualitative and quantitative approaches.

**3.3.2 More on the design and nature of this study.**

As mentioned above, this study uses a mixed methods design and is descriptive in nature. Descriptive research is one of the most commonly used methodologies in examining facts about people, their opinions, and their attitudes (Gay and Airasian, 2011). In descriptive research, “the researcher does not manipulate variables or control the environment in which the study takes place. Its purpose is to systematically describe the facts and characteristics of a given phenomenon, population or area of interest”
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(Merriam & Simpson, 1995, p. 61). The description may include (1) collection of facts that describe existing phenomena; (2) identification of problems or justification of current conditions and practice; (3) project or product evaluation; or (4) comparison of experience between groups with similar problems to assist in future planning and decision making. Descriptive data are usually collected by observation, questionnaires, or interviews. In this study I pursue descriptive research by using a mixed methods design which involves the observation and recording of the behavior of ESL learners while completing writing tasks. I also use questionnaires and semi-structured interviews in three phases.

3.4 Data Collection

The process of data collection took place over a period of 12 weeks in an English Intensive Program (EIP) course taught by the author at the Official Languages and Bilingualism Institute (OLBI) of the University of Ottawa in the Fall Semester 2013. The author obtained ethics approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board before starting the data collection process (see Appendix A). The overall data collection procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Data collection procedure.

3.4.1. Participants.

The participants of this study were students in ESL 500, a high-intermediate ESL intensive course also known as Bridging Level. 21 adult ESL students, aged between 18 and 28 and computer literate\(^6\) who were enrolled in the bridging level of the EIP (English Intensive Program) at the Official Languages and Bilingualism Institute (OLBI) of the

\(^6\) After they had been informed of the research, participants were asked to complete three tasks to check their level of computer literacy. First, they were asked to type a short passage. For the second activity, students were asked to complete a vocabulary task, which required using online dictionaries, thesauri and other online tools. Finally, once they completed the second activity, they were asked to post their answers to the website of the course.
University of Ottawa was selected to participate. However, 2 participants did not complete the user satisfaction questionnaire; therefore, they were excluded from analysis.

3.4.1.1. Demographic breakdown of sample.

Demographic information was available for the 19 participants who consented to participate in both the observation and the survey portions of the study (see appendix B). As shown in Table 1, 8 of the 19 participants (42%) were between 18 and 20 years of age. Ten (53%) were between 21 and 25 years of age, and 1 participant (5%) was between 26 and 30 years of age. As shown in Table 2, participants were approximately equally divided by gender, with 10 out of 19 (53%) identified as female.

Table 1

Participants’ Distribution by Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

*Participants’ Distribution by Gender*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.1.2 Subjects’ linguistic background.

The research participants were from 6 different countries: Brazil, China, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Vietnam. Of the 19 participants, 4 were Brazilian Portuguese native speakers, 8 were Mandarin native speakers, 2 were Cantonese native speakers who also spoke Mandarin fluently, 1 was a Japanese native speaker, 2 were Arabic native speakers, 1 was a Turkish native speaker, and 1 was a Vietnamese native speaker (see Table 3). One of the Brazilian Portuguese speakers stated that she also spoke French quite fluently.
Table 3

*Nationality and First Language of Participants*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality and First Language of Participants</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian-Portuguese</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese-Cantonese (and Mandarin)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese-Mandarin</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Japanese</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi-Arabic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk-Turkish</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese-Vietnamese</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1.3 Subjects’ writing proficiency level.

To ensure the homogeneity of the participants, I gave them a writing diagnostic test— an institutional CanTEST\(^7\) writing test—at the beginning of the study. Two markers then evaluated each paper separately, and the inter-rater reliability was

---

\(^7\) The CanTEST is a standardized English proficiency test developed and validated at the University of Ottawa. It evaluates candidates’ language proficiency level in Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking skills. This test has been developed to ensure that test takers meet the language requirements of Canadian postsecondary institutions (see the CanTEST information booklet available at [http://www.cantest.uottawa.ca/](http://www.cantest.uottawa.ca/)).
calculated by means of Cohen's weighted kappa statistic (Cohen, 1960). The CanTest writing test is rated in half-point increments from (1) to (5), with the option of noting a (+) of (-) after the numerical score, as is commonly done with letter grades. Participants average CanTEST score was 3.5, with all scores falling between 3.5- /3.5+ on CanTest scale. A score of 3.5- on the CanTEST scale represents an intermediate level but “somewhat limited writer”, whereas a score of 3.5+ represents an intermediate level between a “somewhat limited writer”, while a “competent writer” according to the CanTest interpretation guidelines. A “limited writer” (3.0) is judged to have “fair command of the language only in familiar language contexts” and a “competent writer” (4.0) is judged to have “generally effective command of the language in fairly demanding contexts, with a satisfactory level of comprehension and production” (see appendix C).

Table 4 shows the writing proficiency level of the subjects at the start of data collection. On each test, the scores fell within the low-average range of the test scale, indicating that, overall, the participants were moderately proficient at writing.
Table 4

Participants’ Writing Proficiency Level at the Beginning of Data Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EIP Entry</th>
<th>CanTest Writing Level</th>
<th>TOEFL iBT Writing Band</th>
<th>IELTS Writing Band</th>
<th>Canadian Language Band</th>
<th>Common European Framework of Band Writing Languages/Writing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant Range</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.5-</td>
<td>12-19</td>
<td>4.5-6.0</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (Bridging Level)</td>
<td>/3.5+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1.4 Procedure (intervention).

As previously stated, the intervention took place in one of the ESL courses that I taught over a course of 12 weeks in the fall semester 2013. The processes of data collection continued for a complete semester. At the very beginning of the course, the subjects were informed about the research and trained in how to use the video recording tool (Screencastomatic) that was used throughout the data phase collection. Then, in order for me to observe and document the possible use of FOT tools in writing, participants recorded the completion of authentic writing tasks in computer-based language labs over a course of 12 weeks. Next, at the end of week 12, a user satisfaction
questionnaire was handed out to the participants to measure their satisfaction with FOT tools. After collecting the data (videos), parameters were calculated to assess effectiveness and efficiency of FOT tools used in ESL writing by analyzing the quality of the participants’ writing process and product. Finally, after reviewing the recorded videos, I carried out semi-structured interviews with those subjects who actively used FOT tools in the process of their writing.

3.4.2 Observations of writing tasks.

Krings (2005, p. 8) divides the processes involved in the collection of data on translation processes into two broad categories: online processes and offline processes. Online processes concern the documentation of what subjects do while performing tasks. Online data collection is divided into behavior observation (i.e. observation protocols, video recordings, computer protocols, eye tracking measurements, etc.) and verbal data (i.e. talk-aloud, think-aloud and dialogue protocols). Offline processes, in contrast, refer to the steps that allow the investigator to collect further data after the completion of the task. These are likewise divided into two types: first, the product analysis, which refers to final products and the comparison of different subjects’ products of the same task; and second, verbal data, which are gathered through retrospective comments, questionnaires, interview, etc. The logic of this categorization lends itself well to the selection of tools and experiments in this study.
3.4.2.1 Video screen capture technology.

Video screen capture (VSC), also referred to as screencast, is a web- or software-based technology that enables users to record the screen of their computer as well as their voice. Users can capture what they do on the computer screen, a feature that is perfectly suited for collecting data on the behavior of students while completing writing assignments.

Screencast-o-matic (SOM) is the VSC tool used for data collection in the present study. I used SOM because it is a free webware (online tool) that records computer screen output and audio narration without having to download the program. Also, the tool allows users—subjects—to record the process of task completion. In other words, SOM records everything (all the key strokes, cursor movements, use of other web pages, and the so forth) that takes place on the user’s screen. Users can record whatever is happening on the screen of their computer as they narrate the process. Figure 2 illustrates the display of the Screencastomatic software.
3.4.2.2 Tasks.

In order to avoid any form of bias related to the research design (Allwright, 2006), data were collected from the regular writing tasks used in the 12-week intensive program curriculum of the bridging level ESL course, which many ESL students at the University complete prior to beginning their program of study. Given the importance of improving writing skills before starting university programs, students at this level are required to complete in-class writing tasks on a regular basis. These assignments formed the basis for data collection in the current study.

The design of the writing tasks used in the experiment is different from those used in usability tests. In the latter case, tasks are designed in a way that fits the intended experiment through, first, designing tasks and, second, optimizing students’ access to the
tools. However, since the purpose of the present study was to observe “natural” behavior (i.e. the use of FOT tools in writing exercises), conventional, individual in-class writing tasks/assignments were the source of data. Also, toward this end, students were neither instructed to use nor to avoid the use of FOT tools. Instead, the instructor mentioned online translation tools among other online auxiliary resources that students were allowed to use for completing their writing tasks.

Writing tasks that are typically used with advanced ESL students include the composition of different short essay types, such as cause-effect, comparison-contrast, and persuasive essays. An additional type of writing task specific to the EIP bridging level consists of editing English content, which require students to identify and correct grammatical errors and vocabulary inaccuracies. In the present study, students completed these typical course assignments while recording their work using the Video Screen Capture software described above.

3.4.2.2.1 Task 1 (Cause-Effect Essay).

For the first task (see Appendix D), participants were asked to write the first two paragraphs (introductory paragraph and a body paragraph) of a cause-effect essay in a computer lab where they could video-capture the process of task completion. They were instructed to complete the writing task as they would at home; in other words, they were allowed to use any form of online tool including monolingual dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries and online translation tools. The research subjects were also
directed to record all their actions while using online tools and not to use any paper resources.

3.4.2.2.2 Task 2 (Editing).

The second writing task was also assigned in a computer lab. It required the participants to edit an essay by correcting its grammatical errors, vocabulary inaccuracies and overall communication problems (see Appendix E). The task completion conditions were exactly the same as those for the first task.

3.4.2.2.3 Task 3 (Problem-Solution).

The completion of the third task also took place in a computer lab. The task presented a 2-question essay prompt (problem-solution) asking the subjects to write the introduction and then two body paragraphs, one addressing the first question and the other addressing the second question (see Appendix F). The general instructions were the same as for the first two tasks with the exception that subjects were instructed to video capture only the process of writing the body paragraphs.

3.4.2.2.4 Task 4 (Compare-Contrast).

Task four required the subjects to write a compare-contrast essay of approximately 300 words (see Appendix G) and record the process of task completion. Like the other tasks, they were given the task in a computer lab and were allowed to use any online resources they would normally use to complete take-home writing tasks.
3.4.2.5 Task 5 (Advantages and Disadvantages).

Task 5 was the last writing assignment and was completed in a computer-based language lab. This task required the subjects to write an essay of approximately 300 words on the advantages and disadvantages of FOT technology/tools for Second Language (L2) learners (See appendix H). As instructed in the four other tasks, the subjects video-captured their computer screen while completing this task.

One may argue that due to the chosen topic, the fifth task is biased and contradicts the first ethical principle of the study, preventing the data collection process from affecting the quality of the course (for more detail on ethical considerations, see section 3.7). I would like to refute this argument by clarifying two points: 1) “Advantages and disadvantages” is one of the common writing genres covered at the bridging level and fully conforms to the writing learning objectives of the course (see Appendix I). 2) Since this was the last task, I intended to both observe the interaction of the subjects with FOT tools (the main purpose of data collection) and to collect information on their opinions about the benefits and demerits of FOT tools for L2 writers.

3.4.3 User satisfaction survey.

A questionnaire was needed to collect students’ responses about their use of and attitudes towards FOT tools. Closed questionnaires are considered the most popular means of collecting qualitative data. To explain the nature of questionnaires, Brown (2001) provides the following definition: “Questionnaires are any written instruments that
present respondents with a series of questions or statements to which they are to react by either writing or selecting from among existing answers” (p. 6). Broadly speaking, questionnaires can be used to gather three types of data about participants: factual, behavioral, and attitudinal. Factual questions are used to find out who the participants are, as they cover demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, and race, level of education, occupation) as well as any other background information that may be relevant to interpreting the findings of the survey. Behavioral questions are used to find out the participants’ actions, habits, lifestyles and personal history. Attitudinal questions are used to find out what participants think, and typically cover attitudes, opinions, beliefs, interests and values (Dörnyei, 2010; Rasinger, 2007).

Google Forms was used to build, distribute, collect, and analyze the user satisfaction survey (see Appendix J) that the subjects completed at the end of the data collection period. The survey aimed to gather information on how FOT tools had been used in the process of L2 writing by the participants and on whether they had been satisfied with such tools. Factual (demographic) questions included participants’ age, gender, and linguistic background. Behavioral questions included participants’ self-reported frequency of using FOT tools, direction of translation (English to L1 or L1 to English), purposes of use of FOT tools (e.g., translating words, translating phrases, checking for accuracy of English words used), and extent of post-editing content produced by FOT tools. Attitudinal questions included how useful participants perceived
FOT tools to be. The survey was sent to the participants after they had recorded the last video—during the last week of the course. The participants were given one week to complete the online survey and return it. Of 21 participants, 19 completed the survey. The results of the survey will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.4.4. Semi-structured interviews.

Semi-structured interviews were designed to shed light on other aspects of this study’s research questions and its corresponding research goals. These interviews were described as semi-structured for two main reasons. First, not all students were invited for the interview, for only six students actively (noticeably) used FOT tools in completing their writing tasks, and, moreover, they used FOT tools to different degrees and in different ways. Only these six participants were chosen to be the subjects of further observation through semi-structured interviews. Secondly, interview questions constituted a framework to guide the conversation in line with research objectives. This, however, did not determine the interview outcome, as interview questions simply supplied a structure for the conversation flow rather than a rigid framework for the interview outcome. It was therefore foreseen that the conversation could go in unexpected directions or some issues could come up that were not planned when preparing the interview. As a result, interviewees were not only given the freedom but also encouraged to come up with their own reflections during the course of interview.
3.4.5 Learner multimodal corpus (collected data).

The corpus of this study consists of the following: a total of 98 videos (1030 minutes) that record the process of completing ESL writing tasks by 21 subjects; the task outcomes in the form of the written products produced by students during the tasks; 19 completed user satisfaction questionnaires, collected and saved electronically; and six audio interviews together with their transcripts.

During the 12 weeks of data collection, the subjects periodically saved the videos on a memory stick. At the end of week 12, the subjects signed a consent form, allowing me to use the videos for data analysis. The videos that had been saved in .mp3 format by the participants were converted into .avi to be compatible with Morae\(^8\), the software that had been initially chosen for annotating the videos. The .avi videos were then saved in a different folder with 21 subfolders, one subfolder per subject. Subfolders were named numerically to maintain subjects’ anonymity. I also created an Excel sheet to record detailed information about the video corpus. The Excel sheet contains features such as the number of videos recorded by each participant, length of each video, subject of each video and so forth.

\(^8\) During the data analysis phase a different program (Transana) was used. Most of the .avi videos were compatible with Transana, but a few videos did not open in Transana. Luckily, the tool supported the .mp3 format of those videos.
3.5 Data Analysis

Creswell and Plano Clark (2007, p. 128) state that in mixed methods research, data analysis involves analyzing the quantitative data using quantitative methods and the qualitative data using qualitative methods. The data analysis of this study consists of three sections: observation analysis (quantitative), questionnaire analysis (quantitative) and interview analysis (qualitative). The overall structure of the data analysis process followed is illustrated in Figure 3.

Finally, the results obtained from the user satisfaction questionnaires and the interviews were then triangulated to improve the validity and reliability of the research findings. Since questionnaires and interviews are the tools employed for measuring user satisfaction with the tool, methodological triangulation, which refers to using more than one method for gathering data (Denzin, 1978; Webb et al., 1966) was used in this section of data analysis.
3.5.1 Observation analysis.

Initially Morae had been the software program selected for annotating the video. However, since the tool became unavailable during the data analysis phase, Transana, another video analysis computer program, was used to code the data from the observations—the videos recorded during the 12-week period of data collection. For each time a participant was observed on video using FOT tools to translate a linguistic
segment between his or her L1 and English, the resulting segment was noted in the student’s final written product. These translated linguistic segments were then analyzed to assess the effectiveness and efficiency with which students used FOT tools. The set of effectiveness and efficiency parameters selected to analyze the product and the process of FOT tool use in ESL writing tasks were based on Hamel’s (2011) usability studies. These parameters are discussed in detail below.

3.5.1.1 Effectiveness parameters.

The effectiveness of the students’ use of translation tools was assumed to be reflected in the quality of the end product of the writing tasks (Nielsen, 2000). For this study, the quality of the completed writing tasks was assessed based on three major criteria: accuracy (grammatical structures and vocabulary use), variety (range of grammar and vocabulary) and overall communication. To assess these criteria, I evaluated each assignment using the standard CanTest writing evaluation rubric (see Appendix C).

3.5.1.1.1 Accuracy.

According to the CanTEST writing evaluation rubric (see Appendix C), accuracy is the proportion of correct grammatical structures and vocabulary used in an ESL essay. The number of errors and the degree to which they interfere with understanding while reading the text determine if the subjects have used the FOT tools properly every time they employed them. Therefore, for each instance in which a participant used a FOT tool
to translate between his or her L1 and English, I coded the resulting linguistic segment (word, phrase, or sentence) as a correct or incorrect use of English grammar and vocabulary. To arrive at an overall accuracy score for each participant, the total number of grammatically correct translated segments was divided by the total number of segments translated using FOT tools by that participant.

3.5.1.1.2 Variety (range).

Range, or variety, represents the extent of control that participants exhibit over various grammatical structures and vocabulary words. To evaluate range, the author examined each linguistic segment written by students and noted whether only simple structures and meaning segments were used in a text or whether complex syntactic and semantic elements were also used. This determination was based on the instructions provided in the CanTest Writing Assessment Rubric (see Appendix C). In accordance with the guidelines in the CanTest manual, numerical values were assigned to each interaction with FOT tools based on the variety exhibited (relative to segments for which FOT tools were not used). These scores ranged from 0 (representing no increased variety) to 1 (representing an increase in the variety of grammar and vocabulary structure). In order to arrive at an overall variety score for each participant, I calculated the mean of that participant’s machine translated variety scores.

3.5.1.1.3 Overall communication.

The communication criterion refers to the writer’s overall effectiveness in
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conveying a message. Each linguistic segment resulting from the use of FOT tools was rated to indicate whether or not the writer had conveyed the intended meaning clearly. This assessment was based on the amount of extra effort required of the reader to understand the text. To arrive at an overall communication score for each participant, translated segments were given numerical values: (0) if the translated segment did not read like English, and (1) if the translated segment read like English, according to the protocol described in the CanTest writing assessment rubric. To arrive at an overall communication score for each participant, the number of that participant’s translated segments that read like English was divided by the total number of segments translated using FOT tools by that participant.

3.5.1.2 Efficiency parameters.

Efficiency parameters are defined in relation to a measure centered on the time and effort spent on the tasks combined with the outcome of that effort (Nielsen, 2000). In the context of this research, the analysis of the process of writing focuses on the efficiency of the interaction between the participant and the FOT tools by measuring the task duration and the efforts expended. In simple words, the participants’ behavior and interaction with FOT tools, the frequency of use and nature of FOT tools used during the writing process captured by Screen Capture Technology (SCT) were quantitatively calculated and carefully analyzed. The amount of time (in seconds) that participants spent on each translation was observed via the videos and was combined with the observed
outcome of that interaction to create an efficiency score in which a higher number represented a more efficient interaction. Specifically, for each instance in which a participant was observed interacting with FOT tools, the interaction was coded as (-1) if more than 15 seconds were spent without producing a linguistic segment, (0) if less than 15 seconds were spent without producing a linguistic segment, or (1) if a linguistic segment was produced in 15 seconds. In order to arrive at an overall efficiency score for each participant, the mean of the efficiency scores for each FOT tool interaction was calculated.

3.5.2 Questionnaire analysis.

In this study, questionnaires were distributed to the participants of the study. A total of 19 participants completed the questionnaires. An analysis of the data collected from the questionnaires provided me with the material needed to understand the extent to which FOT tools are used by participants and also the level of satisfaction with these tools. All data was examined for errors and incompleteness. All the items in the questionnaire were examined using the statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) for Mac version 19.0 for statistical analyses. Descriptive statistics were employed to summarize all major items selected from the data set and are presented in the next chapter. Dichotomous variables were created to represent high and low levels of satisfaction with FOT tools and frequency of using FOT tools (discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4). These variables were then used in chi square analyses to examine group differences in tool satisfaction and frequency of use.

### 3.5.3 Interview analysis.

6 participants actively used FOT tools in completing their writing tasks. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with these participants. The method employed to analyze these semi-structured interviews was theme and content analysis. This is the most popular approach of analyzing data from semi-structured interviews. For the purpose of analyzing data, I started by listening to the recorded interviews and reading all the notes made during and after the interview. Next, I reviewed every comment made by participants and the text I wrote while transcribing the interviews. After this, I identified common themes present in the interviews and created categories (or codes) for each theme. Themes and categories are commonly used to extract useful information from interviews. The coding step in qualitative research is crucial because it enables readers to interpret the data in a meaningful way. The coding can consist of key words that illustrate complete sentences or notes taken by the researcher.

I also used MS Word 2007 track changes feature to assist in coding and creating themes. Using this feature, I could emphasize text that showed interaction patterns, highlighting it and adding comments. When a comment was added, Word gave it a number and saved it in a separate comment pane. Word also shaded the text that had been commented on and highlighted comments when the cursor was placed over the text. With
the help of this word-processing feature, I was able to analyze each interview and offer interpretations to help answer the research questions.

3.6 Action Research

The current study is designed following the principles of action research. Teachers who carry out this mode of investigation take on the role of researchers to collect, analyze and interpret information in their classrooms, schools or institutions in order to improve their practices. These researcher-teachers tend not to depend solely on theories formulated by those who may not be aware of the intricacies of teaching and learning (Hubbard & Power, 2003), but to use their own experiences to develop research questions, and in turn, use the findings of their research to improve their teaching practices. Action researchers may even swim against the stream of current trends or recommended practices when they notice a problem in their practice. According to Baumfield et al. (2008) the purpose of action research may vary from a reflection on “attitudes or beliefs”, to an investigation of students’ behaviors, to an inquiry into learning objectives in a classroom setting. It engages an educator in collecting data on observable behaviors by participants when a change in normal practice occurs.

Action research is, therefore, one key to improving teaching practices. In many cases it is conducted simply to enhance the learning experience of students, making learning a more rewarding and enjoyable activity. However, teachers sometimes embark on certain studies when they identify potential problems, or believe that certain practices
are not working or could improve. For instance, this study began when my colleagues and I noticed that some of our students, for the lack of a better word, overuse FOT tools.

This teacher-oriented method of investigation is a simple but systematic process. It is an asset in the studying teaching practices because it is both informative and practical. It paves the way for greater communication among educators as it entails collaboration in both the enquiry and presentation stages. The researcher not only learns but shares his knowledge with other beneficiaries. Reeves (2008) declares that teachers who conduct action research ultimately achieve three goals: 1) they positively affect their students’ achievement; 2) they help their colleagues’ practices; and 3) they as well as other teachers benefit from improved educational procedures.

3.6.1 The need for action research.

Research on classroom teaching practices and student learning may broadly be categorized as either academic research or teacher research. Academic research is the more traditional approach. Its features include its objectivity and universality. There is no prejudice involved. It is dependent on facts, building up theories and imparting knowledge after disseminating it. Hence, this research can be considered scientific and sound. Normally, it is academic researchers who are credited with the discovery of new theories. These theories are published in books, articles or reports and presented at seminars and conferences. Through this dissemination process, the research findings and corresponding theories and recommendations reach teachers who are presumed to benefit
as they utilize this to improve their learning and teaching. Indeed, academic research has proved beneficial to teachers, course designers and material writers in their respective works, and researchers’ findings are eventually implemented by teachers in many cases (Wallace, 1998).

Academics, however, are rooted in theories while teachers are dependent on practicality (Ashour, 2008). Sometimes the work of academic researchers may not generate the type of data required by teachers and used by students. It is not an easy task to translate the knowledge acquired by research into practice. Thus, an incompatibility may exist between the research of academics and the needs of teachers (Wallace, 1998). Indeed, teachers are not always happy with academic research. They claim that outside research is of little help because the researcher may not have material required or a clear understanding of classroom needs.

Due in large part to this discrepancy between the academic research available and the needs of teachers, a transition has occurred in which some teachers have become researchers themselves. Experienced teachers are able to consider the practical issues of the classroom in a way that theoretical research does not. In addition, the process of conducting research enables a teacher to grow professionally and undertake a systematic self-study. This is an asset in developing curriculum (Ashour, 2008). The process of investigating and reviewing one’s own teaching, making alterations that benefit learners in the long run can be inspirational and challenging for a teacher. This process whereby
teachers themselves become an integral part of research intended to improve teaching practices has become known as action research (Wallace, 1998).

3.6.2 Conducting action research.

Action research is a stepwise process whose initial stage is selecting an area of focus and establishing the topic to be investigated. The second step involves classifying theories where strategies that aid students to adopt more responsible classroom habits are identified. Third, the research questions that guide the inquiry are specified. Once data has been collected, it is analyzed and sorted. The results are then reported in informal settings. The final stage in the process involves taking action by considering the knowledge gained, learning from trial and error and acquiring reliable data (Sagor, 2000).

Action research can be conducted through multiple means. Methods may include observation of behavior and patterns, examination of notes and documents, or analysis of audio or visual records such as photographs or videos. Action research can also include non-observational techniques such as interviews, questionnaires, or surveys as well as through historical observations of careers and lives of individuals. After the relevant data is collected, it is analyzed systematically. Assuring the accuracy, validity and reliability of data collected ensures the effectiveness of the research findings effective (Burns, 1999).
3.6.3 Action research and second language teaching.

In the context of second language teaching, the focus of the present investigation, action research is frequently used to address issues that teacher researchers in the field of the L2 teaching find problematic in their classrooms. In Craig’s (2009) words, this “practical and participative” mode of research has contributed significantly to the improvement of practices in the field of EFL/ESL (also see Burns, 2005).

L2 teacher researchers, who adopt an action research framework, introduce reform in the L2 teaching environments. By conducting participative studies, L2 teacher researchers engage learners, examine tasks and procedures used in their teaching to find solutions or more appropriate outcomes to specific problems they face in their classrooms (Cohen et al., 2000). L2 teacher researchers can fill the gap between rather far-fetched research undertaken by applied linguistic theorists and actual problematic areas in the L2 classrooms.

As Burns (2005) presents, some of the main objectives and scope of action research in the field of L2 teaching are as follows.

1. Classroom research conducted by teacher researchers who investigate issues related to specific teaching or learning conditions to find possible solutions

2. Studies that set out to examine changes in curriculum and the processes that take place as a result of such changes (also see Lotherington, 2002)
3. Action research studies that aim to bridge the gap between academic research and real classroom practices and needs (also see Dufficy, 2004)

4. Studies that are designed to facilitate the professional development of educators

5. Action research that aims to familiarize L2 teachers with research skills and involve them in classroom research so that they broaden their overall knowledge of research (also see Burns, 1999)

6. Classroom research set out to improve L2 teachers’ applied, hands-on theories relevant to their teaching (also see Golombek, 1998)

Action research may serve other purposes, but, as mentioned above, it mostly encourages the concept of “teacher as researcher”. This movement in the L2 teaching field has encouraged many L2 teacher researches to conduct classroom studies, tackling issues they noticed in their classrooms. The following paragraphs present some of these problems and explain how an action research framework has been adopted to deal with L2 teaching problems.

For instance, research shows that many second language learners lack confidence and are thus passive and uncommunicative in language classrooms. It is therefore vital to ensure that the non-native language (e.g., English) is used more actively in the classroom. Speaking a FL skillfully can boost an individual’s self-image. It is also important to be
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able to communicate and express thoughts in a language which both speakers can understand (Burns, 1999). To achieve this level of L2 proficiency, FL researcher teachers follow action research principles. They identify the problem, observe their students’ behavior, collect relevant data on their behavior—the way they communicate, why they resort to their L1 and the skills they lack—then analyze and interpret the data they have collected to come up with certain conclusions. Based on these conclusions, researcher teachers will give learners explicit instructional goals, allow them opportunities to make their own contributions, encourage active communication, teach learning strategies and teach grammar showing the form and function, let learners work with original and reliable data and give learners a chance to self-monitor and work co-operatively. However, the range of research tools, techniques and methods available to assess the effectiveness of these strategies and build upon them needs to be maximized.

To make learners more proficient in language, encouraging their participation in class and their oral communication in a group as well as applying their skills outside the classroom are necessary. Grammar and vocabulary can be developed when learners are involved in the processing and production of discourse. Teacher researchers working in language education need to expand the range of their research tools, techniques and methods to obtain quality and give a boost to the lack of confidence of learners (Wallace, 1998).

In action research, specific instructions and goals are given to learners who have
ample opportunities to contribute towards the learning process. Since communication is a
deterrent factor, adequate encouragement is necessary for their skills to be applied even
outside the classroom. Learners can self-monitor their progress on work in collaboration
with others, but learning procedure and content, the form and function of grammar
requires to be taught. It is vital that learners avail genuine and accurate data only
(Rahmani Doqaruni, 2014).

Action research is related to studying classroom actions when second language is
involved. Practicing language teachers, who themselves are sources of knowledge, find
this mode of research reliable because they can investigate issues related to their practices
by studying the behavior of their own students. Language teachers need to be focused and
systematic, monitor changes, have a follow-up plan, record lessons, and be more practical
than theoretical. Therefore, they should be given the tools which they can utilize to bring
in changes, expand the base of knowledge and develop skills related to research after a
profound understanding of teaching and learning procedure. To reduce errors in
grammar, it is essential that emphasis be given to reading, writing, speaking and listening
equally. Interaction in the language class, group discussions and working in pairs help
motivate learners in language use and improve vocabulary. Learning strategies and
techniques, assessing policies and evaluating outcomes should be exclusively taken into
account. Information concerning classroom events can be gleaned via interviews,
questionnaires, field notes, observations, transcriptions and audio-video recordings
Another important factor that should not be overlooked in action research is collaboration of teachers in order to collect information from different sources and check if there are discrepancies. Sharing personal reflections, plans and philosophies helps teachers in tackling issues easily and finding the right solutions (Burns, 1999). The problem can then be explicitly addressed by changes in teaching practice and a reflective review of useful classroom skills (Rahmani Doqaruni, 2014).

As Sagor (2000) asserts researchers who conduct action research enjoy an enriching experience because not only is this mode of investigation pertinent to the participants but it also helps educators modify their practices based on the results they gain. Educators, who are also the researchers, are the ones who determine the focus of their research projects and are “the primary consumers of the findings”.

The action research process consists of seven steps: choosing an area, illustrating theories, recognizing the question in research, collecting and observing data, conveying conclusions, taking informed action (see Sagor, 2000).

Second language learners are known to be reticent in the classroom and do not participate in oral classroom activities. This may be due to the fear of speaking in class, previous negative experiences in class, cultural beliefs or a habit of maintaining silence as a sign of respect for the teacher. Introducing interview techniques, questionnaires and speaking activities helps to build confidence in using a FL. Research has proven that
when student participation is active, their academic achievement is also high. In second language, confidence, motivation and language ability are interrelated. It is therefore suggested that cooperation and not competition should be the goal of learners. When they realize that flaws, errors are a part of learning procedure and they should be ready to accept the challenge to learn, they are psychologically moving in the right direction. Not everything depends on the learners. Teachers too have a positive contribution to make. Action research requires experienced teachers to explore new ideas, examine their teaching content and have a keen insight into their work. Teachers are not merely holders of knowledge but creators of it too (McNulty Ferri, 2010).

3.6.4 Problems faced in action research.

Despite being very popular, action research entails some drawbacks. Many critics point to potential problems stemming from the direct involvement of the practitioner in the research. For instance, if the students fear giving honest answers to their own teachers, research findings may not be valid. Students may also feel coerced or pressurized into participating in studies conducted by their own instructors, a major violation of the ethical principles of academic research. However to overcome these drawbacks, I tried to minimize these risks by informing my students about the study at the beginning of the semester and letting them know that participation would be
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completely optional. I also reassured the students that their decision as to whether participate in the study or not would not affect their final scores.

Similarly, in cases where colleagues are asked to evaluate one another by the institution, practitioners may fear damaging their working relationships should they put forward criticism of a colleague’s methods. Students may also feel in studies conducted by their own instructors, a major violation of the ethical principles of academic research. Again, this issue does not apply to this particular study.

Concerns have also been raised regarding whether accurate and unbiased reporting of findings can be expected by a researcher whose own methods are the subject of evaluation. For instance, if the findings reveal criticism of the practitioner’s methods, he or she may hesitate to include those findings in the research report. In order for action research to be effective, practitioners facing divided loyalties must follow ethical principles by reporting accurate data despite pressures to do otherwise (Bennett, 2004).

This study focused on the behavior of learners rather than my methods of teaching, and my intervention was minimal throughout the course of data collection. Therefore, I did not worry about including all the findings of this study, nor was I concerned about my methods of teaching being criticized by others. However, it is fair to mention that I designed the research, conducted it in a course that I taught, and marked the writing sections for which FOT tools were used.
3.6.5 Conclusion.

Action research, when conducted effectively and ethically, can bridge the gap between academic research and teachers’ needs. When done correctly, it can bring about improvements in the classroom by motivating teachers to enhance their practice in areas pointed out by their students. Action research can be one way to bring the type of professionalism associated with corporate sectors to teaching practice. It can also provide a means of better understanding a heterogeneous student body. Thus, it can be concluded that action research recognizes the “wisdom of practice” in teaching systems (Sagor, 2000). The present study aims to bring the advantages of action research to the study of L2 writing by building upon the author’s own observations to build a scientifically sound exploration of MT use by L2 students. It is hoped that the results of the study will help improve teaching practice in L2 writing courses.

3.7 Ethical Considerations

According to ethics guidelines, when researchers conduct in-class experimentation, they must take the necessary steps to ensure full consent of all participants, maintain their complete anonymity, and guarantee that the pedagogical value of research outcomes accounts for the use of class time for data collection (see ethics guidelines, OREI). The quality of the course in which data was collected, the impartiality of the collected data, and the confidentiality of the participants were therefore the three major ethical concerns in the context of the present study.
1. To respect the first ethical principle, I had to ensure that the data collection process would exert no adverse effect on the quality of the course. I made determined efforts to keep the intervention as minimal as possible throughout the data collection process. The use of authentic writing tasks, which were part of the course curriculum (see section 4.4.1.3), was a measure I took to ensure minimal intervention.

2. Second, in order to avoid research bias, I implicitly communicated my research intention to the subjects. That is to say, I mentioned online translation tools among other online auxiliary resources that students were allowed to use for completing their writing tasks. The main purpose of the study, i.e. the frequency, quantity and quality of the use of translation tools, was neither explicitly nor implicitly revealed to the participants. Not familiarizing the subjects with the main purpose of this study allowed me to observe and document students' natural behavior and tendencies during the production of a writing task in a more authentic way. In the next chapter, it will be noted that the subjects were not directed to produce desired results; indeed, while some students did not show any interest in using translation tools when carrying out their writing tasks, others used these tools to varying qualitative and quantitative degrees.

3. The issue of maintaining the subjects’ complete anonymity was another ethical concern. Since I collected recordings of the subjects’ computer screens, subject privacy and confidentiality were serious matters. Some may argue that participants
could not be assured of secrecy unless their identity was entirely concealed in the videos (see Derry, 2007). However, masking data in video recordings not only was expensive, it might also have compromised the authenticity of the collected data. To solve this problem, I therefore asked the subjects to choose fake names throughout the process of data collection.
4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the data collected for this study are analyzed, and the results are presented and discussed in detail. First, quantitative research methods are used to analyze the video data. Specifically, statistical analyses are employed to measure the effectiveness and efficiency with which ESL students use FOT tools while completing assignments. Next, quantitative methods are also used to assess the data collected from user satisfaction surveys. Specifically, both students’ perceptions of FOT tools and the ways in which they reported using these tools are described. Students’ perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of these tools are also presented. Finally, the semi-structured interviews are analyzed qualitatively to shed more light on what active users of FOT tools think of these tools and how they actually use these tools for L2 writing purposes.

4.2 Observation (Videos) Analysis

The videos that had been recorded by participants while completing writing assignments were analyzed by the author to address the first research question, “If L2 learners resort to FOT tools while completing writing tasks, how do they use such tools?”.

4.2.1 Extent of FOT tool use by students.

First, the number of times that each participant used FOT tools while completing writing tasks was counted. The initial observation indicated that seven participants did
not use FOT tools at all (no-use), that 6 participants used FOT tools only once or twice (low-use), and that 8 participants used FOT tools 7 to 21 times (high-use) during the writing tasks—that is approximately 33.3% of the participants were classified as “no (FOT tools) users”, 28.6% as “low (FOT tools) users”, and 38.1% as “high (FOT tools) users”. Participants’ frequency of FOT use is illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The overall use of FOT tools in completing writing tasks.](image)

**4.2.2 Purposes for FOT tool use by students.**

The ways in which students used FOT tools was also observed. Of the 8 students who significantly used FOT tools, 7 used them to translate only from their L1 into English, and 1 student translated in both directions. The most commonly observed uses for FOT tools were *translating words from their L1 into English* (61%), *translating phrases or expressions from their L1 into English* (39%), and *double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in their L1* (33%).
Effectiveness and efficiency analyses were carried out for the 6 participants who were high FOT users and also completed the surveys and interviews. As described in Chapter 3, participants’ effectiveness and efficiency in the use of FOT tools was calculated based on video observations and the students’ final writing samples. These parameters were then used to analyze the product and the process of FOT tool use in ESL writing tasks.

4.2.3 Effectiveness parameters.

In order to address the second research question, “How effectively and efficiently do learners in the L2 writing classroom use FOT tools?” the effectiveness of the students’ use of translation tools was assumed to be reflected in the quality of the end product of the writing tasks (Nielsen, 2000). The quality of the completed writing tasks was assessed according to three major criteria: accuracy (grammatical structures and vocabulary use), variety (range of grammar and vocabulary) and overall communication. The videos were carefully watched, annotated and analyzed to assess against the effectiveness criteria defined in Chapter 3. Because the current study has a small sample size (6) and one cannot expect that the distributions of parameters are normal, “median” is used as a measure of central tendency rather than mean (Berenson, Levine & Krehbiel, 2011).

4.2.3.1 Accuracy.

As explained in the Methodology chapter, accuracy, in the context of this study,
was defined as the extent to which proper English grammatical structures and vocabulary were used in the writing tasks completed by participants. In other words, the accuracy score reflected correctness of the grammatical and vocabulary segments produced (translated) using FOT tools. For each instance in which a participant used a FOT tool to translate between his or her L1 and English, I coded the resulting linguistic segment (word, phrase, or sentence) as a correct or incorrect use of English grammar and vocabulary. The total number of grammatically correct translated segments was divided by the total number of segments translated using FOT tools by that participant to calculate an overall accuracy score for each participant.

Participants’ accuracy scores ranged from 0.67 to 1, with a median of 0.74, indicating that approximately 74% of the linguistic segments translated by students using FOT tools resulted in production of linguistic segments that were grammatically and semantically correct.

**4.2.3.2 Variety.**

As discussed in the last chapter of this thesis, in the context of this study, variety represents the extent of control that participants exhibit over different grammatical structures and vocabulary words. To evaluate variety, I examined each linguistic segment produced with the assistance of an FOT tool and determined whether only simple grammatical structures and meaning segments were used in the text or whether complex syntactic and semantic elements were also used. This determination was based on the
instructions provided in the CanTest Writing Assessment Grid (see Appendix C).

Numerical values were assigned to each interaction with FOT tools based on the variety exhibited relative to segments for which FOT tools were not used. These scores ranged from 0 (representing no increased variety) to 1 (representing an increase in the variety of grammar and vocabulary structure). In order to arrive at an overall variety score for each participant, I calculated the mean of the scores for each of that participant’s machine translated linguistic segments.

Participants’ variety scores ranged from 0.55 to 1, with a median of 0.67, i.e. approximately 67% of the times that students used FOT tools, these tools increased the variety of vocabulary and grammatical structures that the students were able to include in their written English work.

4.2.2.3 (Overall) communication.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the final effectiveness parameter was defined as the overall effectiveness in conveying a message. Overall communication, also referred to as communication, signifies whether the use of FOT tools resulted in linguistic segments that were easy to understand and that “read” like English, or whether the use of these tools produced segments requiring extra effort of the reader to understand the intended meaning. To arrive at an overall communication score for each participant, the author attributed numerical values to each translated segment: (0) if the translated segment did not read like English and (1) if the translated segment read like English, according to the
protocol described in the CanTest Writing Assessment Rubric (see Appendix C). The number of translated segments that read like English was divided by the total number of segments translated by that participant to calculate an overall communication score for each participant.

Overall communication scores ranged from 0.285 to 0.875, with a median of 0.62, indicating that approximately 62% of the linguistic segments translated by students using FOT tools were judged to read like English according to the CanTest writing assessment rubric.

4.2.3 Efficiency parameter.

The efficiency parameter concerns the time and effort spent on the tasks (Nielsen, 2000) combined with the outcome of that effort. As described in Chapter 3, each interaction between the participant and the FOT tools was coded between (-1) and (1) based on the time spent and whether a linguistic segment was produced. Participants’ scores were then averaged across interactions to arrive at an overall efficiency score, with lower scores indicating less efficiency and higher scores indicating greater efficiency. Participants’ average efficiency scores ranged from 0.57 to 1, with a median of 0.81, indicating that, on average, students’ interactions with FOT tools produced a linguistic segment in 15 seconds.

Figure 5 shows the median values of effectiveness parameters (accuracy, variety and overall communication) as well as the efficiency parameter.
Figure 5. Median values of effectiveness and efficiency parameters.

As can be seen in Figure 5, of the three effectiveness parameters, accuracy has the highest value (0.745 or approximately 75%). Conversely, overall communication has the lowest median value (0.615 or approximately 62%). This means that FOT tools are most effective (for these 6 subjects) at producing accurate translations and least effective at producing linguistic segments that represent good communication. In other words, using FOT tools may result in linguistic segments that are somewhat grammatical but do not necessarily read like acceptable English linguistic segments. However, the results should be interpreted with caution, as the sample size is small.
The analysis of the relationships among the four FOT tools use parameters is important for determining whether different characteristics of participants’ FOT tool use are correlated. The Spearmen coefficient of correlation (non-parametric correlation) was taken instead of the Pearson coefficient of correlation because of the small sample size (Nian Shong Chok, 2008). Correlations were calculated among the three effectiveness parameters (Accuracy, Variety, and Communication), between Efficiency and each of the three Effectiveness parameters, and between Overall Effectiveness (average of three Effectiveness parameters) and Efficiency. As shown in Table 5, all three effectiveness indicators are positively correlated, with the correlations between accuracy and variety and between variety and communication reaching statistical significance. Those participants whose FOT tool translations were more accurate also tended to increase their variety of English grammar and vocabulary using FOT tools. Similarly, those who increased their variety of English grammar and vocabulary used via FOT tools also tended to communicate effectively (by creating readable English segments) using FOT tools. In addition, participants’ efficiency in using FOT tools was positively correlated with all three effectiveness indicators (significantly with Variety and Communication) and also with the Overall Effectiveness average score. On average, participants who used FOT tools more efficiently were also more effective in their use of these tools, especially with respect to increasing the variety of grammar and vocabulary used and writing readable English segments.
Table 5

*Spearmen coefficients of correlation between FOT tool use parameters*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>.841*</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td></td>
<td>.928**</td>
<td></td>
<td>.928**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.956**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.3 User Satisfaction Analysis

In order to examine the third research question, “How satisfied are learners with using FOT tools for L2 writing?,” participants were asked to complete surveys assessing their use of and satisfaction with FOT tools. Nineteen of the 21 participants in the observational study (7 “no FOT users”, 6 “low FOT users” and 6 “high FOT users”) completed surveys. The remaining two high FOT users declined to participate despite multiple requests.

4.3.1 Self-reported use of FOT tools by language learners.

The first set of questions in the user satisfaction survey asked about behavioral variables pertaining to participants’ FOT tool use. Specifically, participants reported on
the frequency with which they used FOT tools, the direction of translation when using such tools, the purposes for which they used FOT tools, whether they post-edited the resulting translations, and which specific tools they used. Although these aspects of FOT tool use were also observed in the video recordings of in-class writing tasks described above, self-reported FOT tool use was considered an important and separate construct, as the questions referred to FOT tool use in any context, not only in-class writing assignments.

4.3.1.1 Frequency of use.

Participants’ self-reported the frequency with which they used FOT tools on all projects during the preceding 12 weeks (the current academic semester) was examined. As can be seen in Table 6, when participants were asked how frequently they used FOT tools for completing writing tasks, 8 of 19 participants (42%) reported that they “always (or almost always)” used FOT tools, 4 participants (21%) selected “usually”, 4 participants (21%) reported using these tools “often”, and only 3 participants (16%) reported that they used the tools “sometimes” or “occasionally”. None of the participants chose “never” for this question. Thus, all participants reported using FOT tools at least some of the time, and the vast majority (84%) reported using them “often” or more frequently. However, the responses of the participants to this question did not correspond to their behavior observed in the videos. As mentioned earlier, only 6 of the participants who also responded to the user satisfaction survey frequently used FOT tools.
while completing their observed in-class writing tasks. The other 13 participants used FOT tools two or fewer times and were categorized as no- or low-FOT users. For a more detailed comparison of students’ observed behavior and their self-reported behavior, see section 4.5 below.

In order to allow examination of associations between frequency of self-reported FOT tool use and other constructs of interest, the frequency of use of FOT tools was transformed from a categorical variable to a dichotomous variable. Those who reported that they *always* or *almost always* used FOT tools were classified as “always” users and those who reported that they usually, often, sometimes, or occasionally used such tools were categorized as “sometimes” users. According to these criteria, 8 participants (42%) were classified as “always” users and 11 (58%) as “sometimes” users (see Table 6).
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Table 6

*Frequency of FOT Tool Use in the Preceding 12 Weeks*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>New Categories for Frequency Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Always</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Almost always</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Usually</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Often</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Sometimes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Occasionally</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.2 Direction of translation for participants’ use of FOT tools.

Participants were also asked to report whether they use FOT tools to translate from their L1 to English, from English to their L1, or both. Results showed that these tools were used for translation both from participants’ L1 to English and vice versa. As shown in Table 7, the vast majority of participants (89.5%) reported using the tools to translate both from their primary language into English and from English to their primary language. The remaining 2 participants (10.5%) reported using the translation tools only for translating from their L1 to English, and no participants reported using the tools only to translate from English to their L1.
Again, the responses to this question were inconsistent with what was observed in the video recordings. In observations, all but one of the subjects who used FOT tools used them to translate from their L1 into English only.

4.3.1.3 Purposes for participants’ use of FOT tools.

Another question enquired about a variety of different purposes for which the participants might use FOT tools. For each potential purpose (six total), participants were asked to indicate whether or not they used FOT tools for that purpose in the previous 12 weeks. The three most frequently endorsed purposes for using translation tools included: “Double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1” (all participants); “Translating words from your L1 into English” (79% of participants); “Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English” (52.6%). The least popular purpose for which participants reported using FOT tools was “Translating bigger units than sentences (paragraphs for example) from your L1 into
English” (26%). For more details regarding the purposes for which participants used FOT tools, see Table 8.

Table 8

*Purposes for FOT Tool Use*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating words from your L1 into English</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating collocations from your L1 into English</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating sentences from your L1 into English</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translating bigger units than sentences (paragraphs for example) from your L1 into English</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey also asked whether, when using FOT tools, participants had to post-edit any part of the translation made by the tools. That is, when they used a tool to translate a word, phrase, or sentence from their L1 into English, did they have to edit the resulting translation to make it accurate and appropriate for English writing? All 19
participants reported having to post-edit at least some of the translations made by the FOT tools. Nine out of 19 (42%) reported having to post-edit some of what the tools translated into English; 9 participants (42%) had to post-edit most or almost all of their translations, and 1 participant (5%) reported having to post-edit everything that he or she translated into English (see Table 9).

Table 9

*Statements About Post-Editing with FOT Tool Use*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. I had to post-edit everything I translated into English</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. I had to post-edit almost everything I translated into English</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. I had to post-edit most of what I translated into English</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. I had to post-edit some of what I translated into English</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. I never had to post-edit what I translated into English</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As part of the questionnaire survey, participants were asked to report which translation tools they used to assist them in their English writing. Participants could list multiple tools. Sixteen out of nineteen participants (84%) reported that they frequently used the tool *Google Translate* for L2 writing purposes. This is by far the most popular translation tool, with the next most frequently mentioned tool, Youdao, reported by only five participants (26%).
4.3.2 User satisfaction.

The next section of the questionnaire focused on attitudinal variables. Participants were asked how useful they found FOT tools in their L2 writing. Responses to this question were then used to create a dichotomous satisfaction variable, and to examine group differences in user satisfaction with FOT tools.

4.3.2.1 Overall usability and satisfaction.

The core question of the survey concerned overall usability of the FOT tools in L2 writing. According to their survey responses, 10 out of 19 participants (53%) found FOT tools very or extremely useful when writing essays in English. Five participants (26%) found the tools useful and only 4 participants (21%) found them fairly or not very useful (see Table 10). Thus, overall, the vast majority of participants reported finding FOT tools useful to at least some degree when writing in English. This includes both participants who were observed “high FOT users” and “minimal (low- or no-) FOT users”.

User satisfaction with FOT tools was assumed to be reflected by their assessment of the usefulness of these tools. Therefore, the questions regarding “Overall usability of free online FOT tools in L2 writing” was transformed into a dichotomous satisfaction variable by classifying participants who found the tools very or extremely useful as “very satisfied” and those who found them useful, fairly useful, or not very useful as “not very satisfied” (See Table 10). According to this new variable 53% of participants (n=10) are
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very satisfied with FOT tools, and remaining 47% (n=9) are not very satisfied (see Figure 6).

Table 10

*Overall Usability of Free Online FOT Tools in L2 Writing*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Free online FOT satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Extremely useful</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Very useful</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Useful</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Fairly useful</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Not very useful</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2.2 Group differences in satisfaction with FOT tools.

A second goal of the present research study was to examine whether students’ satisfaction with translation tools was related to the frequency with which they used these tools and/or to individual characteristics of the students. To address this question, I examined whether there were statistical differences in satisfaction with FOT tools between different groups of ESL students, including frequent vs. infrequent tool users, students using the tools for different purposes, men vs. women, and younger and older students.

First, in order to examine the relationship between satisfaction and frequency of using FOT tools, a contingency table was created and a Chi-square analysis performed (See Table 11). As shown in Table 11, there is a statistically significant relationship (Chi-square = 6.74, p<.05; David R. Anderson et al., 2011) between FOT tools use frequency
and satisfaction. Seven out of 8 participants who reported *always* using FOT tools during the previous 12 weeks (88%) are *very satisfied* with these tools, whereas only 3 out of 11 (27%) of those who used FOT tools only *sometimes* report that they are *very satisfied* with these tools.

Table 11

*Satisfaction and Frequency of Using FOT Tools*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT Tool</th>
<th>Frequency of FOT Tools Use (Self-Reported)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson Chi-Square Value</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.739</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to examine whether participants’ self-reported satisfaction with FOT tools was associated with their *observed* FOT tool use during writing tasks, a second set of chi-square analyses were performed. According to the results of this analysis (shown
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in Table 12), only 1 out of the 6 high-FOT users who completed surveys (17%) reported that they were very satisfied with FOT tools. In contrast, 9 out of the 13 minimal FOT users who completed surveys (69%) reported being very satisfied with such tools. This difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 significance level.

Table 12

_FOT Tools Satisfaction and Observed FOT Use_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of FOT Tools Use (Observed)</th>
<th>FOT Tools Satisfaction</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal FOT users</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Count</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was hypothesized that satisfaction with FOT tools might vary by participants’ age or gender. Analyzing the association between the dichotomous FOT tools satisfaction variable and the two largest age brackets, however, showed that age and gender were not significantly associated with satisfaction (Chi-sq = 0.28, ns). Participants between the ages of 18 and 20 are equally likely to feel satisfied with the FOT tools as participants
between the ages of 21 and 25 (See Table 13). Similarly, the dichotomous FOT tools satisfaction variable was not significantly associated with gender (Chi-sq = 0.28, ns).

Male and female participants are as likely to feel satisfied with the FOT tools (see Table 14).

Table 13

*Satisfaction with FOT Tools by Participant Age*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT Tools Satisfaction</th>
<th>Participant Age Range</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>21-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Value**  **Df**  **Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)**

Pearson Chi-Square  .281  1  .596
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Table 14

*Satisfaction with FOT Tools by Participant Gender*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT Tools Satisfaction</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was also hypothesized that participants’ satisfaction with the FOT tools might vary with the purposes for which they used such tools. To analyze possible significant difference between participants’ dichotomous satisfaction level (very satisfied and not very satisfied) and whether they had preferences to use FOT tools for different purposes or not, Chi-square test was performed and the results are combined and presented in Table 15.
Table 15

**FOT Tool Use Purposes and Participants’ Satisfaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT Tools satisfaction</th>
<th>Double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1</th>
<th>Translating words from your L1 into English</th>
<th>Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English</th>
<th>Translating collocations from your L1 into English</th>
<th>Translating sentences from your L1 into English</th>
<th>Translating bigger units than sentences from your L1 into English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>Count 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not very satisfied</td>
<td>Count 9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 100.0%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count 19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% 100.0%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)</td>
<td>Hypothesis testing not performed</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the hypothesis testing results one can conclude that, compared with not very satisfied participants, a significantly (at 0.05 significance level) higher proportion of very satisfied participants used FOT tools for the following purposes: “Translating words from your L1 into English”; “Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English”, and “Translating sentences from your L1 into English”. There is no significant difference between very satisfied and not very satisfied participants, when they used FOT tools for “Translating bigger units than sentences from your L1 into English” or “Translating collocations from your L1 into English”. All participants used FOT tools for double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in L1 regardless of satisfaction level.9

In several open-ended questions, participants were asked to describe benefits and disadvantages of free online FOT tools for L2 writing. Benefits and disadvantages mentioned by participants were combined into several groups based on my interpretation of each comment’s main topic.

9 While interpreting the relationships between FOT tools satisfaction and use purposes, we should remember that we only estimate possible correlation between them, which is not causality.
Many students reported benefits of FOT tools in terms of tasks the tools could help them complete. As shown in Table 16, the most frequently cited such benefit, reported by 8 out of 19 participants (42%) is that they help participants to understand the basic meaning of a word, paragraph, or text. The next most frequently cited benefit is that the tools are believed to help enrich participants’ English, reported by 5 participants (26%). Participants also listed several other functions that the tools helped them to perform. In addition to these uses for the tools, participants reported that the tools were fast (21%), free (21%), and convenient (11%).
Table 16

Benefits of Free Online FOT Tools for L2 Writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The tools help me to...</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand basic meaning of a word, paragraph, text</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrich English vocabulary</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write an unknown sentence</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check spellings</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most frequent translation of word in the Internet</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use translated words in a speech</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find collocations that I couldn't find on the dictionary</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The tools are...</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenient</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students also reported disadvantages to using FOT tools: most frequently that FOT tools are not always accurate (noted by 37% of participants (n=7)), and translations may be wrong in context (noted by 16% of participants). Participants also reported that using FOT tools can make students reliant on the tools (26%) and feel hesitant when speaking English (21%). Finally, participants noted that accessing the tools requires an
Internet connection (11%). For more details on the disadvantages of FOT tools noted by participants, see Table 17.

Table 17

*Disadvantages of Free Online FOT Tools for L2 Writing*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problems with Translations:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes FOT tools are not accurate</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong meaning in a context</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is not good for writing test</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problems with Effects on Users:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make students rely on FOT tools</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel hesitant while speaking in English</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problems with Access:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require Internet connection</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Semi-Structured Interviews Analysis

The 8 participants classified as “high FOT users” were invited to participate in semi-structured interviews to learn more about their perceptions and use of FOT tools.

Six agreed to participate in the interviews. Participants discussed their English writing and FOT tool use during interviews with the author and their comments were analyzed.
according to qualitative research principles in order to derive a more comprehensive understanding of students’ perceptions of FOT tools.

4.4.1 Analysis strategy for interview data.

There is no universal methodology for the analysis of data obtained from semi-structured interviews. The approach used in the current study is based on the work of Kathleen W. Piercy (2004), who devised a method for identifying “themes” and “categories” within interviews. The analysis starts with careful reading of interviews, during which the researcher develops a list of themes emerging from the interviews that are relevant to the research questions. After this, categories or codes are developed for each theme that identify key words describing some aspect of the particular theme. For example, if a theme identified in interviews was “animals”, categories might be “dog”, “cat” and “fish”. At the last stage within the framework of each theme, the corresponding categories are analyzed and summarized based on their importance. The analysis of the corresponding categories provides us with useful information to address the research questions.

4.4.2 Themes evident in semi-structured interviews.

Based on the semi-structured interviews conducted with the 6 high-FOT users participating in this study, I identified 15 themes that frequently emerged relating to 4 broad topics discussed: participants’ personal and writing background (3 themes), participants’ use of FOT tools (4 themes), participants’ general assessments of FOT tools
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(5 themes), and participants’ opinions of FOT tools as support for second language learning (3 themes). Themes were identified by examining each sentiment expressed by a participant and grouping like sentiments together. Themes and categories related to each topic are discussed below and summarized in Tables 18-21.

4.4.2.1 Participants’ personal and writing backgrounds.

The first group of themes identified related to participants’ personal and writing backgrounds. In the interviews, these themes provided context for understanding participants’ use and assessments of FOT tools. The three themes identified within this group included participant profiles, English writing frequency, and English writing text types. Regarding their personal profiles, participants discussed their nationality, mother language, other languages they speak, and their perceptions of their own English skills. Nationalities and L1s of the full sample (n=19) were previously reported. Of the 6 high-FOT users interviewed, all are students from 3 different non-English speaking countries (Brazil, China, and Japan). English is the second language after their L1. Most of the participants interviewed reported that their English skills were of an intermediate level, consistent with their placement in the bridging-level ESL class. The second and third common themes identified relating to participants’ writing background were the frequency with which they write in English and the types of texts they typically write in English. Interviewees generally reported writing in English every day in both informal (messages, letters) and formal settings (academic texts and assignments).
Table 18

*Interview Themes: Participant and Writing Background*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Quotes from interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant profile</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>I am required to use written English for every task in my academic life such as assignments and projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mother tongue</td>
<td>I am now an undergraduate student, so I read and write in English a lot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language to speak (mostly L1 and English)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English skills (mostly intermediate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English writing frequency</td>
<td>Every day</td>
<td>Besides academic tasks as assignments and projects, I also use English in simple and current day-to-day tasks, such as communicating in formal and informal messages, such as e-mail, Facebook and other social media of the kind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English writing texts types</td>
<td>Informal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.4.2.2 Use of FOT tools.**

Regarding participants’ use of FOT tools, four themes were identified: the specific FOT tools used, the purposes for which the tools were used, the direction of translation, and the frequency with which participants post-edited the output of the FOT tools (see Table 19). Participants listed three major tools that they utilized. These included Google Translate, Google (search), and an Oxford dictionary. Some participants also reported using unspecified other dictionaries and tools. Participants frequently
reported using different tools for different purposes, such as Google Translate to translate specific words or phrases from their L1 into English, google search to ensure that words or phrases they have written are used correctly, and dictionary sites to understand the meaning of English words. With respect to the purposes for which they used FOT tools, participants reported using these tools primarily for translating words and phrases. Participants sometimes used FOT tools for translating sentences, but they reported that the tools were less useful for longer segments of text, except for gaining a very basic understanding of a long English passage in their L1. Participants most frequently used FOT tools to translate from their L1 into English, but they also reported translating from English into their own language. Most participants reported frequently needing to edit the results of translated text.
### Interview Themes: FOT Tool Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT tools used</th>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>FOT tools: purposes for use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Google Translate</td>
<td>The tools that I most often use is Google (a simple search just to make sure I am writing the word correctly), Google translator (if I am not sure how to translate something that I am thinking in Portuguese to English) and the website: <a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/">http://dictionary.reference.com/</a> (when I am not sure the meaning of a word in English, or if I need to use a synonym for a specific word in proper writing. Oh yes, I use Google search a lot… when I want to make sure something I write is normal, I search it in Google. If I find it in Google, then I use it. Another thing I use is online dictionaries such as “dictionary.com “or “Oxford dictionary”… Sometimes when I don’t know a word in English, I use Google Translate too. Eh … not very often. Well, sometimes when I cannot say something in English like I would say in Chinese, then I give the sentence to Google translate to translate into English. The result is not always good, but to be honest, sometimes it is really good. It surprises me. I edit the text of course; I do not leave it like that. I also use Google translate when translating a combination of words, or even sometimes individual words. For word translations, I also use Youdao.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Google</td>
<td>Eh… Sometimes I need to translate a word or a phrase and sometimes sentences that I am thinking in Portuguese to a proper word in English so I use Google translate to see what words or phrases I can use for that specific word that I am thinking.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Oxford dictionary</td>
<td>For articles or websites that have complex content or texts that are very long, I use such tools to fasten my reading speed or to get a brief meaning of a long text. Usually words and expressions… sometimes for sentences too, but sentences in Mandarin when I translate them into English by Google Translate, they are not very good. I need to correct them… but for words and phrases, online translation is very good.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other dictionaries and tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.2.3 General assessments of FOT tools.

The third group of themes that emerged from the semi-structured interviews was participants’ assessments of FOT tools. Five themes pertaining to this topic were noted: how useful participants found FOT tools for writing in the L2 (English), whether they used FOT tools for language combinations other than English and their L1, whether they found FOT tools to be an easy and reliable way of writing in a FL, perceived advantages of FOT tools, and perceived disadvantages of FOT tools (see Table 20). Most participants reported finding FOT tools useful, though some indicated that they did not find the tools especially useful. Participants clarified that FOT tools were most useful under certain circumstances, such as when users were more advanced in their second language learning and when they were translating shorter segments of text. Many participants also have
experience using FOT tools for language pairs other than their L1 and English and think that there is a difference in the accuracy of these tools in different language pairs.

In general, participants reported feeling that FOT tools were an easy and reliable way to write in a second language, though they did express some hesitation. They reported expecting both the tools and their ability to use them to improve over time. When asked about the advantages and disadvantages of FOT tools, participants listed five primary advantages and only one common disadvantage. Participants reported finding the tools helpful, and appreciating that they were free, fast, user-friendly, and readily available. On the other hand, they acknowledged that FOT tools are not always accurate in their translations and cannot necessarily be trusted without further scrutiny on the part of the writer.
Table 20

*Interview Themes: General Assessment of FOT Tools*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT: usefulness for writing in L2</th>
<th>1. Useful</th>
<th>2. Not useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I do. They are more useful for higher levels because people can understand if it is accurate or not.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think it is very helpful to use FOT tools to try to translate words and short phrases and sentences from one language to another. But I think you need to be careful to really understand what is the meaning of the word you’re trying to translate, otherwise you can have a word with a completely different meaning. I don’t believe they are very useful to translate very long sentences, because they too often don’t do it correctly.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT tools: use from not L1 and English</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, from English to Portuguese and vice versa and French to Portuguese too. But I’ve noticed it’s a little different in English…. The quality is better than when I use it for French. I don’t know why.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use it a lot, more than with English. I use it especially with French that I am trying to learn. When I am face with a sentence in French that I want to know the meaning, my first reaction is to go to Google translator and see the meaning of the sentence. I do not use it for writing a sentence because I have no idea if my sentence “makes sense”, and have the meaning I intended.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOT tools as easy and reliable way for writing in L2/FL</th>
<th>1. Yes</th>
<th>2. Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maybe yes, maybe no. I think I will use these tools less in the future when my English becomes perfect. Now I have a short time to prepare for my exams and these tools help me write better. In future, I do not know. But I think they will be better and better. My friends who speak French say Google Translate is very good for translating English to French or vice versa. Maybe it’s just too optimistic, but I do. I believe it’s going to get better and better. I have been using it for a while and I’ve been feeling that it has been improving. And I think people have helped… even normal people. The have given feedback(s), and people have made good use of it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It can help you to translate a word or a small sentence that you are thinking in your mother language to a matching word in your L2. Because Internet is everywhere, we can use them everywhere. We don’t have to pay for them or create an account to use them. Words and expressions that we don’t remember… we can find [translate] them in English easily. They are now part of my writing … I am so used to them. And… they are very useful. You can use them all the time. You just need the Internet connection. I can use them in my class and on my computer. They are not heavy and I do not have to carry them everywhere. Also, they are easy to use… I mean no need to download anything on your computer… if a sentence is difficult for me to write, I use them to help me translate my sentence, especially academic writing is difficult for me… Google translate has all the words and can translate sentences too.

The translations are not exact… grammar errors in translations are the disadvantage. A bad disadvantage is that you cannot always trust them. Sometimes the translations are funny, and you understand they are wrong. So I think you should be good in English to decide how good the translations are, the translation of a word or the translation of a phrase, it does not make a difference. It should be possible that translation tools give more than one translation for a phrase or sentence. It would be great.

4.4.2.4 FOT tools as support for language learning.

Participants also discussed with the author their opinions on the utility of FOT tools as support for second language learning and their potential use in formal language learning curricula. Three themes emerged pertaining to this topic: whether FOT tools are beneficial as a language learning method, whether Google Translate specifically could function as a language learning application, and whether FOT tools should be explicitly used by L2 teachers in their curricula (see Table 21). As a whole, participants stated that FOT tools were beneficial to those learning a second language. Participants saw their
accessibility and ubiquity as an advantage to fostering language learning among many people. Similarly, when asked about Google Translate specifically, participants expressed hope that the tool could be used to support people’s language learning. They expressed more hesitation, however, regarding the use of FOT tools within formal second language learning curricula. Participants reported that language instructors had better tools at their disposal than FOT tools, but did expect that FOT tools could be a useful supplement to other ones when presented properly by instructors. For instance, instructors could point out the drawbacks of such tools.

Table 21

Interview Themes: FOT Tools for Language Learning

| FOT tools: benefit as language learning methods | 1. Yes  
2. Don’t know | I do. I think they teach people a lot, and since they have been used more often, they can teach many things to people. Oh, yes they should have a whole department to do that. Maybe they already do… but they must invest more money and time. That would be great since Google is so known around the world. I guess that would increase a lot people’s learning. |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| GT as a language learning application | 1. Don’t know  
2. Yes | Oh, yes they should have a whole department to do that. Maybe they already do… but they must invest more money and time. That would be great since Google is so known around the world. I guess that would increase a lot people’s learning. Something that corrects grammar errors is very useful. It would be great. |
| FOT tools: should be in L2 teacher curricula | Not very useful | I think they have more formal ways of doing that. And they have more accurate dictionaries such as Longman and Oxford, but I think they are pretty reliable and they should be used. However, I think teachers must advise their students that sometimes it is not pretty accurate. I don’t know if teachers can help students correct the errors of Google Translate, it will be very helpful. |

Note: Numbering, used for several themes shows orders of categories’ importance.
4.5 Comparison of Observed and Self-Reported FOT Tool Use

One advantage of the present study was the use of multiple data collection methods (observation, questionnaire, and interview). This allowed the comparison of students’ self-reported FOT tool use (via questionnaires) with their observed use (via videos and screenshots). Overall, there was only moderate concordance between observed and reported FOT tool use by these university-level ESL students.

Specifically, of the 12 students who stated they usually, almost always or always used FOT tools for completing writing tasks, only 6 (50%) showed behavior that matched their responses. Four subjects used FOT tools only once, 1 subject used FOT tools twice and 1 never used FOT tools at all. It should be noted that the questionnaires asked about any FOT tool use, and students may have been reporting on their use of FOT tools in contexts other than the observed writing assignments.

In addition, when students were asked about the directionality of their FOT tools use, 17 (89%) stated, “I use FOT tools (to translate) both from my L1 into English and from English into my L1”; 2 (11%) responded, “I use FOT tools only (to translate) from my L1 to English” and no respondent chose the option “I use FOT tools only (to translate) from English to my L1”. Again, the responses to this question were inconsistent with what was observed in the video recordings. All but one of the subjects who used FOT tools used them to translate only from their L1 into English and not from English to their L1.
The purposes for which participants reported using FOT tools and those for which they were observed using such tools were more consistent. When the students self-reported the purposes for which they used FOT tools (via the questionnaire), *double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1* was the most popular purpose (100% of participants endorsed this option). The second most popular purpose was *translating words from your L1 into English* (79% of participants endorsed this choice), and 53% of participants indicated they used FOT tools for *translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English*. According to the responses to this question, the least popular use of FOT tools as *translating bigger units than sentences (paragraphs for example) from your L1 into English* (only 26% of respondents selected this choice). While many participants who reported using tools for these purposes were not observed to use such tools at all, as noted above, those who did use the tools frequently used them primarily for the purposes they self-reported. Interestingly, however, the only response that was inconsistent with the behavior observed from the 6 participants happened to be the most popular choice. Only one participant actually used FOT tools for *double-checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in his L1*.

These apparent contradictions and hypothesized reasons for them will be discussed further in the next chapter.
4.6 Combining Questionnaire and Interview Responses

The advantage of mixed-methods research is the ability to combine and compare the results of the quantitative (i.e., survey questionnaire) and qualitative (i.e., interview) methodologies. In this case, it should be noted that the participants invited to participate in the semi-structured interviews were those observed to use FOT tools frequently in their English writing. Therefore, it might be expected that that their opinions of FOT tools may differ from those students who less frequently used FOT tools. With that caveat in mind, a comparison of the results from user satisfaction surveys and semi-structured interviews were largely consistent with one another. Specifically, the purposes for use, benefits and disadvantages of FOT tools listed were quite similar between the survey responses and the interview responses. As might be expected, interview participants generally reported somewhat more satisfaction with FOT tools than survey respondents. Interview participants expanded upon the reports of survey participants regarding the purposes for which FOT tools were used by explaining the reasons behind their choices to use such tools more frequently for shorter segments of text. They also provided useful information regarding the different contexts in which different types of FOT tools (e.g. Google Translate vs. dictionary websites) were most useful.
Chapter 5: Discussion, Recommendations, and Conclusions

5.1 Introduction

This study was designed to address a series of research questions related to the possible use of FOT tools in the ESL advanced writing classroom. This chapter discusses the findings of the study by assessing each of the research questions in light of the findings presented in the previous chapter; it presents some conclusions and puts forward recommendations for further research.

As a whole, the results of this study showed that ESL students have a positive attitude toward FOT tools and are relatively satisfied with using these tools in L2 writing. However, many students stated FOT tool output needs post-editing and that not all translations are accurate. In addition, careful analysis of the video data revealed that only about one third of participants significantly used FOT tools in completing their ESL writing tasks. Intriguingly, however, triangulation of the video data with the user satisfaction survey results revealed that the participants’ behavior in the observed writing task did not always match their self-reported tool use. This suggests that in studies that aim to examine the behavior of L2 learners, relying on one set of data may produce invalid results. While the observation portion of the study was centered on a relatively small sample (6 participants), it produced interesting results that seem to show that the subjects used these tools more efficiently than effectively: the median value of overall efficiency was 0.805, and the median value of overall effectiveness was 0.676. ESL
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instructors thus need to seriously consider introducing and using FOT tools in L2 writing courses and developing tasks and exercises that allow L2 learners to employ these tools to improve their writing skills.

5.2 Research Question 1: Documentation of FOT Tool Use

The first goal of the present study was to document the use of FOT tools by ESL students. Although anecdotally, many L2 instructors report that their students use such tools, the extent of student use had not previously been documented in a scientific fashion. Furthermore, many L2 instructors were unhappy that students were perceived to be using FOT tools on their out-of-class assignments. Yet whether such complaints were justified by the ways in which students used the tools was not clear. In order to contribute to the conversation regarding whether and how L2 students and teachers should be using FOT tools in the classroom, it was first necessary to document whether and how such tools were already being used. I therefore documented not only the extent to which advanced ESL students use FOT tools but also the purposes for which they use those tools, the types of tools they independently selected and the role that post-editing of the translated content plays in their writing process. Furthermore, the results of this study incorporated both observations of students’ FOT use while completing in-class writing assignments and their own self-reports of FOT use for any purpose.
5.2.1. Extent of FOT tool use by students.

Based on the results presented in Chapter 4, it is clear that the majority of students in the high-intermediate-level ESL class who participated in this study use FOT tools for their English writing, even when not required to do so. This is consistent with the hypothesis outlined in Chapter 1 that many L2 learners would use FOT tools while completing writing tasks. By their own self-reports, all students participating in the study used FOT tools at least some of the time, and more than 80% reported using them frequently. On the one hand, there is a gap between theory and research related to L2 language learning—which tends to either ignore or reject the role of translation, especially MT (as discussed at length in Chapter 2)—and, on the other, what is actually happening in L2 classes, where FOT tools clearly play a prominent role.

When completing a specific in-class writing task, more than two-thirds of students were observed using FOT tools at least once. Interestingly, of those who were observed using FOT tools, about half used them only minimally (once or twice) and half used them extensively (between seven and twenty-one times). Thus, at least some students clearly rely on the tools as an integral part of their L2 writing process. This suggests that FOT tools may be considered a useful resource by second language learners in general and that such learners may benefit (or at least perceive that they benefit) from the use of these tools in their L2 writing. Therefore, rather than rejecting or prohibiting the use of FOT
tools outright, it may be time for the field of L2 teaching and learning, as well as CALL developers and users, to consider actually incorporating FOT tools into the L2 classroom.

Interestingly, more students report frequently using FOT tools than were actually observed doing so during in-class writing activities. One potential explanation for this discrepancy is simple recall bias. As Hassan (2005) says, “Recall bias represents a major threat to the internal validity of studies using self-reported data”. The user satisfaction questionnaires were completed at the end of week 12 of data collection. The fact that some of the subjects could not accurately recall their actual tool use several weeks earlier may partly explain the noticeable discrepancy between their observed behavior and their self-reported responses. Self-reported data are based on (imperfect) human memory, which may produce less reliable or even invalid responses. This is one important reason why the present study has used three sources of data to obtain valid results.

5.2.2. Purposes for FOT tool use by students.

Participants primarily used tools to translate short segments of text from their L1s into English. While some participants reported that they use tools to translate both from their L1 into English and vice versa, in observations, students nearly always translated from their L1 to English. Follow-up interviews confirmed that tools were used to translate in both directions, but primarily to translate into English. Students in L2 classes, even relatively advanced L2 classes, such as those used in this study, are still more fluent in their L1 than in their L2. Therefore, when attempting to express their thoughts in
writing, they typically first think in their L1, then use FOT tools to help them translate their ideas into the L2. Less frequently, students translating from L2 to L1 were likely attempting to confirm that what they had written in the L2 made sense in their L1 and accurately expressed what they had intended. Thus, the level of consistency with which students reported translating primarily from their L1 into English (their L2) was not surprising, and it confirms that when writing in a L2, L2 learners know what they want to say, but their fluency level in writing is not always high enough to express it appropriately in the L2. They therefore resort to FOT tools to assist with this process. In this sense, the use of FOT tools can be conceptualized as a new skill developed by the L2 learners. With the abundance of technological innovations at their disposal, current L2 learners, like current learners in all fields of study, are very different from learners of previous generations. They are more autonomous in applying available technologies such as FOT tools. For this reason, I encourage L2 instructors and curriculum developers to consider FOT tools as an addition to their classrooms rather than a hindrance to their teaching.

In both questionnaires and interviews, students reported using FOT tools most frequently for translating short segments of text, such as words and phrases, and less frequently for translating longer segments such as sentences or whole paragraphs. They also frequently used the tools to double-check the meaning of English words in their L1. This is consistent with Niño’s (2008) research and with the idea that when using any type
of translation, students post-edit translated text for vocabulary and grammatical accuracy. Although the tools have been criticized as being inappropriate for use in L2 learning, it appears from these data that the students surveyed are using them similarly to the ways in which students in the past might have used bilingual dictionaries. As high-intermediate L2 learners, participants in this study used FOT tools as "smart dictionaries". They are fluent enough to come up with the overall structure of sentences and then they use FOT tools to fill in the gaps in word or phrase-level segments. Students who are at more elementary levels of their L2 learning are likely to use the tools differently, and this should be explored in future studies. Regardless, the data reported here clearly show that students are using FOT tools, some of them extensively. L2 instructors must acknowledge that the tools’ ease of use, the rapid pace at which they produce a translation, and the fact that what can be translated is not limited to word segments makes the tools extremely popular among L2 learners. Therefore, whether L2 instructors are in favor of the tools or not, I would argue that disallowing their use is like swimming against the current. Some L2 learners will inevitably use the tools anyway. Exploring ways to improve the quality of students interactions with the tools is probably a more productive pedagogical strategy than disregarding or disallowing a tool that may actually have pedagogical value for L2 students.
5.2.3. **FOT tools used.**

In terms of the specific tools used, participants reported in interviews that they selected the tools based on the purposes for which they needed assistance. For instance, one site might be best for directly translating words while another site was preferred for understanding the meaning of an English word. Overall, in both questionnaires and interviews, Google Translate was the most popular FOT tool. By documenting which sites are most popular among users, we can begin to understand which features of FOT tools are most in demand and considered useful by students. Google Translate, by far the most popular tool, has a very simple, user-friendly interface and is easily accessible wherever Internet connection is available, making it easy to use in university classrooms. In addition, it supports 90 languages. Youdao was another popular site among Chinese students. However, its user interface is in Mandarin, limiting its usefulness for speakers of other languages.

5.2.4. **The role of post-editing.**

According to Allen (as cited in Niño 2008) post-editing requires modifying and correcting a text that is machine-translated. Once they had used FOT tools to translate segments of text from their L1 into English, most participants reported in questionnaires and interviews that they frequently needed to edit the resulting translations to ensure their accuracy and appropriateness in context. It was expected that students would report completing this type of post-editing of their FOT tool translated text. In addition to improving the quality of the text translated by FOT tools, the process of post-editing
itself may be pedagogically valuable for L2 learners and teachers. In L2 writing courses teachers always ask their students to edit their written pieces according to the feedback they provide. Formal instruction of post-editing can improve students’ grammar (see French, 1991; Fotos 1993; Niño 2008) and vocabulary knowledge and eventually enhance their editing skills.

In order to capitalize on the educational value of the post-editing process, teachers can design tasks in which students are required to use FOT tools to translate sentences or a longer passage from their L1 into English/L2 and post-edit the translated text. Depending on the language combination, students can work in groups of 2 or 3 and come up with grammar errors in the translated text, or fix the vocabulary inaccuracies. However, this requires formal training on how to detect errors and modify them. By incorporating FOT tools into the curriculum rather than ignoring or rejecting them, L2 instructors can provide this type of instruction.

The post-editing process may also enhance students’ educational experience by increasing “learner autonomy”. Learner autonomy is important because when learners feel autonomous, they are more actively engaged in the process of learning, and they are also more motivated (Little, 2003). Based in part on the results presented here, I agree with Niño’s (2008) assessment that post-editing can improve what she termed “language autonomy”. Through the post-editing process, students need to examine and use different online and off-line language resources and tools such as dictionaries and thesauri, which increases their autonomy and confidence in L2 writing.
5.3 Research Question 2: Effectiveness and Efficiency of FOT Tools Use

The second aim of the present study was to examine the effectiveness of FOT tools and the efficiency with which they are used by ESL students. Overall, the tools were moderately effective when used by high intermediate-level ESL students to complete an in-class assignment, and the students used them with reasonable efficiency.

5.3.1 Effectiveness of the FOT tools.

Effectiveness of the FOT tools was examined in students’ observed written assignments and conceptualized as the accuracy of the translated segments, the extent to which it increased the variety present in students’ English writing, and the extent to which the translations communicated like natural English. FOT tools were most effective at producing technically accurate linguistic segments and least effective at producing segments that communicated like natural English. The majority of the segments were effectively translated (about three-quarters for accuracy, two-thirds for variety and just under two-thirds for communication). This implies that FOT tools are generally beneficial to students’ English writing. It should also be noted, however, that although these numbers represent the majority of segments translated accurately, one quarter to one third or more of the attempts students make to translate into English still result in ineffective translations.

In addition to the observed effectiveness and efficiency of the FOT tools in students’ written work, the students’ questionnaire and interview responses also shed
some light on the effectiveness of the FOT tools. One of the drawbacks frequently cited by students is the tools’ lack of consistent accuracy, resulting in the need for students to post-edit much of the translated content. Thus, overall, what students and instructors need to understand about FOT tools is that they are useful but not always reliable. Therefore, users must be aware that they cannot solely machine-translate a text and expect to come up with a flawless L2 product. Again, however, as discussed above, the process of using FOT and then post-editing the text brings about learning and improves learners’ writing skills. Therefore, the less than perfect accuracy of FOT tools may in fact be a benefit for L2 teachers.

The findings of this research indicate that FOT tools, if used for short linguistic segments, produce accurate grammatical segments in the L2 (at least when the L2 is English). Therefore, “reverse translation” as proposed by Richmond (1994) and detailed in Chapter 1 may no longer be necessary. The finding that accuracy was the highest effectiveness indicator in students’ use of FOT tools was surprising given prior research showing that MT tools are not especially accurate (e.g., Anderson, 1995; Schairer, 1996). One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that FOT tools have improved considerably in the years since previous work questioning the accuracy of such tools was conducted. Google Translate in particular (the most popular tool used by participants) is a free online tool that has evolved rapidly over a relatively short period of time and is constantly improving. If FOT tools become widely incorporated into the L2 writing
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curriculum, instructors will need to train students in how to use these tools effectively. As Niño (2008) states, post-editing exercises should be included in L2 courses so that students can produce more natural sounding linguistic segments in L2.

5.3.2 Efficiency of FOT tool use.

The efficiency of students’ FOT tool use was also examined in their observed writing assignments and was conceptualized as a combination of whether the translation produced a usable linguistic segment and the time it took the student to obtain that segment. The average efficiency score for participants in this sample fell slightly below the scale point representing successful production of a linguistic segment up to 15 seconds. Thus, it appears that when students attempt to use FOT tools, their interactions with the tools usually do produce a usable translation, but that it takes them 15 seconds to do so. Overall, this can be considered efficient. Efficiency, therefore, deals with the amount of time spent with the tool and whether or not this time results in production of a linguistic segment.

Thus, although the effectiveness and efficiency parameters are on different metrics and cannot be directly compared, the results are at least somewhat consistent with the hypothesis stated in Chapter 1 that students would be more efficient than effective in their use of FOT tools.
5.3.3 Associations between effectiveness and efficiency.

Overall, the four effectiveness and efficiency parameters were moderately to highly correlated with one another, indicating that overall, students who use FOT tools effectively do so by multiple metrics, and also use them efficiently. This was inconsistent with the hypothesis outlined in Chapter 1 that there would not be a significant correlation between efficiency parameters. Interestingly, accuracy was the effectiveness indicator least likely to be statistically significant in its association with other effectiveness and efficiency indicators. This may be a further indicator that while FOT tools are frequently capable of producing technically accurate translations, this does not always equate to improving students’ writing with increased variety or natural-sounding English, or to increasing the efficiency with which students write.

Overall, this examination of the effectiveness and efficiency of FOT tools shows that it may be necessary to make a distinction between the ability to use FOT tools to obtain a technically accurate translation and the ability to obtain a translation that actually improves one’s L2 writing by variety and communicativeness. Similarly, the use of such tools to obtain an accurate translation may not necessarily equate to using them efficiently. These results also suggest that students who use FOT tools for L2 writing can use these tools more effectively if they are specifically taught how to post-edit the translated segments.
5.3.4 An illustrative case study.

As an illustration of the potential for effective and efficient use of FOT tools by students, one particularly proficient FOT tool user was selected for a brief case study. The student selected was a male whose L1 was Brazilian Portuguese. The student, “Gabriel” (not his real name), extensively used FOT tools during the observed writing tasks. His primary tool was Google Translate, which he used 16 times. He also used Reverso twice. While the aggregate data showed that students used FOT tools to translate from their L1 into English about three times as frequently as they translated from English into their L1, Gabriel translated in both directions approximately equally, even translating slightly more frequently from English into Portuguese (ten times) than Portuguese to English (eight times). In addition, he used the tools for a wide variety of purposes, and in fact he was the only student observed translating single words, two-word segments, phrases, complete sentences, and entire paragraphs. The variety and frequency of his FOT tool use made Gabriel stand out as an exceptionally proficient tool user. In fact, even though students were not given any training in post-editing, he frequently post-edited the English translated segments. In addition, Gabriel sometimes wrote two or three sentences in English and then put them in Google Translate (GT) and back-translated the whole section into his L1. Following this, he moved the cursor over different parts of the L1 (back-) translation to make sure that the sentences he had written in English expressed the ideas he intended. He was also observed checking additional online sources to make
sure that he had used the correct word or word form. His accuracy score was 0.78, variety was 0.72, communication was 0.67 and efficiency was 0.83.

In one specific instance, he translated a passage he had written in English into Portuguese using Google Translate; then he used additional websites to help him improve the original English passage. Specifically, he wrote in English:

The fact, summed to the high necessity of labour force, stimulates the migration process. Indeed, countries with more resources encourage qualified professionals, offering high salaries, promises of better security, thus a better way to live their lives.

Gabriel used Google Translate to translate the passage into Portuguese, resulting in the passage:

Este fato, somado à alta necessidade de força de trabalho, estimula o processo de migração. De fato, os países com mais recursos incentivam os profissionais qualificados [more resources encourage qualified professionals] com altos salários, promessas de uma melhor segurança [promises of better security], assim, uma melhor maneira de viver suas vidas.

Then he moved the cursor over the underlined sections of the Portuguese translation below and checked their accuracy both in English and Portuguese. Next, he specifically checked the English translation of the Portuguese word “incentivam” to “encourage”, which is the word he had originally used in the sentence. After checking other words
suggested by Google Translate, he tried a different site (Reverso), which conjugates English verbs. Gabriel pasted the verb in the “conjugate” box and checked different forms of its conjugation. After spending about 15 seconds on the web page, he reopened the word document, and changed the word “encourage” to “are encouraging”. Regardless of the accuracy of verb tense he ultimately chose, his interaction with FOT tools and other online resources is both sophisticated and intriguing.

In another instance, Gabriel was trying to write the thesis statement of a compare/contrast essay in which he needed to state the elements of comparison. He used Google Translate to translate “the differences come from arborisation to safety” back into “as diferenças vêm de arborização de segurança”, then returned to the word document, where he wrote “the differences come from simple things like arborisation to safety”. After spending almost 40 seconds considering this phrasing, he changed the verb “come from” to the following segment “can be huge comparing”. He also changed the word “arborisation” to “the number of parks”, and finally added another element of comparison: weather. The final sentence read “The differences can be huge comparing simple things like the number of parks, weather and safety”. Although the sentence still needs revision, it reads much better than its initial version. Changing the word “arborisation” using Google Translate resulted in the literal English equivalent “afforestation”. Recognizing that this segment is not accurate in English, he post-edited the translation to a more accurate as well as natural-sounding linguistic segment.
In another assignment, he was asked to edit an essay for grammatical, lexical, stylistic and overall communication errors (See appendix E). The following was the topic of the original essay (the essay to be edited).

“We are becoming increasingly dependent on computers. They are used in business, hospitals, crime detection and even to fly planes. What things will they be used in future?”

After reading one of the body paragraphs, he seemed to be dissatisfied with the ideas developed in that paragraph, and he opened up another blank document and started developing his own body paragraph. First, he wrote the text below.

Diseases detection

Probably, one of the most advance in molecular biology was the use of computers to determine the sequence of DNA. Right now this technology is capable to map the entire genome of a person or animal in question of hours, and, with some statistical treatment, determinate possible diseases. In the future technology will be able to….

He paused for 5 seconds, then translated the entire passage from English to Portuguese, resulting in the passage:

*detecção de doenças*

_Provavelmente, a mais de um avanço na biologia molecular foid a utilização de computadores para determinar a sequência de ADN. Neste momento, esta*
tecnologia é susceptível de mapear o genoma completo de uma pessoa ou animal em questão de horas, e, com algum tipo de tratamento estatístico, determinadas doenças possíveis. No futuro, esta tecnologia poderá

Gabriel used Google Translate effectively to double-check the accuracy and overall communication of his English writing in this assignment, too. As before, he moved the cursor along the underlined segments of the Portuguese translation, presumably reading the text to determine if it read well. After 3 or 4 seconds of reading the Portuguese version, he added a plural maker “s” to the word advance [advances], then added the word “important” between most and advances [the most important advances]. Through this iterative process of translating, back-translating, and post-editing, Gabriel improved the accuracy and readability of his English writing.

In another instance, interestingly, Gabriel’s choice of translation actually produces a segment that is less appropriate than the one initially suggested by Google Translate. He first translated the Portuguese phrase “podem ser varias” into English using GT, resulting in the English phrase “may be various”. Next, he right-clicked on the word “various” and a drop-down window within GT offered the word “several” as a synonym for the word “various”. Gabriel reopened the Word document and updated his sentence to read “The reasons [to] someone migrate from his home country to other more developed may be several but in every case people are looking for better life conditions”. In this case, then, the translation he chose (“may be several”) was less grammatically and
semantically accurate in context than that suggested by GT (“may be various”).

Furthermore, Gabriel did not elect to post-edit his translation this time, or to double-check the accuracy of his translation by back-translating or by using any other FOT tools.

In summary, Gabriel used multiple FOT tools to translate segments of varying lengths from Portuguese to English and English to Portuguese. He was efficient (his efficiency score was 0.83) in his tool use. The point that attracted my attention while observing his interaction with the FOT tool(s) as well as other tools was that he used advanced strategies, including post-editing and back-translation, while taking advantage of these tools. He also made iterative changes to both his Portuguese and English text in order to successfully improve his writing. However, the FOT tools he used resulted in relatively successful L2 segments. As explained earlier, his accuracy score was 0.78, variety was 0.72, and his overall communication score was 0.67.

5.4 Research Question 3: Satisfaction of Participants with FOT Tools

The third and final aim of the present study was to examine ESL students’ satisfaction with FOT tools. Overall, students were reportedly quite satisfied with the tools, with some groups of participants more satisfied than others. Participants reported both benefits and drawbacks to FOT tools.

5.4.1 Overall satisfaction.

When asked about how useful FOT tools were, the vast majority of participants reported in questionnaires and interviews that they found them at least somewhat useful.
This was consistent with the hypothesis of the study that L2 learners would be generally satisfied with using FOT tools. Interestingly, the high proportion of students who found the tools useful included both those who used the tools in the observed writing task and those who did not. This was consistent between questionnaires and interviews. Interviews helped to clarify that participants found the tools useful primarily under certain circumstances, such as when users were more advanced in their second language learning and when students translated shorter segments of text.

Consistent with expectations, certain groups of participants were more satisfied with FOT tools than others. Not surprisingly, participants who reported that they used FOT tools more frequently also reported being more satisfied with the tools. In contrast, participants who were observed using FOT tools more frequently reported lower satisfaction with the tools than those observed using the tools only minimally, if at all. In addition, participants who used the tools for translating words, phrases, and sentences to English were more satisfied with FOT tools than those who did not use the tools for these purposes.

As discussed in chapter 2, students’ attitudes and motivation have a powerful effect on their language learning (e.g., Smith 1971; Sparks & Ganschow, 2001). In addition, students’ satisfaction with technological tools used in learning environments has been repeatedly shown to be associated with their motivation, engagement and learning. For instance, in one recent study, students’ satisfaction with particular e-learning
environments was associated with their self-regulation in completing learning tasks in those environments (Liaw & Huang, 2013). Thus, the fact that students, as a whole, are highly satisfied with FOT tools is further support for the conclusion that students are likely to continue using such tools whether or not their L2 instructors approve of such use. Even if students follow prohibitions against using FOT tools for coursework, they are likely to use them for other purposes in their everyday English communication. Learning appropriate use of these tools is thus again supported as a worthwhile goal to incorporate into L2 classes.

5.4.2 Benefits and drawbacks of tools.

Participants also discussed the benefits and drawbacks of FOT tools in questionnaire and interview responses. Overall, participants reported that the main benefits of FOT tools are to help them understand the meaning of English words or larger linguistic segments and enrich their English vocabulary. Many participants also appreciated the tools’ convenience. Participants also reported problems with the FOT tools, however. Most notably, participants reported that FOT tools do not always give accurate translations and do not account for context in their translations. Students also worried that the tools could make English learners overly reliant on them and in turn increase hesitation when speaking on English. These benefits and drawbacks reported were consistent with expectations.
These findings clearly show that many ESL students hold a positive attitude toward FOT tools and are relatively satisfied with using these tools in L2 writing. This suggests that FOT tools may be a useful resource for L2 learners in general, and that such learners may benefit from the use of these tools in their L2 writing. FOT tools are most useful when they are used for translating words, word combinations and short phrases. On the whole, the smaller the translation unit is, the more effective the translated text will be. In addition, these tools may work better with certain language combinations than others (e.g. Portuguese into English versus Mandarin into English) due to differences in the corpus of word- or phrase-pairs available. This makes sense given the ways that FOT tools, and MT in general, function, as discussed in chapter 2.

The finding that those students who used FOT tools more frequently were less satisfied with them than those who used the tools less frequently was unexpected and is counterintuitive, particularly given the positive association found between satisfaction and self-reported tool use frequency. As discussed above with respect to discrepancies between self-reported and observed tool use, one potential explanation for this counterintuitive finding is that students were given the survey at the end of week 12, whereas the videos were recorded during weeks 2-12. Self-reported data rely on imperfect human memory. Thus, students may have simply misremembered how frequently they actually used FOT tools and how satisfying they found them. A lack of association between observed and reported behavior would be more consistent with this
explanation than a significant negative association, however. Another possible explanation would be that more frequent users of FOT tools were less satisfied with the tools because they expected the segments produced via FOT tools be more grammatically accurate and communicate better in English than they actually were. In other words, it is possible that students who used FOT tools more frequently were more mindful of the shortcomings of such tools than those who used them only occasionally. Less frequent users may be less aware of the tools’ shortcomings and may have overstated both their use of the tools and their satisfaction with them when questioned weeks later. Reports from the students who were observed using the tools more frequently could thus be considered more valid and reliable. Students may also have been reacting to differences in effectiveness of FOT tools depending upon the language combinations used.

5.5 Contributions of the Study

The results of this study build on and expand earlier research documenting the use and pedagogical effectiveness of MT tools in the classroom in several ways. First, I expand the consideration of MT tools to examine FOT tools specifically and demonstrate that such accessible and affordable tools are used and deemed useful by students. Second, I confirm that the tools are effective and efficient for high-intermediate-level language learners. Third, I replicate some previously reported characteristics of MT tool use.
As mentioned in the introduction, many have reported that MT translation tools can be useful pedagogical tools in L2 classrooms (e.g., Anderson, 1995; Kliffer, 2005; Lewis, 1997; Niño 2008; Richmond, 1994; Shei, 2002). The current study expands those findings to show specifically that MT tools currently available on the Internet free of charge (i.e., FOT Tools) can be used in similar ways. This is an important finding, given Lewis’s (1997) call for an increase in language teachers’ and learners’ access to affordable MT tools. In the years since Lewis’s analysis, many new tools have become available that are not only free but also easily accessible, and the current study shows that ESL students find these FOT tools useful in their L2 writing.

In addition, the current study shows the effectiveness of these tools in a group of students at a high-intermediate language learning level. Similar to Garcia and Pena’s (2011) work showing that the use of MT tools helps beginning second language learners to improve their communication in the L2, the current study showed similar benefits for high-intermediate ESL learners. Nearly all of these more advanced ESL students reported that they found such tools helpful and that the tools improved their L2 writing. These perceptions were confirmed by the effectiveness and efficiency analysis of the observed writing tasks. This is consistent with O’Neill’s (2012) work, discussed in Chapter 1, which reported that the use of FOT tools did not decrease but frequently improved the quality of students’ L2 writing.
Finally, the study replicates previous work documenting the ways in which MT tools can be used and expands this knowledge to include FOT tools specifically. As discussed in Chapter 1, Niño (2008) explores the use of MT post-editing in the FL classroom for the purposes of providing guidelines on how to use raw MT output as input for FL written production. My findings confirm that post-editing is necessary when FOT tools are used for L2 writing.

5.6 Limitations of the Study

Despite the contributions of the present study set out above, some limitations should be noted. First, the small sample size of the present study may limit generalizability of the findings. As has been noted by many (Hackshaw, 2008; Machin et al., 2011), interpretations of findings based on small samples run the risk of extrapolating to a larger population (i.e., all ESL students) phenomena that may occur only within a more limited subset (i.e., students in ESL 500 at the University of Ottawa). Throughout the discussion, I have been careful to use language that avoids overgeneralizing the results. However, there is no reason to suspect that the study participants differ in meaningful ways from ESL students enrolled in similar classes at other Universities. On the other hand, results could have been different if students in more- or less-advanced ESL classes were included. In particular, low intermediate or elementary-level L2 students may have used tools more, less, or in different ways, than the high intermediate students who participated in this study. Similarly, generalizability may be limited by
incomplete data. As is frequently the case, not all invited participants consented to complete all the measures. Specifically, because two invited participants who were part of the already-small group of high-FOT users did not complete questionnaires, this may skew the results somewhat. To address these issues, the study should be replicated in the future with a larger group of participants from a wider variety of backgrounds and educational settings before larger generalizations can be drawn.

An additional limitation of the study was the nature of participants’ responses to the semi-structured interview questions. Most participants gave only brief responses to the majority of the questions. This may have been due, in part, to their lack of fluency in English (Chris et al., 2010, p. 98). Had the participants given longer responses, more information may have been gleaned from the interview portion of the study. To address this issue in future studies, researchers may consider modifying the interview questions in ways that are likely to elicit more detailed responses or conducting the interviews in participants’ L1s so that they can more easily express their views.

The limitations inherent in this study are similar to those faced by all researchers conducting classroom-based studies (Rossiter, 2001). As with all scientific research, replication of the findings with different populations will increase our confidence in the results (Vercruyssen & Hendrick, 2011).

5.7 Implications for Future Studies

The results presented here suggest several avenues for future research. Building
upon the findings of the present study, future work in this area could further elucidate the ways in which FOT tools might serve as pedagogical tools in ESL and other FL classrooms. Longitudinal studies with a larger sample, wider variety of ESL levels represented, and more background information on participants would be especially helpful to understand the factors leading some students to use FOT tools extensively and others to use them minimally, if at all. Student gender and age were not related to students’ propensity to use FOT tools, but other individual factors may be. Both experience and academic investigations demonstrate that no two students will acquire foreign language knowledge in the same way. This is because their different personalities, attitudes, learning backgrounds as well as their adopted learning strategies clearly shape how quickly, how well, and how proficiently they learn to write in L2. Students bring with them a wide range of cultural, cognitive, psychological, emotional, socio-economic, and educational backgrounds, to name just a few parameters. The intricate interplay of these backgrounds results in their writing products, be it in their L1 or in their FL. Ellis (1994, p. 472) states that many factors including age, gender, motivation and attitude, personality, previous language experience, proficiency in the L1, language aptitude, general intelligence (IQ), learning styles, cognitive and affective factors (extroversion, willingness to take risks, anxiety, sensitivity to rejection, empathy, inhibition), and cognitive styles (analytic versus experiential, reflexivity vs. impulsivity, aural vs. visual, etc.) can significantly affect writing production in the FL. Due to the
small sample size, the present study was not able to investigate the impact of these factors fully. Therefore, further investigation with a larger and more diverse sample is recommended.

In particular, students’ proficiency level in the L2 may strongly influence their FOT tool use. Students who are more proficient in the L2 (in this case, English) may need to use these tools less often than those who are less proficient. In future studies, L2 proficiency could be assessed prior to observing and asking about FOT tool use in order to assess this possibility. Similarly, it would be of interest to replicate the current study with a group of high-beginner-level ESL students. Their patterns of FOT tool use could then be compared to that of the high-intermediate ESL students in the current study to examine whether the less advanced students use FOT tools differently than the more advanced students. In particular, it would be of interest to compare the variety scores of the two groups to determine whether FOT tools help the beginners add variety to their writing.

In addition, a larger sample could delve further into the question about whether FOT tools work better for certain language combinations than others and examine whether students’ L1 is a determining factor in the frequency with which they use FOT tools. Groups of students with the same level of English proficiency but different L1s could be compared in terms of their FOT tool use and effectiveness. It would be
particularly interesting to compare vastly different L1-L2 pairs, such as French-English and Arabic-English.

The relationship between accuracy and the other effectiveness and efficiency parameters could be examined in future research as well. For instance, the ability to use FOT tools with accuracy may be a precursor to using them efficiently and to improving the variety and communication of one’s writing using the tools. This possibility could be addressed with a longitudinal study following students’ tool use, effectiveness and efficiency over time.

Another useful expansion of the present study would add an experimental component to truly assess the impact of FOT tools as a component of L2 curriculum. For instance, a treatment group could receive explicit training in the effective and efficient use of FOT tools. Their observed FOT tool use, effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the overall quality of their L2 writing, could then be compared with that of a control group that had received no such training.

Finally, in order to assess the overall net impact of FOT tools, it would be important to conduct a study comparing students’ writing when using such tools to their writing without the assistance of the tools. Such a study could require each student to complete two writing tasks: one without the help of FOT tools and one with the help of FOT tools. Trained raters blind to tool use status could evaluate the overall quality of each piece of writing. Students’ writing when using FOT tools could then be compared to
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their own writing without the use of such tools to gain a much clearer picture of the actual effect of FOT tools on students’ L2 writing quality.

5.8 Conclusion

Unlike many earlier research projects that have concluded that using MT or online translation tools is either disadvantageous or pedagogically helpful, this study adopted a neutral position in regard to the use of FOT tools by ESL learners and aimed instead to document the actual use of such tools by high-intermediate-level ESL students in their ongoing coursework. The results of this study suggest that L2 students have been increasingly using FOT tools for various purposes, including translating single words, word combinations, phrases, clauses and sentences, and, sometimes, segments larger than sentences. This is the first study to document the actual use of FOT tools in a natural classroom setting using tasks students would be normally given in an ESL writing course, not tasks specifically designed to require FOT tools. Moreover, this study is one the first to provide the perspective of L2 learners on these tools. The findings of this study suggest that ESL students have a positive attitude toward these tools, especially toward Google Translate. However, a gap was identified between students’ perception of these tools and their actual use of these tools.

Moving forward within the ESL and broader L2 learning community, now that we know students are using FOT tools regularly and are generally satisfied with them, it seems to be time to incorporate FOT tools in the L2 classrooms. It is important for those
of us in the fields of teaching English as a second language (TESL), second language acquisition (SLA), education and translation to make informed decisions about the use of these tools in our classrooms. Although the evidence is not such that FOT tool use should currently be required in L2 classrooms, it is clear that instructors of L2 courses should carefully consider incorporating such tools in their teaching, in the knowledge that most students are already using these tools on their own. Therefore, L2 teachers could be encouraged to develop language exercises and tasks around these tools in order to ensure that students are using these tools both efficiently and effectively. In particular, explicitly teaching students how to post-edit machine translated text would likely be a useful pedagogical activity. With guidance from language instructors, students can be taught to correct grammatical, lexical and communication errors that already exist in texts translated by FOT tools. Such tasks are useful for L2 writing and expand students’ productive knowledge of grammar, vocabulary and overall writing fluency.

The quality and accessibility of FOT tools has been improving and will continue to improve. As shown by this study, students are already using these tools whether explicitly taught to do so or not. Therefore, L2 educators need to make sure that there are policies in place that promote fair and effective use of these tools in the L2 classrooms.
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## Appendix C

CanTest Writing Evaluation Rubric/Grid (Descriptors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(CanTEST 4.5 – 4.5+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 4+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 4.0)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 4 -)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Structure and</td>
<td>Well-structured, clear</td>
<td>Well-structured</td>
<td>Generally well-structured</td>
<td>Structure and development is logical but may be choppy and not completely cohesive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development**</td>
<td>presentation and development of the topic</td>
<td>presentation and development of topic</td>
<td>development and presentation of topic; occasionally somewhat choppy and not completely cohesive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Point of view developed in a fairly detailed fashion; excellent support of main ideas</td>
<td>Clearly expressed main ideas; very good support</td>
<td>Clearly expressed main ideas; good support</td>
<td>Usually clearly expressed main ideas; adequate support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very good to excellent use of linking devices</td>
<td>Linking between ideas always clear</td>
<td>Linking between ideas usually clear</td>
<td>Linking between ideas often clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td>Accurate use of structures and vocabulary with infrequent minor errors</td>
<td>Occasional minor errors in structures (e.g. articles, embedded clauses) and vocabulary use occur</td>
<td>Generally accurate use of structures and vocabulary, but errors are present.</td>
<td>Generally accurate use of structures and vocabulary but errors are present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meaning never obscured</td>
<td>Meaning rarely obscured</td>
<td>Meaning seldom obscured</td>
<td>Meaning occasionally obscured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range of structures and vocabulary</strong></td>
<td>Very good to excellent range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Good to very good range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Adequate range of vocabulary and structures.</td>
<td>Sometimes adequate range of vocabulary and structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very good control over a fairly wide range of complex structures</td>
<td>Generally very good control over simple constructions; mostly satisfactory control over complex structures</td>
<td>Good control over simple constructions; mostly satisfactory control over complex structures</td>
<td>Generally good control over simple constructions; some control over complex structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generally correct use of idioms</td>
<td>Generally correct use of idioms</td>
<td>May demonstrate lack of or occasional misuse of idioms</td>
<td>Sometimes demonstrates lack of or some misuse of idioms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall effectiveness in conveying message</strong></td>
<td>Always conveys intended meaning – clearly and effectively</td>
<td>Almost always conveys intended meaning—clearly and effectively</td>
<td>Almost always conveys intended meaning—clearly and coherently</td>
<td>Often conveys intended meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Almost always reads like English with respect to word choice and style</td>
<td>Often reads like English with respect to word choice and style</td>
<td>Usually reads like English, although some expressions may be awkward</td>
<td>Text quite often reads like English but a number of expressions are awkward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No or almost no extra effort required of the reader</td>
<td>Very little extra effort required of the reader</td>
<td>Little extra effort required of the reader</td>
<td>A little extra effort required of the reader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## CanTest Writing Evaluation Rubric/Grid (Descriptors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure and Development</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5+/3.5+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5/3.5-)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5-/3+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.0/3-+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure and development is fairly logical but may be choppy and not completely cohesive</td>
<td>Structure may be loose, disjointed, or repetitive</td>
<td>Structure may be loose, disjointed, and/or repetitive</td>
<td>Occasional evidence of logical development and main ideas</td>
<td>Structure is loose, disjointed, and/or repetitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often clearly expressed main ideas; usually adequate support</td>
<td>Some evidence of logical development and main ideas; some support</td>
<td>Occasional evidence of logical development and main ideas</td>
<td>Little evidence of logical development and main ideas</td>
<td>Little evidence of logical development and main ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking between ideas quite often clear</td>
<td>Linking between ideas insufficiently clear (sometimes clear)</td>
<td>Linking between ideas occasionally clear</td>
<td>Linking between ideas rarely clear</td>
<td>Linking between ideas rarely clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5+/3.5+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5/3.5-)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5-/3+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.0/3-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some errors in structure and vocabulary</td>
<td>A fair number of errors in structure and vocabulary</td>
<td>Numerous errors in structure and vocabulary; few sentences are error-free</td>
<td>Many errors in structure and vocabulary; very few sentences are error-free</td>
<td>Many errors in structure and vocabulary; very few sentences are error-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning sometimes obscured</td>
<td>Meaning sometimes obscured</td>
<td>Meaning quite often obscured</td>
<td>Meaning very often obscured</td>
<td>Meaning very often obscured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of structures and vocabulary</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5+/3.5+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5/3.5-)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5-/3+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.0/3-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat limited / just adequate range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Rather limited range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Limited range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Very limited range of vocabulary and structures</td>
<td>Limited success with a small range of simple structures; almost no complex structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses mostly simple structures (reasonably well) and/or has problems with complex structures</td>
<td>Uses mostly simple structures with limited success, and/or has problems with a limited range of complex structures</td>
<td>Uses a limited number of mostly simple structures; very few complex structures</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures too limited to express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures too limited to express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary and structures sometimes insufficient to fully express ideas</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures insufficient to fully express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures often insufficient to express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures often insufficient to express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
<td>Vocabulary and structures often insufficient to express ideas or inappropriate for formal writing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall effectiveness in conveying message</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5+/3.5+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5/3.5-)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.5-/3+)</th>
<th>(CanTEST 3.0/3-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Often conveys intended meaning</td>
<td>Sometimes conveys intended meaning</td>
<td>Occasionally conveys intended meaning</td>
<td>Rarely conveys intended meaning</td>
<td>Rarely conveys intended meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text sometimes reads like English; non-native-speaker expressions are fairly common</td>
<td>Text sometimes reads like English; non-native-speaker expressions are common</td>
<td>Text sometimes reads like English; non-native-speaker expressions are common</td>
<td>Text sometimes reads like English; non-native-speaker expressions are common</td>
<td>Text sometimes reads like English; non-native-speaker expressions are common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some extra effort required of the reader</td>
<td>Some extra effort required of the reader</td>
<td>Extra effort quite often required of the reader</td>
<td>Extra effort often or very often required of the reader</td>
<td>Extra effort often or very often required of the reader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D

In-lab Task/assignment#1: Cause/Effect Essay

Write an introductory paragraph as well as the first body paragraph of a cause/effect essay on ONE of the following topics.

In some countries it can be very difficult for people over 50 to find good jobs despite their experience. Is this fair? Why or why not?

OR

More and more qualified people are moving from poor to rich countries to fill vacancies in specialist areas like engineering, computing and medicine. Why is this happening?

Important instructions:

1. You may use any form of online resources (online dictionaries; online thesauri; online translation tools; etc.) for completing this writing task.

2. Also, make sure that you log into your Screencastomatic account before you start typing your answer.

3. As soon as you are ready to type, start recording the task completion process.

Remember that in a cause/effect essay:

- The thesis statement should clearly indicate whether you are tackling cause or effect, and it should present the main points (blueprints) in order.

- Avoid common logical fallacies

- Fully support your first main point (blueprint) in a well-developed body paragraph.
YOUR ESSAY WILL BE EVALUATED ACCORDING TO THESE CRITERIA:

A. Organization and development (4 points)
   - The introduction has a clear thesis or purpose
   - The body paragraph develops a cause logically
   - The cause should be supported with specific details
   - There are clear, logical linking devices within and between sentences.

B. Language Accuracy (8 points)
   - Grammar and sentence structure:
     - Verb tenses; s –v agreement; articles; singular and plural nouns; non-count
       nouns; pronoun use; word order; punctuation
   - Vocabulary
     - Correct word choice and word form

C. Range (variety) of grammar structures and vocabulary (6 points)
   - Complex sentences and grammar structures as well as simple ones
   - A range of vocabulary: academic; idiomatic; causal transition expressions

D. Overall Communication (2 points)
   - Your piece (intro + body paragraph 1) is fluent and effective (it “reads like English”)
   - Your message is clearly communicated. The reader does not need to stop often to re-read in order to understand.
Appendix E

Editing Assignment

This assignment is worth 2.5% of your course-work mark.

The essay on page 2 of this assignment contains numerous grammar mistakes, vocabulary inaccuracies/errors, and overall communication errors. As we practiced in class during the past two weeks, edit the essay for grammatical, lexical and stylistic errors.

Important instructions:
You may use any form of online resources (online dictionaries; online thesauri; online translation tools; etc.) for completing this writing task.
Also, make sure that you log into your Screencastomatic account before you start editing the answer.
As soon as you are ready to edit the essay, start recording.

Review the following criteria carefully before editing the essay.
A. Organization and development
The introduction has a clear thesis or purpose
Each body paragraph develops a cause/effect logically
Each cause/effect is supported with specific details
There are clear, logical linking devices within and between sentences, as well as between paragraphs.

B. Language Accuracy
Grammar and sentence structure:
Verb tenses; s–v agreement; articles; singular and plural nouns; non-count nouns; pronoun use; word order; punctuation, etc.
Vocabulary
Correct word choice and word form

C. Range (variety) of grammar structures and vocabulary
Complex sentences and grammar structures as well as simple ones
A range of vocabulary: academic; idiomatic; causal transition expressions

D. Overall Communication

the essay is fluent and effective (it “reads like English”)
The message is clearly communicated. The reader does not need to stop often to re-read in order to understand.
Topic: We are becoming increasingly dependent on computers. They are used in business, hospitals, crime detection and even to fly planes. What things will they be used in future? In this dependence on computers a good thing or should we be more suspicious of their benefits?

Technology has invaded our modern life style. using computers becomes essential for us. They used in several fields like hospital, crime investigation and in Airports. This using will be increased by the time and affect our future positively.

One of the most important advantages of using computers is long distance education. This kind of education provides great chance for developing countries students. They can enroll in big universities all over the world from their own place. In this way, they can save more money they could spend on traveling. Also, they cannot waste time for attending literatures. The materials of most of these courses are available online on the same sites.

Another benefit of computer revolution is giving the working mothers a good opportunity to work at home, and take care of their children as well. They are a lot of sites offer these kinds of jobs which can do at home on computers. Such as typing some documents or translate some texts to another language.

For people who love private business, they can find a golden chance on the Internet to build their business from home. They can just pay for build their own business website and begin to show their products online. The claiming and paying are both online by credit cards or visa cards or so.

Actually, change doesn't always mean going to bad, in this case, technology services our modern life style and make it more convenience.

To sum up, computers can serve our life in the future in education field and in work. And we shouldn't worry about that change. Change is the natural of life.
In-lab Assignment/Task # 3- Problem-Solution Essay
Read the following topic carefully. Write an introductory paragraph as well as two body paragraphs (in the first body paragraph you should address the causes— the first question— and in the second body paragraph you should propose one or two solutions)

In some countries young people have little leisure time and are under a lot of pressure to work hard in their studies.
What do you think are the causes of this?
What solutions can you suggest?

Important instructions:
1. You may use any form of online resources (online dictionaries; online thesauri; online translation tools; etc.) for completing this writing task.
2. Also, make sure that you log into your Screencastomatic account before you start editing the answer.
3. Only record the process of writing body paragraph 1 and body 2.

YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE EVALUATED ACCORDING TO THESE CRITERIA:

A. Organization and development (20 points)
- The introduction has a clear thesis (states the problem and that some solutions may be put forth)
- Body paragraph ONE develops two or three causes of the problem logically
- Body paragraph TWO suggests one or two solutions to the problem
- There are clear, logical linking devices within and between sentences, as well as between paragraphs.

B. Language Accuracy (30 points)
- Grammar and sentence structure:
  - Verb tenses; s –v agreement; articles; singular and plural nouns; non-count nouns; pronoun use; word order; punctuation, etc.
- Vocabulary
  - Correct word choice and word form

C. Range (variety) of grammar structures and vocabulary (20 points)
- Complex sentences and grammar structures as well as simple ones
- A range of vocabulary: academic; idiomatic; causal transition expressions

D. Overall Communication (30 points)
- Your essay is fluent and effective (it “reads like English”)
- Your message is clearly communicated. The reader does not need to stop often to re-read in order to understand.
Appendix G

In-lab Assignment/Task # 4- Comparison/Contrast Essay

Write an essay of approximately 300 words on the following topic.

Compare/contrast your hometown and Ottawa. 
You may want to consider the weather, transportation, population, etc.

In terms of organization and development, the essay must be well-structured and contain the following:

a) An introduction (at least one paragraph) which contains a ‘hook’/ ‘attention-getter’ or introductory comments and a thesis statement that clearly indicates the subjects being compared as well as the general organization of the essay (the 2 or 3 criteria of comparison).

b) The body of the essay: At least 2 supporting paragraphs, each of which develops a point of comparison or contrast well.

c) A concluding paragraph which sums up what has been said (re-statement or summing up) and closes effectively (the ‘clincher’).

There should also be good use of linking devices / transition expressions (clear linking) both within and between sentences and within and between paragraphs.

Important instructions:
1. You may use any form of online resources (online dictionaries; online thesauri; online translation tools; etc.) for completing this writing task.
2. Also, make sure that you log into your Screencastomatic account before you start typing your answer.
3. As soon as you are ready to type the essay, start recording the task completion process.
YOUR ESSAY WILL BE EVALUATED ACCORDING TO THESE CRITERIA:

A. Organization and development (20 points)
   - The introduction has a clear thesis or purpose
   - Each body paragraph develops a point of comparison/contrast clearly.
   - There are clear, logical linking devices within and between sentences, as well as between paragraphs.

B. Language Accuracy (30 points)
   - Grammar and sentence structure:
     - Verb tenses; s–v agreement; articles; singular and plural nouns; non-count nouns; pronoun use; word order; punctuation, etc.
   - Vocabulary
     - Correct word choice and word form

C. Range (variety) of grammar structures and vocabulary (20 points)
   - Complex sentences and grammar structures as well as simple ones
   - A range of vocabulary: academic; idiomatic; causal transition expressions

D. Overall Communication (30 points)
   - Your essay is fluent and effective (it “reads like English”)
   - Your message is clearly communicated. The reader does not need to stop often to re-read in order to understand.
Appendix H

In-lab Assignment# 5- Advantages/Disadvantages Essay

Write at least 300 words on the following topic.
Many translation experts believe that machine translation (MT) is less accurate than human translation and that there is no immediate likelihood of machines taking over human translators. However, MT technology is increasingly used by language learners and other people for various purposes. Explain some possible uses of MT technology. Use explanations and examples—you can use your personal experience as well—to support your opinion.

Important instructions:
You may use any form of online resources (online dictionaries; online thesauri; online translation tools; etc.) for completing this writing task.
Also, make sure that you log into your Screencastomatic account before you start typing your answer.
As soon as you are ready to type the essay, start recording the task completion process.

In terms of organization and development, the essay must be well-structured and contain the following:

a) An introduction that contains background information on the topic and a thesis stating the two sides (advantages and disadvantages of the tools).

b) The body of the essay: At least 2 supporting paragraphs, one developing the advantages of MT tools and one developing their disadvantages.

c) A concluding paragraph that wraps up your essay effectively.

There should also be good use of linking devices / transition expressions (clear linking) both within and between sentences and within and between paragraphs.
YOUR ESSAY WILL BE EVALUATED ACCORDING TO THESE CRITERIA:

A. Organization and development (20 points)
The introduction has a clear thesis or purpose
Body paragraph ONE develops two or three advantages (OR you may have more than one body paragraph developing advantages. i.e., each body paragraph develops ONE advantage thoroughly.)
Body paragraph TWO develops two or three disadvantages (OR you may have more than one body paragraph developing disadvantages. i.e., each body paragraph develops ONE disadvantage thoroughly.)
A very short transition paragraph if need be.
An effective conclusion

B. Language Accuracy (30 points)
Grammar and sentence structure:
Verb tenses; s – v agreement; articles; singular and plural nouns; non-count nouns;
pronoun use; word order; punctuation, etc.
Vocabulary
Correct word choice and word form

C. Range (variety) of grammar structures and vocabulary (20 points)
Complex sentences and grammar structures as well as simple ones
A range of vocabulary: academic; idiomatic; causal transition expressions

D. Overall Communication (30 points)
Your essay is fluent and effective (it “reads like English”)
Your message is clearly communicated. The reader does not need to stop often to re-read in order to understand.
## Writing Curriculum Document for Level 500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Level Descriptors</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Grammar Objectives</th>
<th>Exit Level Descriptors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usually communicates intended meaning.</td>
<td>Produce well-organized reports, summaries, and essays (cause/effect, compare and contrast, problem-solution, advantages/disadvantages and argumentative).</td>
<td>Refinement and review of</td>
<td>Usually communicates intended meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally makes errors, even in basic grammar; errors occasionally interfere with understanding.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• the verb system</td>
<td>Is generally accurate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produces text that often reads like English, although some expressions may be awkward.</td>
<td>Use cohesive devices appropriately: pronoun referencing, transition words, key words, synonyms, clause markers</td>
<td>• passive voice</td>
<td>Although errors are present, they are not at a basic level, and they rarely interfere with comprehension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses an adequate range of vocabulary and structures.</td>
<td>Display good control over a variety of sentence structures (simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex)</td>
<td>• articles/determiners</td>
<td>Can produce texts that read like English, although errors in word usage (phrases, collocations, and idioms) occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can produce effective simple constructions with good control over common sentence patterns (coordination and subordination), and mostly satisfactory control over more complex structures and idioms.</td>
<td>Increase writing speed.</td>
<td>• gerunds/ infinitives</td>
<td>Uses a good range of vocabulary and structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has some variety in sentence structure.</td>
<td>Incorporate facts, quotations, and statistics to support ideas and opinions.</td>
<td>• modals</td>
<td>Shows good control over more complex structures (e.g. subordination) with more variety in sentence structure and use of linking devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizes material logically, with main ideas and relevant supporting details, but work may be choppy and not completely cohesive at times. Linking between ideas is often clear.</td>
<td>Paraphrase to avoid plagiarism.</td>
<td>• conditionals</td>
<td>Can generally present well-structured ideas, with clearly expressed main ideas and good support. Linking between ideas is usually clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• adjective, adverbial, and noun clauses</td>
<td>Produces frequent error-free sentences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• punctuation</td>
<td>has good control of grammar and punctuation but may make a few errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• coordination and subordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• linking devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with a focus on editing essay, self and peer correction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix J

User Satisfaction Survey: MT Tool Use in L2 Writing

This survey aims to gather information on how free online Machine Translation (MT) tools have been used in the process of L2 writing by the participants of this research (you) and whether or not you have been satisfied with such tools. Thanks for your time.

* Required

1. Age: *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] 18-20
   - [ ] 21-25
   - [ ] 26-30
   - [ ] 31-35

2. Sex: *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Female
   - [ ] Male

3. Nationality and First Language: *

4. Participant Identification Number (Student Number): *

5. How would you rate the overall usability of free online MT tools in L2 writing: *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] a. Extremely useful
   - [ ] b. Very useful
   - [ ] c. Useful
   - [ ] d. Fairly useful
   - [ ] e. Not very useful
   - [ ] f. Not useful at all
   - [ ] g. Not sure
6. In the past 12 weeks, how frequently have you used free online MT tools for completing writing tasks? *
Mark only one oval.

☐ a. Always
☐ b. Almost always
☐ c. Usually
☐ d. Often
☐ e. Sometimes
☐ f. Occasionally
☐ g. Almost never
☐ h. Never

7. Which language pair have you used free online MT tools? *
Example: Mandarin and English

8. Which language direction have you usually used such MT tools? *
Mark only one oval.

☐ Only from my L1 into English
☐ Only from English into my L1
☐ Both from my L1 into English and from English into my L1

9. For which of the following did you use free online MT tools? (you can choose more than ONE option) *
Check all that apply.

☐ a. Double checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1
☐ b. Translating words from your L1 into English
☐ c. Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English
☐ d. Translating collocations from your L1 into English
☐ e. Translating sentences from your L1 into English
☐ f. Translating bigger units than sentences (paragraphs for example) from your L1 into English
☐ Other: ________________________________
10. Rank the following in order from most frequently used to least frequently used (most frequently used= 1, least frequently used= 6). *
    Double checking the meaning accuracy of words or expressions by seeing their meaning in your L1
    *Mark only one oval.

    Most frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Least Frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

11. *
    Translating words from your L1 into English
    *Mark only one oval.

    Most frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Least frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

12. *
    Translating phrases or expressions from your L1 into English
    *Mark only one oval.

    Most frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Least frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

13. *
    Translating collocations from your L1 into English
    *Mark only one oval.

    Most frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Least frequently used [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

14. Please briefly describe the benefits (if any) of free online MT tools for L2 writing. *

    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
    ......................................................................................................................
15. Please briefly describe the disadvantages (if any) of free online MT tools for L2 writing. *

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

16. Which of the following is true about your free online MT tools use in L2 writing? *
Mark only one oval.

☐ a. I had to post-edit everything I translated into English
☐ b. I had to post-edit almost everything I translated into English
☐ c. I had to post-edit most of what I translated into English
☐ d. I had to post-edit some of what I translated into English
☐ e. I never post-edited anything I translated into English
☐ Other: ______________________________

17. Which of the following free online MT tools you often use for L2 writing purposes? (you can choose more than ONE option)
Check all that apply.

☐ a. Google Translate
☐ b. Babelfish
☐ c. Reverso
☐ d. Worldlingo
☐ e. Imtranslator
☐ f. Lingo24
☐ Other: ______________________________

18. Any further comments:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this survey!